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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this dissertation is to create a theoretical framework and mechanisms 

for automating dynamic schema evolution in a heterogeneous database environment. The 

stmcture or schema of databases changes over time. Accommodating changes to the 

schema without loss of existing data and without significantly a^ecting the day to day 

operation of the database is the management of dynamic schema evolution. To address 

the problem of schema evolution in a heterogeneous database environment, we first 

propose a comprehensive taxonomy of schema changes and examine their implications. 

We then propose a formal methodology for managing schema evolution using graph 

theory with a well-defined set of operators and graph-based algorithms for tracking and 

propagating schema changes. We show that these operators and algorithms preserve the 

consistency and correctness of the schema following the changes. The complete 

framework is embedded in prototype software system called SEMAD (Schema Evolution 

Management ADvisor). We evaluate the system for its usefulness by conducting 

exploratory case studies using two different heterogeneous database domains, viz., a 

University database environment and a scientific database environment that is used by 

atmospheric scientists and hydrologists. The results of the exploratory case studies 

supported the hypothesis that SEMAD does help database administrators in their tasks. 

The results indicate that SEMAD helps the administrators identify and incorporate 

changes better than performing these tasks manually. An important overhead cost in 

SEMAD is the creation of the semantic data model, capturing the meta data associated 



with the model, and defining the mapping infonnation that relates the model and the set 

of underlying databases. This task is a one-time effort that is performed at the beginning. 

The subsequent changes are incrementally captured by SEMAD. However, the benefits 

of using SEMAD in dynamically managing schema evolution appear to offset this 

overhead cost. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A database is designed to capture facts (or data) associated with some real world 

referred to as the world of reference (WoR) of this database. Every database has two 

components, the structure that defines the database and the data that is contained in 

the structure [Elmasri & Navathe, 1994]. Typically a database is almost always a part 

of a larger information system. The information system includes application programs 

that access the database for the purpose of manipulating and managing the data in the 

database. The structure of the database is known as the database schema. The schema 

of a database changes often. Changes to the database schema may be necessary 

because the WoR represented by the database may change. In order to preserve the 

consistency of the database with its WoR the schema of the database needs to change. 

Changes in user requirements may also trigger changes to database schema. The data 

stored in the database based on an existing schema may be lost or may become 

invalid when schema changes are made. The applications that depend on the existing 

schema may also be made obsolete when the schema is changed. The problem of • 

schema evolution is thus defined as the ability of the database to incorporate changes 

to its schema without loss of data and with minimal modifications to existing 

applications. 
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The extent to which the database schema changes has been well illustrated in the 

study conducted by Sjoberg [Sjoberg, 1993]. This study is based on a health 

management system using a relational database and the changes were studied during 

the development and operational phases of the system. During the study period the 

number of relations increased from 23 to 55 and the number of attributes increased 

from 178 to 666. During the development phase (June 1990 until October 1990), 41 

relations were added and 24 relations deleted resulting in a net increase of 17 

relations. During the same period, 339 attributes were added, 141 deleted, resulting in 

a net increase of 198 attributes. During the operational phase observed between 

November 1990 and November 1991 107 relations were added and 92 relations 

deleted (net increase of 15 relations). During this period 1307 attributes were added 

and 1017 deleted with a net increase of 290 attributes. These results serve to illustrate 

the extent to which the schema changes in practical database applications. This study 

has brought out an important fact about schema evolution, viz., schema changes are 

as conmion during the operational phase of the database as it is during the 

developmental phase. The impact of schema changes has also been illustrated in 

many other application domains in organizations including office information 

systems [Gibbs and Tsichritzis, 1983, King and McLeod, 1985], personal databases 

[Cattell, 1983, Lyngbaek and McLeod, 1984], design engineering databases 

[Afsarmanesh, Knapp, McLeod, and Parker, 1985, Batory and Kim, 1985], and 

artificial intelligence systems [Kerschberg, 1984, Stefik and Bobrow, 1986]. To 
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manage their data and to assist in decision-making, organizations use databases. 

Schema evolution is therefore an important problem in organizations. 

In this research we propose a firamework and a set of mechanisms to address the 

problem of schema evolution. The framework described here comprehensively 

addresses the management of schema evolution especially in a heterogeneous 

database environment. The fr'amework and the mechanisms are based on a concepmal 

representation of the heterogeneous database system and use a semantic model to 

concepmally represent the database system. In the process of designing a database, a 

conceptual model is usually created to represent the WoR of that database. The 

database structure or database schema may be derived from the constructed model by 

some process (e.g. reduction). To be consistent with the WoR it represents, the 

database model must model the real world as closely as possible. A number of 

modeling techniques exist for constructing a model for the database, including the 

Entity Relationship Model (ERM) and its extensions [Chen, P., 1976], and Semantic 

Database Model (SDM) [Hammer and McLeod, 1981]. The model should capture the 

various components of the WoR and the relationships ±at exist amongst these 

components. The database design derived from the model is said to be consistent with 

the real world it represents (the WoR) and the model from which it is derived. The 

structure or the description of the database is called the database schema. The model 

is considered to be a conceptual representation of the database schema. The acmal 

data that resides in the database (at any point in time) is called the state of the 
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database or as a database state. The database schema may also be termed as the 

intension of the database and the database state, the extension of the database schema 

[Elmasri and Navathe, 1994]. In this work, we use the term schema to represent the 

structure and description of the database. The following sections define the research 

problem and the specific research issues addressed here. 

1.1 What is Schema Evolution? 

It is assumed that ±e schema of the database is relatively stable and the data is 

expected to change. However, since the role of the database is to model a part of the 

real world, the schema of the database may change in order to preserve its 

consistency with respect to the real world it models. Consider the example of a 

database that currently stores data on the different courses offered in the Management 

Information Systems department. The model of this database constructed using the 

ERM is shown in figure 1.1. The components and relationships that exist in this real 

world include Courses offered, the Professors that teach these courses, and the 

Students who enroll in the different courses. We can now illustrate the three different 

types of changes that may cause this schema to change using this example. 
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TEACH COURSES PROFESSORS COURSES 

STUDENTS 

PROFESSORS 

STUDENTS DEPARTMENTS 

Figures 1.1 and 1.2: Database Model for Course Information Example - Before 
and After Change 

Changes to the real world: It may be necessary to expand the WoR to include the 

entire business school instead of just the MIS department. Since there are many 

different departments in the business school, it is now necessary to include 

Departments as a component to the database. Since Professors are usually associated 

with one department, the database needs to capture this relationship. The students 

may each have a major department. It is now necessary to relate the smdents to the 

departments as well. Thus the schema changes to reflect the new structure as shown 

in figure 1.2. The database state must also change to conform to the new schema (new 

data may be added and relationships between the instances defined or redefined). 

Changes to Users' perception of the real world: The database is expected to satisfy 

the users' requirements. If the requirements change (or new requirements identiHed), 

the schema has to change to accommodate the changed (or new) requirements. For 

example, administrative assistants need information on graduate students supported 
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by their department and information on how each student is supported (type of 

support, hours, pay scale etc.)- Since the database has a single collection of students, 

it may now be necessary to classify students as graduate and undergraduate. To 

achieve this objective, it may be necessary to add new information that classifies the 

students into the two categories. The structure or schema needs to change to 

acconunodate the new information added. This changed structure is modeled in figure 

1.3. 

PROFESSORS COURSES TEACl 

>Nam( 

fOR DEPARTMENTS STUDENTS 

SUPPORT 
DETAILS 

GRADUATES UNDERGRADS 

Figure 13: Database Model for Course Information Example: After Classifying 
Students 

Changes to existing data: changes made to correct errors in the existing data may, in 

some cases, require modifications to the existing schema. For example, student 

addresses may need to be split into street address, city, state, and zip. 
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These changes transfonn a database schema from an existing state to a modified new 

state. The schema is hence considered to have evolved from the past state to the 

current state. The problem of schema evolution has thus been motivated by the 

necessity of the database to accommodate such changes so as to preserve its 

consistency with its WoR. The process of schema evolution may be defined as the 

ability of the database to respond to the above changes without loss of the existing 

data and without significantly affecting the day-to-day operations of the database. 

Reorganizing the database has been the effective solution to maintaining the 

consistency between the database and its WoR. This is an expensive process and 

hence is performed infrequently. During the periods between reorganization, the 

consistency of the database with its WoR is not guaranteed. Research to address the 

issue of online reorganization of relational databases attempts to solve problems such 

as restoration of clustering, purging old data, creating back up copies, and index 

creation online [Sockut and Iyer, 1996]. Sybase System 11 provides support for on

line database consistency checking and backup/restore operations [Rengarajan, 

Dimino, and Chung, 1996]. Algorithms for on-line clustering [Omiecinski, 1996], and 

for on-line reorganization of the trees used for clustering indexes in relational 

systems have been proposed [Zou and Salzberg, 1996]. These address performance 

issues of online reorganization and not schema evolution. The problem of schema 

evolution is therefore a very important issue in organizations and needs to be 

addressed in explicitly. Research in schema evolution has attempted to address the 
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issue of providing an automated (or semi-automated) support to manage the schema 

evolution process in a dynamic fashion. In this dissertation we attempt to provide a 

framework and mechanisms to support the process of dynamic schema evolution in 

heterogeneous database systems. 

Schema Evolution in Heterogeneous Database Systems 

Schema evolution is even more important in heterogeneous database systems. A 

number of organizations and research institutes maintain multiple databases. These 

databases are sometimes integrated to provide a single large information system. 

These databases may store different types of data, may be managed by different 

database management systems (DBMS), and may be distributed across 

geographically distributed locations, hi this dissertation we use the term 

heterogeneous database system to represent a system that stores different types of 

data and that includes databases managed by relational DBMSs, object-oriented 

DBMSs, object-relational systems, and flat files of data managed by applications 

coded using third generation languages (3GLs). In such an environment, a global or 

federated schema is used to conceptually model the underlying databases. Changes to 

any one database in this heterogeneous set could result in changes to the 

federated/global schema. This in turn could trigger changes to other databases in the 

heterogeneous environment. Also, individual databases may be added/deleted from 

the heterogeneous set triggering changes to the federated/global schema. 



Consider a large heterogeneous administrative database system for a University 

consisting of financial, research projects, employee and student databases. A new 

space database (containing information about buildings owned/leased/rented by the 

University, including office and classroom space) may need to be added. This may 

trigger changes to the global schema. Income/expenditure associated with each 

building may need to be tied in with the financial data, research labs in buildings may 

have to be linked to projects, and faculty/departments may need to be tied in with 

buildings where they are housed. Schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environment is hence more complex and poses a greater challenge than in single, 

independent databases. The number of schema changes is much larger as each 

explicit change may in turn trigger multiple other changes to the schema. 

Over the past four years, we have examined a set of heterogeneous scientific 

databases used by researchers to study the effects of global climate change. Probes 

that are mounted on satellites, aircraft, and balloons measure data that is captured in 

this system. Over a two-year period, the number of new data files (corresponding to 

new information measured) increased from 38 to 82, an increase of more than one 

hundred percent. There were over 20 changes due to additions and deletions of 

relationships. As the new data files were added to different databases in the 

heterogeneous system, new relationships between databases had to be defined and 

existing ones were sometimes deleted. We also observed changes to an Integrated 

heterogeneous database system used for managing the administrative data at the 
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University of Arizona. The administrative data is stored set of relational databases. 

Over a two-week period more than 20 tables/views were deleted or modified. An 

important observation made is that a single change to one database required changes 

to parts of the same database as well as changes to parts of other databases. These 

changes had to be performed to maintain the consistency of the system. While some 

of these implied changes were obvious and made immediately, others were identified 

much later. Over a period of time, users of the system reported inconsistencies when 

using the database system. Changes made to the database to fix these inconsistencies 

could be traced back and associated with the original change that caused it. Thus 

manually tracking the changes and implications of each change is extremely difficult, 

if not impossible, for the administrators of the database. Incomplete (and incorrect) 

tracking of changes will result in inconsistencies in the heterogeneous database 

system that affects the users. More importantly, inconsistencies affect the quality of 

the decisions made by the users. This illustrates the importance of efficiently 

managing the schema evolution process in heterogeneous database systems. 

13 Need for Managing Schema Evolution 

From the perspective of managing the schema evolution, we can distinguish three 

distinct but related requirements: 
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• Managing core schema evolution: this includes identifying and incorporating 

changes to the schema 

• Managing versions of schema: evolutionary changes to the schema may require 

retention of past states of the schema and managing multiple versions of the 

schema is thus essential 

• Management of applications: changes to the structure often result in existing 

applications becoming obsolete. Managing applications so that these might still be 

able to access the data despite changes to the database schema is also important. 

Each one of these requirements is very extensive in itself and attempting to combine 

all three will result in the problem becoming too large. In this dissertation, our focus 

is on managing the core schema evolution problem. 

In order to efficiendy manage core schema evolution, especially in heterogeneous 

database environments we need to be able to perform the following tasks: 

• Identifying changes to the schema 

• Tracking these changes and understanding the implications of each change 

• Incorporating the identified changes into the existing schema while maintaining 

the consistency and correctness of the schema 

• Determining how each change affects other parts of the schema, especially in a 

heterogeneous database environment 



• Identifying the databases that are affected by these changes and mapping the 

changes back to the underlying set of databases 

• Ensuring that the changes are dynamically managed such that ±e consistency of 

the database with respect to its WoR is restored immediately. 

In heterogeneous database systems, each database may be managed by one or more 

database administrator(s). As a change to one part of one database may trigger other 

changes which may affect other parts of that database, and more importantly, parts of 

other databases as well. In addition, if the database is distributed, each change may 

have to be performed at one or more distributed locations. It is very difficult, and 

often impossible, for a database administrator to envisage the impact of a change and 

the many cascading changes that may result. The difficulties arise not only in 

identifying ail the possible changes but also in manually taking care of the changes 

that the administrator can identify. 

Managing schema evolution manually in such an environment would be very difficult 

given the complexity of the changes and the implications of each change. Hence an 

effective solution to managing schema evolution in a heterogeneous database system 

is one that attempts to automate the schema evolution process to the greatest extent 

possible. Automating the schema evolution process is necessary and viable and this is 

obvious from the large body of literature in this research area. The issue, however, 

lies in identifying the extent of automation possible in the schema evolution process. 
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The solution to schema evolution described in this dissertation is motivated by the 

problems we observed in a large heterogeneous database environment that holds 

atmospheric sciences and hydrology data as well as in the heterogeneous set of 

administrative databases maintained at the University of Arizona. In these and similar 

databases, schema changes occur frequently. This required a solution to the schema 

evolution problem that explicidy addresses the management complex schema changes 

in a heterogeneous database environment. The research issues involved are presented 

next. 

1.4 Research Questions Addressed 

The focus of this dissertation is on management of core schema evolution in a 

heterogeneous database environment. In order to develop a framework and 

methodology for dynamically managing schema evolution in a heterogeneous 

database system, in this research, we attempt to answer the following questions. 

These questions stem from the set of tasks that are identified as being necessary for 

managing core schema evolution (section 1.3). 

• The first research question is, "How do we identify changes to the database 

schema?" 
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To address this issue, we use a data model to represent the schema of the database. In 

a heterogeneous database system, there exist different types of data sources ranging 

from simple flat files to relational, object-oriented, and object-relational databases. 

We need to have a single data model that can be used to represent the schema of 

any/all the different types of databases in the heterogeneous system. In this research 

we employ a semantic model to represent the schema. Semantic models are used to 

conceptually capture and represent the information pertaining to some real world. The 

schema of the database is derived from this concepmal semantic model. The semantic 

model therefore models the database schema as well. 

To help us identify changes to the schema we have created an exhaustive list of 

changes that can occur in a database schema. We have defined this list by rigorously 

examining each component of the semantic model schema and listing all possible 

changes that are associated with this component. 

Having identified the change (or changes), the issue now is to determine how each 

change manifests itself in a database schema. 

• Therefore the second research question is, "How do we identify the implications 

associated with each type of change?" 
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To understand the effect of each type of change, we have developed a comprehensive 

taxonomy of changes to the schema and examined the implications of each type of 

change. The basis for this taxonomy is the semantic model that is used to represent 

the schema in this research. Using this comprehensive taxonomy of schema changes 

we are able to identify the change. The implications associated with each change 

helps us understand how each change should be incorporated into the schema. 

During the process of incorporating the changes into the schema, we have to ensure 

that the correcmess and the consistency of the schema are maintained. 

• The third issue to consider is "How do we maintain the schema in a correct and 

consistent state during the process of and after incorporating the changes?" 

To achieve this we have mapped the semantic model schema onto a graph. We have 

derived a mapping scheme that helps us map any semantic model to a graph, which 

may be referred to as the semantic model graph. Based on the graph representation of 

the semantic model, we have defined a set of rules that ensure the consistency and 

correctoess of the semantic model graph (and therefore the schema). We have also 

defined a set of graph-based operators that help us implement and incorporate the 

changes to the semantic model graph. 
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We use a semantic model to represent the schema of the database. Changes to the 

schema are treated as changes to the semantic model and are incorporated into the 

semantic model. These changes now need to be reflected in the database(s) that the 

model represents. 

• The fourth research question is, "How do we map the changes back to the set of 

underlying databases?" 

To address this, we propose a three-tier architecture for managing schema evolution. 

The first tier is the semantic model and its graph based representation. The third tier is 

the set of all databases in the heterogeneous database system. The second tier consists 

of two parts: the first part defines a mapping between the components of the semantic 

model in the first tier and the databases that form the third tier. The second part is a 

translator that translates the change to the semantic model in the first tier into a 

change that can be understood and implemented by the database(s) in the third tier. 

The rules that maintain consistency of the database, the operators that implement the 

changes, the graph-based algorithms that help in this process are bundled together in a 

prototype system for managing dynamic schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environments. This system called SEMAD (Schema Evolution Management 

ADvisor) is based on the three-tier architecture described earlier. The front-end of 

SEMAD is a graphical user interface that can be used to define the semantic model. 
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In a heterogeneous database system, a change in one part of the schema, may trigger 

multiple other changes to other parts of the schema. 

• The fifth research question is, "How do we identify parts of the schema that may 

be affected by a change?" 

We have mapped the semantic model onto a graph-based representation. We therefore 

make use of graph-based algoritluns to help us identify the cascading changes. We 

have developed a set of graph-based algorithms that help in the process of identifying 

other affected parts of the schema, following a change to the schema. These 

algorithms are also incorporated in SEMAD. 

An important objective in this research is to try and understand what parts of the 

schema evolution process can be automated. With this objective in mind, we would 

like to evaluate the extent to which SEMAD can be automated. We would also like to 

examine how useful such a system would be in managing schema evolution in 

heterogeneous database enviroimients. The final issues addressed in this research are 

therefore 

• 'To what extent can SEMAD be automated assunung that some aspects of the 

process may be automated?" and 
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• "How effective would SEMAD be in the management of dynamic schema 

evolution in heterogeneous database environments?" 

We have conducted two exploratory case studies using SEMAD to evaluate its 

effectiveness. The objective is to examine if SEMAD is suggesting the right set of 

changes, and if the changes suggested are "useful" to the database administrators. The 

dissertation thus employs a set of methodologies: quantitative methods to develop the 

theoretical framework and to prove that the framework and methodologies are correct 

and complete, and case studies to evaluate if the system that incorporates the 

theoretical framework developed earlier is effective in serving its purpose. 

Research Methodology 

In this dissertation we develop a framework and methodologies for managing 

dynamic schema evolution. We use a semantic model to describe the database 

schema. The semantic model is then mapped onto a semantic model graph. The 

semantic model forms the basis for defining the schema evolution taxonomy. Graph-

based rules are defined to maintain the consistency and correctness of the database 

schema when and after the changes are incorporated. Graph-based operators are 

identified to implement schema changes. Graph-based algorithms are employed to 

examine and identify the cascading effects of schema changes. A prototype system 

SEMAD incorporates all of the above and is developed using the C language and X-
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Window libraries. Finally SEMAD is evaluated for its effectiveness using exploratory 

case studies. 

We first survey the literature and present a summary of the research methods that 

have been used to address the schema evolution problem in chapter 2. We then 

present our methodology for managing schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

systems. Chapter 3 describes the semantic model and the mapping of the semantic 

model onto a graph. Chapter 4 describes the three-tier architecture and the system, 

SEMAD, for schema evolution. In chapter 5 we discuss the implementation issues for 

implementing dynamic schema evolution in heterogeneous database environments. 

The graph-based algorithms used in this implementation are presented in chapter 6. 

The evaluation of the prototype using case studies is presented in chapter 7. Finally, 

we discuss the implications of this research and suggest directions for future work in 

chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research in schema evolution may be classified from two perspectives: the core 

activity managed and the data model used to manage the activity. Based on the first 

perspective, the activity managed, schema evolution problem has been addressed in 

terms of three well-defined and inter-related activities. 

• The management of core schema evolution including identification of schema 

changes, incorporating ±e changes into the schema thereby evolving the schema, 

and mapping the existing data to conform to the evolved schema. In its simplest 

sense, schema evolution does not imply historical support for the evolving 

schema. A database accommodates schema evolution when it facilitates the 

modification of the database schema without loss of ejusting data [Roddick, 

1995]. In this dissertation we use the term "schema evolution" to refer to core 

schema evolution. 

• In many cases, evolutionary changes to the schema would require retention of the 

past states of the schema. The second activity, management of the schema 

versions or schema versioning, requires that a history of the schema changes be 

maintained to enable retention of past schema definitions. Schema versioning is 
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important in engineering design databases and has stemmed from the need to 

maintain multiple versions and alternate designs on line. 

• Application programs that are based on the schema may be made obsolete when 

the schema evolves. Hence the management of application programs such that 

they can continue to access the data is an important research issue in schema 

evolution. This forms the third activity in the schema evolution problem. 

Based on the second perspective, the data model used to manage the activity, three 

basic models can be identified: 

• Object-oriented model 

• Relational model, and 

• Conceptual models, including ERM, SDM, and NIAM. 

Our focus in this dissertation is the management of core schema evolution using a 

semantic model, the Unifying Semantic Model (USM). In this chapter we summarize 

the existing literature using both perspectives mentioned. Along with the literature on 

schema evolution, we include schema versioning methods and application 

management methods so as to provide a comprehensive summary of all schema 

evolution activities. 
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2.1 Management of Core Schema Evolution 

Management of core schema evolution involves identifying changes to the schema, 

incorporating the changes into the existing schema while maintaining the correcmess 

and consistency of the schema, and reflecting these changes in the underlying set of 

database(s). A majority of the research on core schema evolution employs one of the 

three data models, the object-oriented model, the relational model, or a semantic 

model. In this section we classify the research based on the data model used. 

2.1.1 Schema Evolution Using Object-Oriented Data Model 

Object-oriented models when compared with relational data models offer some 

advantages with respect to schema evolution. Hence a majority of the literature in 

schema evolution employs object-oriented models. In an object-oriented model all 

conceptual entities are modeled using the single concept of an object. The state of the 

object is captured by the instances of the object and the behavior captured by the 

messages to which the object responds. The hierarchy of classes in object-oriented 

models defines properties of class hierarchies and inheritance. Objects in object-

oriented models are represented in the form of a lattice structure, known as the class 

lattice (for class objects and type lattice for type objects). The lattice provides a 

convenient way of determining the implications of the changes to the lattice and 

hence to the object schema. Thus the propagation of changes using the lattice 



structure is easier to identify. Moreover, the object-oriented data model (and therefore 

Object-Oriented Databases, OODBs) is capable of modeling more details such as 

complex hierarchical objects and relationships about the real world compared to the 

relational data model. 

One solution method proposed for implementing schema evolution in object-oriented 

systems is by modifying the class object or by modifying the type object [Penny and 

Stein, 1987], [Skarra and Zdonik, 1987], [Bjomerstedt and Britts, 1988], [Monk and 

Sommerville, 1993]. Modification methods-result in an evolved schema and do not 

provide historical support for the schema. Versioning objects, class versioning, and 

type versioning provide historical support as multiple versions may be maintained. 

Instead of versioning individual objects in a schema, some methods consider the 

schema as a whole and provide support for schema evolution by versioning the entire 

schema [Baneijee and Kim, 1987], [Baneijeeet. al., 1987], [Zicari, 1991], [Lemer 

and Habermann, 1990], [Clamen, 1994], [Bertino, 1992], [Bratsberg, 1992]. Thus one 

set of solution methods proposed includes class or type modification, class and/or 

type versioning, schema modification, and schema versioning. These methods are 

described first. Another set of methods employ the view mechanism for simulating 

schema changes [Breche et. al., 1995], [Ra and Rundensteiner, 1997]. There exist 

other methods that do not fall under any of these categories. A summary list of 

research and methods employed for schema evolution using object-oriented model is 

given in table 2.1.1. 
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Authors (and systems) Method supported 
Penny and Stein, 1987 (GEMStone) Class evolution only 
Skarra and Zdonik, 1987 (ENCORE) Type evolution with version support 
Bjomerstedt and Britts, 1988 (AVANCE) Class evolution with version support 
Monk and Sommerville, 1993 
(CLOSQL) 

Class evolution with version support 

Baneijee and Kim, 1987, Baneijee et. al. 
1987 (ORION) 

Evolution of all schema objects with 
version support 

Zicari, 1991 (proposed methods for02) Evolution of all schema objects 
Lemer and Habermann, 1990 (OTGen) Evolution of entire schema with 

automatic database conversion 
Clamen, 1994 Evolution of all schema objects with 

version support 
Bertino, 1992 Evolution of all schema objects using 

views with version support 
Bratsberg, 1992 Evolution of all schema objects 
Breche, Ferrandina and Kuklok, 1995 
(GOODSTEP, extending O2) 

Evolution of all schema objects using 
view mechanisms 

Ra, Rundenstiener, 1997 Evolution of all schema objects, 
transparent evolution using views 

Narayanaswamy and Rao, 1988 Instance inheritance augmented to 
SGODM, addresses "version problem" 

Morsi, Navathe, and Shilling, 1994 Method evolution only 
Peters and Oszu, 1995, 1997 Axiomatic Model 
LiandMcLeod, 1994, 1991, 1988 Object Flavor Evolution 
Osbom, 1989 Polymorphism in queries 
Liu, Zicari, Hursch, and Lieberherr, 1997 Polymorphism in queries and 

applications 

Table 2.1.1: Summary of Schema Evolution using Object-Oriented Model 

Penny and Stein describe a method for schema evolution in object-oriented databases 

by converting the existing instances to the modified version of the class in their 

prototype for schema evolution called GEMStone [Penny and Stein, 1987]. 

GEMStone addresses the issue of modifications to the class and class definitions. It 

attempts to coerce the underlying database to conform to the new class definition 
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adopting the early conversion method. GEMStone also uses a class hierarchy graph. 

Unlike the class lattice in ORION [Banerjee and Kim, 1987], the graph in GEMStone 

is a tree where each class node has a unique superclass. The consistency and 

correctoess of this graph is maintained by a set of six invariants and eight schema 

changes are defined based on the class object. Simplicity is the thrust in this schema 

evolution method made possible by the tree structure of the class hierarchy. 

GEMStone does not version ±e class and maintains only the evolved or new schema. 

Skarra and Zdonik examine the problem of schema evolution in object-oriented 

databases by versioning the type of the object [Skarra and Zdonik, 1986,1987]. They 

are of the view that objects in a database are shared and are persistent. However, the 

type definitions of the object do change and the solution method addresses type 

evolution in object databases, utilizing the type lattice structure. The changes to the 

type include addition or deletion of a type, or modifications to the type definitions. In 

modifying a type definition, the properties, constraints, and operations that are 

defined by that type may be added, deleted, or changed. According to the authors, 

change to a type affects two groups of objects: objects of that type and its subtypes, 

and the program objects that use this type. An object takes on the properties and 

operations of its supertype and hence programs that use supertypes of the changed 

type may also be affected. The first group of objects affected is handled by a version 

set mechanism. A new version of the type and subtype is generated whenever a type 

changes. All instances remain bound to one version and may be coerced to another 
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version. This methodology forms the basis of a prototype, ENCORE, for schema 

evolution. 

AVANCE, a prototype system for schema evolution in object-oriented databases 

proposes general object versioning as the solution method [Bjomerstedt and Britts, 

1988]. In this research the object versioning is extended to support class versioning 

which is implemented in the project. New version of the class is created following a 

change to the class. Changes to class object include changes to attributes or 

properties, adding and deleting classes, and defining and removing subclasses. 

Changes to methods are not addressed. 

CLOSQL adopts the clziss versioning method for schema evolution [Monk and 

Sonmierville, 1993]. Multiple versions of a class may exist and CLOSQL employs a 

conversion adaptation strategy. Instances are converted when there is a version 

conflict. The class version to be used is determined by the program that tries to 

extract the instances from the system. 

ORION is a prototype object-oriented system that provides support for schema 

evolution [Baneijee and Kim 1987, Baneijee, Kim, Garza, Ballou, Woelk, and Chou, 

1987]. An important part of this work is the development of a formal taxonomy of 

schema changes and a framework for managing schema changes in object-oriented 

systems. The semantics of each schema change is examined and a set of invariant 
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properties of the object-oriented schema is proposed which must be preserved across 

schema changes. In ORION, the authors describe an implementation method for 

schema evolution that does not require database re-organization or shut down. In this 

research, an interesting property of object-oriented data model has been brought to 

light. The class lattice structure is treated as a graph (PIG or the Property Inheritance 

Graph), which has a system generated class called Object as its root. It is a rooted, 

directed, acyclic graph. The taxonomy, invariant properties, and operators for 

implementing schema changes are described based on this graph. The taxonomy is 

listed under three major classifications; changes to a node in the PIG, changes to an 

edge in the PIG, and changes to the contents of a node. The final category includes 

changes to the attribute of an object and changes to the methods defined on the object. 

A significant contribution of this work is that it provides a clear and systematic 

framework for managing schema evolution. 

Zicari has proposed a set of schema change operations to be incorporated in O2, an 

object-oriented database system and progranmiing environment [Zicari, 1991]. O2 

defines a distinction between types and objects, which ORION does not. O2 has two 

distinct notions: classes whose instances are objects encapsulating data and behavior, 

while types have values as its instances. Every class is associated with a type, 

describing the structure of its instances. The object schema in O2 is a set of classes 

related by inheritance links and / or composition links. The objective of this research 

is to define a minimal set of primitive operations that can be used to update the 
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schema m O2, while preserving the consistency of ±e schema. For this purpose two 

types of consistencies are identified. The schema is said to be structurally consistent 

if the class structure is a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) and if attribute and method 

name definitions, attribute and method scope rules, and attribute and method 

signatures are all compatible. The object-oriented database is behaviorally consistent 

if each method respects its signature and its code does not result in run-time errors. 

The important contribution of this research is that it addresses the issue of completely 

automating schema change process. The research emphasizes the importance of 

involving the designer in the process. It suggests providing a set of tools to the 

designer/user for the purpose of performing schema changes instead of automating 

the process entirely. A key issue not addressed in this research is the issue of instance 

adaptation, viz., how do you change the instances to conform to the change schema? 

However, it is the only known research that identifies the provision of an advisory 

program that would determine at evolution time if the evolution were consistent with 

class and method dependencies. 

In OTGen, Lemer and Habermann provide a system that address the issues of 

complex schema evolutions that require major structural changes to the database 

[Lemer and Habermann, 1990]. Similar to ORION and O2, OTGen is driven by a set 

of invariants that maintain schema consistency during the schema transformation 

process. The changes supported by OTGen deal with adding/deleting/renaming 

instance variables, changing types, adding/deleting superclass, and 
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adding/deleting/renaming a class in the object schema. OTGen implements this using 

the schema modification method and does not address or support versions of schema. 

A very attractive feature of OTGen is that it modifies the structure and incorporates 

the existing data. Database administrators can specify the mapping between objects 

created in an old version and their corresponding representation in the new version of 

the schema using a declarative language. OTGen transforms the existing database to 

the new version automatically. 

Clamen proposed a schema versioning method for schema evolution for distributed 

and centralized object-oriented database systems [Clamen, 1994]. This research 

extends the concept of class versioning to all schema objects. This method allows for 

multiple versions of the instances, called facets, to persist simultaneously. The 

programmer is given the specifications on how to adapt the instances following 

changes to the schema. 

Bertino presents a schema evolution language that is an object-oriented adaptation of 

the view mechanism in relational database systems [Bertino, 1992]. In particular, the 

definition language proposed permits definition of views that augment class 

definitions. This research supports inheritance and object identifiers (OIDs) for view 

instances, two important characteristics of object-oriented data models and databases 

that are not seen in relational models and relational databases. View instances with 

object identifiers are physically realized in the database. This enables the view 
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mechanism to support schema changes ±at specify the addition of attribute(s). In 

addition, the view mechanism has been extended to support schema versions and 

experiment with schema changes before executing schema changes. In this research, 

views are also used to define dynamic sets and partitions of classes, without affecting 

the class hierarchy organization. Two issues are not explicitly addressed here: 

instance adaptation and compatibility between versions. 

Another research that implements object-oriented views for schema evolution in 

object-oriented systems is discussed in [Bratsberg, 1992]. It supports schema 

evolution changes to class objects like generalization and specialization, similar to the 

Bertino's work. In addition, it also covers type versioning and class versioning to 

provide historical support for the schema evolution process. The class object is said to 

consist of its intent, a named set of properties, and its extent, a special set of objects. 

Each intent is connected to an extent with the same name as the intent. The extent is 

defined as being the set of objects created from the intent. The association between 

the intent of every object in the database is modeled as a graph called intent 

inheritance and the association between the extents modeled as the extent graph. 

Evolutionary changes to classes are defined in terms of intent evolution and extent 

evolution. 

Breche et. al, further extend the schema change support for O2 by using views to 

simulate schema changes, in the GOODSTEP project. [Breche, Ferrandina, and 
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Kuklok, 1995]. An important issue addressed here is the support for modification of 

the database following schema changes, instance adaptation. Conversion functions 

are provided to the user, which take the old and new schema definitions as input and 

transform the objects of the database to conform to the new schema. This research 

adopts the lazy or delayed conversion similar to GEMStone and ORION. Views are 

treated as virtual schemas for simulating certain specific classes of schema changes. 

This gives the designer an option to test the change and if satisfied can materialize the 

virtual schema into a real one. 

The view mechanism in object-oriented databases has also been employed to create 

personal schemas from a base schema to assist in schema evolution [Ra and 

Rundensteiner, 1997]. More specifically, by permitting "personal views", changes 

requested by users are treated as changes to the personal schema rather than that of 

the complete database. Transparent Schema Evolution (TSE) system, a prototype 

built on this notion, now regenerates the personal view incorporating the requested 

change(s). Schema changes described in this research include adding/deleting of 

object classes, adding/deleting "is-a" relationship edges between two classes, 

adding/deleting methods associated with objects, changing the domain of attributes, 

and renaming class objects. By defining virtual classes a new view that incorporates 

one or more of these changes is generated. The view generation is implemented using 

a set of algorithms, one for each type of change. 
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In engineering domains, one specific schema change is the "version problem". An 

object that is originally defined as an instance of a particular type now evolves into a 

type in itself. Narayanaswamy and Rao discuss a solution method to this problem 

using a simple, generic, object-oriented data model (SGODM) [Narayanaswamy and 

Rao, 1988]. Let an instance / of type T evolve to be a type in itself. The solution using 

SGODM would be to create a new subtype ST that is made a subtype of T. ST 

assumes the properties of /. Variations of I that triggered the change are made 

instances of ST. This method of incorporating the change affects the application 

programs that operate on the object schema. The solution method proposed augments 

SGODM with "instance inheritance" that solves this problem without introducing 

new subtypes. A new link, "has-version", is introduced into SGODM. This is a multi

valued attribute link that links an object to all its versions. Using this link, instance / 

can be linked to all its variations. Thus the original type-lattice structure remains 

unchanged (except for the addition of the new link(s)) and the application programs 

may continue to access the original lattice, which is preserved. Thus the change is 

incrementally modeled in the schema by the introduction of this new abstraction. The 

proposed solution thus transforms an object schema and does conclusively state if 

multiple versions are needed and if so, how many versions to maintain. 

Morsi describes schema evolution operations exclusively for the evolution of methods 

in object-oriented systems [Morsi, Navathe, and Shilling, 1994]. This research 

supports addition, deletion, and modification of methods. It also supports certain 
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schema change operations that would trigger changes to methods, such as renaming 

of classes, instance variables, and methods. The operations are captured in the 

prototype system GOOSE (Graphical Object Oriented Schema Environment). The 

schema information in GOOSE is maintained as a set of system objects belonging to 

system deHned classes. Besides the fact that it is one of the few research works that 

address method evolution, GOOSE also provides methods for resolving 

inconsistencies that may arise during the evolution process. GOOSE maintains 

inconsistencies that arise during method evolution in system defined object classes 

and provides schema change operations to restore consistency by resolving the 

inconsistencies. 

TIGUKAT is an object-base management system that supports dynamic schema 

evolution [Peters and Ozsu, 1997]. An axiomatic model for dynamic schema 

evolution forms the foundation of TIGUKAT. Traditional approaches to schema 

evolution in object-oriented systems involve the definition of invariant properties and 

rules to enforce them, which makes the methodology system and model specific. An 

important contribution of this research is that it develops a formal model to which 

other object-oriented systems supporting schema evolution may be reduced to, 

especially for comparison purposes. The model is based on object type and uses the 

type-lattice graph to represent property inheritance and subtypes and supertypes. The 

research does not explicitly address the change propagation, i.e., propagation of the 

changes to the instances. 
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Li has described a system for schema evolution that incorporates machine learning 

techniques [Li and McLeod, 1994]. The prototype system. Personal Knowledge 

Manager (PKM), views evolution of the object schema in from the perspective of the 

evolution of object flavors. Object flavor is termed as the definition of the semantics 

of an object. A change to the fimdamental semantics of the object is object flavor 

evolution. Every object in the database of PKM is related to another object using a 

mapping. A three-tier object flavor graph is defined to manage evolution of objects. 

The nodes in this graph are the different object flavors (atomic in tier 1, open atomic, 

closed atomic, social, mapping, and procedural in tier 2, open social set, closed social 

set, compound mapping, and compound procedural in tier 3). The edges that link the 

nodes define the evolutionary paths for object flavor evolution. A set of operators 

(procedural objects) is defined to create and evolve object based on this graph. PKM 

is an end-user database evolution tool that attempts to automate the evolution process 

by learning from the user. 

Osbom presents an approach to schema evolution in object-oriented systems using 

polymorphic object algebra [Osbom, 1989]. When the schema of an object database 

changes, the database is changed to conform to the changed schema. The notion of 

polymorphism in this research is that certain queries or applications will return 

identical or equivalent results when applied to object databases, both before and after 

the change. Such polymorphic queries would be transparent to schema changes. Two 

types of changes are examined, modification of an attribute to an aggregate object (an 



object created by juxtaposing other objects of different types), and adding a set of 

subclasses to an aggregate object in a generalization hierarchy. 

Liu et. al. describe the role of polymorphic reuse mechanisms for enhancing the 

adaptiveness of database application programs in an object-oriented environment 

[Liu, Zicari, Hursch, and Lieberherr, 1997]. The schema changes examined in this 

research are the changes to the behavior or method associated with the object classes. 

When using polymorphism to support schema evolution, the thrust appears to be in 

the management of application programs. Hence research on polymorphism in 

schema evolution has been included here for completeness and the details of 

implementation are described further under the section dealing with application 

program management (section 2.3.1). 

A number of general approaches including type and class evolution methods, methods 

for evolving the schema as a whole, view-based methods, as well as specific 

approaches such as object-flavor evolution and polymorphism have been presented. 

The proposed solutions for the problem of schema evolution that adopt type, class, 

and method evolution address a specific type of schema change only. These include 

Penny and Stein (1987), Skarra and Zdonik (1986), Bjomstedt and Britts (1988), 

Monk and Sommerville (1993). The above deal with schema evolution including 

versioning and application management, but they consider a specific small subset of 
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all possible schema changes in an object-oriented database system. In our opinion, 

therefore, these do not tackle schema evolution in a comprehensive maimer. More 

specifically, they do not address the issue of database consistency during and/or after 

the changes have been implemented. Schema evolution methods that use the view 

mechanism, Bratsberg (1992), Bertino (1992), Breche (1995), Ra and Rundensteiner 

(1997), also focus more on version and application management than on core schema 

evolution. Bratsberg's work supports changes to class objects only. Bertino does not 

explicidy address adaptation of instances to schema changes, which is an important 

requirement in schema evolution. The research reported by Ra and Rundensteiner 

does provide a complete list of changes, but again do not address issues on object 

database consistency explicitly. Clamen describes methods for versioning and 

application management very comprehensively. However, the focus on schema 

changes is very minimal and consistency issues are not explicitly addressed. OTGen, 

the prototype system reported by Lemer and Habermann (1990), addresses the issue 

of automatically generating a new schema following schema changes and is 

comprehensive in its list of changes. It is the first and only research that explicitly 

addresses mapping the schema changes from the object model to the data and 

databases that form the basis for the model. ORION described by Baneijee et. al. 

(1987, 1988) develops a taxonomy of schema changes based on the object model by 

treating the object model as a graph and define a set of rules that maintain the 

consistency of the graph while schema changes are made. However, they do not 

explicitly address the propagation of schema changes back to the database. 



Polymorphism provides good support for application management. Few types of 

schema changes in object models support polymorphism and hence only these are 

discussed in the research papers describing polymorphism support for schema 

evolution. 

2.1.2. Schema Evolution Using Relational Data Model 

The relational data model is simpler and captures less information when compared 

with the object-oriented data model. Hence the number of changes that can be 

identified based on the relational model is more limited. However, temporal 

dimension(s) may be modeled in a relational data model. One solution method to 

address the problem of schema evolution using relational models is based on the 

temporal dimensions. An integral part of relational databases, the view mechanism, 

also used to address schema evolution in relational databases. Other perspectives to 

tackle schema evolution in relational databases include extending SQL to support 

schema evolution, using fact-based models to support schema evolution, and using 

hybrid relations. These methods are discussed next. 

Takahashi describes the concept of hybrid relations to support schema evolution 

[Takahashi, 1990]. The research is relatively simple in that it only describes the 

change due to addition of new attributes to an existing relation. This is achieved by 

storing the new attribute(s) of an existing relation separately. The new attributes are 
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stored in the form of ordered triples consisting of <tuple identifier, attribute name. 

value>. The tuple identifier is the set of values corresponding to the set of key 

attributes for this relation. At query time, the hybrid relation is realized virtually by 

combining the existing relation with its set of triples. 

Author(s) (and systems) Method supported 
Takahashi, 1990 Hybrid relations for exceptions 
Borgida and Williamson, 1985 Exceptions handled by special data structures 
Shneiderman and Thomas, 1982 Based on the type of transformation 
Evolutionary DBMS, 1983 Time stamping 
Dadam and Teuhola, 1987 Time stamping and linked data structure 
Clifford and Croker, 1987 Lifespan - time of validity/existence 
McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990 Temporal dimension - transaction time 
Ariav, 1991 Temporally oriented data definitions 
Roddick, 1991 Temporal dimension - valid and transaction 

time 
Scalas, Cappelli, and De Castro, 
1993 

Temporal dimension — valid and transaction 
time 

Table 2.1.2 - Summary of Schema Evolution using Relational Model 

Borgida and Williamson discuss a method that incorporates exceptional facts. These 

exceptions are consistent with the real world (which has changed), but do not 

conform to the current structure of the database (which has not changed) [Borgida 

and Williamson, 1985]. The exception facts are stored in a separate logical file of 

records, each record holding a single exception fact. Query language is augmented 

with application programs that combine the logical file with the existing relational 

schema as and when required. 
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Takahashi's work and that of Borgida and Williamson do not address core schema 

evolution as we have defined it. However, the solutions described provide methods 

for accommodating changes without shutting down or reorganizing the database, 

supporting an integral part of the management of schema evolution. They are 

included here for this reason. 

Shneiderman and Thomas examine a system and architecture for automatically 

converting relational databases following changes to its structure [Shneiderman and 

Thomas, 1982]. This is considered as one of the first research works that examine the 

problem of schema evolution. This research classifies changes to the relational 

databases (transformations) based on three features. A transformation is information 

preserving if no information is lost. A transformation is data dependent if the data 

stored must be checked to determine if the transformation is consistent with the new 

structure. A transformation is program dependent if the application program must be 

checked to determine if the transformation is correct. Based on this taxonomy for 

transformations, a system for automatically transforming the database based on a 

given change is proposed. An important feature of automating such a process has 

been brought forth in this research, viz., the need for the database administrator 

(DBA) to be involved in the conversion process, especially when transformations do 

not meet consistency requirements. It further highlights the fact that such conversions 

are viable and systems that support semi-automated conversions provide DBAs with 

an increased flexibility by easing the conversion process. 



A commercial relational database management system. Evolutionary DBMS 

(EDBMS) has been developed by Information Research Associates [EDBMS, 1983]. 

This system uses temporal concepts to provide support for schema evolution, 

specifically the evolution of data definitions and supports dynamic restructuring of 

the schema. The approach taken is the management of binding time; the binding of 

definitions to ±eir type-names and the binding of data types in programs that run 

against the database. The set of possible schema changes in this system is not well 

defined in the description. Stracture Manipulation Language (SML) is provided to 

implement schema changes and to coordinate the changes between schema, data, and 

programs. EDBMS does not permanently convert old data to conform to the new or 

recent schema structvu-e. 

Dadam and Teuhola's Non-First-Normal-Form (NF^) model is one of the first to 

address schema evolution using temporal definitions [Dadam and Teuhola, 1987]. 

The NF~ relational database permits the storage and manipulation of non-first-normal-

form relations. The NF^ with temporal definitions handles time in the form of 

versions of data and schemas. Nine types of schema changes are addressed with the 

proposed method for implementing each using the storage structure described. Some 

complex schema changes addressed include nesting (Nest), undoing nesting 

operations (UnNest), Join, and Split operations which involve temporal restructuring 

of the schema. 
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Clifford and Croker introduce the concept of lifespan in their description of Historical 

Relational Data Model (HRDM). Each attribute value in HRDM is associated with a 

lifespan parameter that defines its period of existence. A group of such attributes form 

a relation. A group of such relation schemes form the database schema. The lifespan 

attached to each attribute helps the model determine the period of time during which 

the attribute exists in the schema. This potentially permits evolution of the schema. 

Even though this research does not explicitly address the details of schema evolution, 

the lifespan concept provides an elegant method to address schema evolution. 

Schema evolution results in changes to the database. Each change is an event at a 

point in time when the database records this change. This notion forms the basis for 

supporting schema evolution in temporal relational databases, by including support 

for transaction time in the relational model [McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990]. The 

basic data model assumed here supports four classes of relations: snapshot, rollback, 

historical, and temporal relations. Besides other changes, the relation may change its 

class (along with data and signature) as well. The relational algebra has been 

extended to support four schema change operations: adding a new relation, modifying 

an existing relation, deleting a relation, and renaming a relation. Implementation of 

these changes is described in depth using relational algebra. To ensure semantic 

correctness of the algebraic expressions with respect to the database schema, and to 

maintain consistency between the state (data) and schema following changes, a 

system for semantic type checking is described. An interesting feature is the support 
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for multi-command transactions in which more than one relation of the schema may 

be changed. A transaction is treated as an atomic update operation. 

Schema evolution based on the Temporally Oriented Data Model (TODM) has been 

examined by Ariav [Ariav, 1991]. The central data structure proposed in this research 

is the data cube. The data cube is a temporal data construct in which time, objects, 

and attributes form the primary dimensions of the stored data. The stability of the data 

is the focus in this research and data is permanently converted to conform to the most 

recent schema structure. An important contribution of this research is its emphasis 

and explicit addressing of managing applications when schema evolution occurs. 

Schema changes are classified as temporally shallow changes and temporally deep 

changes. The former includes changes that require relatively simple operations with 

minimal corrective steps to retrospectively apply the modified schema to existing 

data. The latter includes changes where retrospective application of the modified 

schema to existing data is difficult, and often requires substantial computations. Even 

though this research clearly outlines the requirements of schema evolution using the 

TODM and data definitions, it does not explain the details of performing the schema 

changes. 

A model that incorporates temporal support into the meta database of the relational 

database has been presented by Roddick [Roddick, 1991]. Specifically, the addition 

of this temporal support has been investigated with reference to semantics of null 
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values, its effect on integrity constraints and its impact on query languages. The 

temporal support provided includes both valid time and transaction time to the model. 

Null values may pose serious problem in databases supporting schema evolution. 

Particularly, when new relations are added, all attributes of this relation may have 

null values. This would violate the entity integrity constraint and may violate 

referential constraints as well. The research suggests that the meta database (system 

catalog) must have temporal support and that query languages must query the meta 

data to identify the structure of the database during time instants or time intervals. 

This suggestion has been implemented by the development of a query language to 

support schema evolution, SQL/SE [Roddick, 1992]. It employs the notion of 

complete relations. Every relation has an extension, its complete relation, with a set of 

attributes that is ±e union of all the attributes ever defined for that relation. 

Scalas et. al. discuss another model for schema evolution in temporal relational 

databases [Scalas, Cappelli, and De Castro, 1993]. Changes are classified into two 

types: redefinition and revision. In redefinition, the schema after the change is 

completely independent of the schema before the change. Applying changes to the 

most recent schema "revises" the schema. The specific changes to the relational 

model discussed here are classified into two categories: those that deal with attribute 

level changes and those that deal with relation changes. The first category includes 

adding and dropping attributes, renaming attributes, and redefining attribute domains. 
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The second consists of adding and dropping relations. Implementation details of 

redefinition and revision changes are described. 

Methods for schema evolution using the relational model include temporal support 

for the database including temporal support for meta data, view mechanisms, and 

handling exceptions using special data structures. Both temporal support and 

providing view mechanisms focus more on the versioning support than on core 

schema evolution. Also a majority of the research on schema evolution using 

relational model do not explicitly consider changes to the schema and how these 

changes should be propagated to the database(s). Of particular relevance to schema 

evolution, these provide language support for schema evolution by extending and 

modifying relational algebra. The number of schema changes that can take place in a 

relational model and in relational databases are fairly restricted (changes to attributes 

and changes to relations). Therefore the extent to which core schema evolution is 

addressed in research using relational models is also restricted. Providing temporal 

support (transaction and/or valid time) in databases is an excellent method for 

supporting schema versions. Extended SQL with added temporal support is essential 

for managing data as well as schema in these temporal databases. View mechanisms 

primarily support versioning and are inherently supported by relational models. These 

are addressed more in detail in the section dealing with version management. 
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2.13 Schema Evolution Using Conceptual Data Models 

Solution methods for the management of core schema evolution have utilized 

conceptual data models such as the Entity Relationship Model (ERM) and NIAM 

methodology. An important distinction between these models and the object-oriented 

and relational models described is that the former models are not specific to any one 

type of database. However, ERM and NIAM models have been extensively used as a 

basis for deriving the design or schema of databases. These models, therefore, 

provide an excellent perspective to understand and manage schema evolution. 

Research that employs these models is summarized in this section and list is 

presented in table 2.1.3. 

A methodology for implementing incremental and reversible schema change 

operations using the Entity Relationship (ER) model has been proposed by 

Markowitz and Makowsky [Markowitz and Makowsky, 1987]. This research 

introduces the concept of ER-consistency and examines schema change operations in 

a relational database. It supports schema evolution by providing a method to 

incrementally restructure the relational database schema. A relational schema 

consisting of relational schemes, together with key and inclusion dependencies is said 

to ER-consistent if an ER model can be used to represent the relational schema. The 

changes in an ER-consistent schema are the addition and deletion of relational 

schemes, and the modification of key and inclusion dependencies. The authors have 
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developed an ER-calculus (an ER-oriented adaptation of tuple relational calculus) to 

represent database state mappings. Database state mappings define an ER-consistent 

database state. Propositions that ensure ER-consistency of the database states are also 

defined using ER-calculus. The ER model is treated as a directed graph and the graph 

is restricted to having three types of nodes representing entity classes, relationships, 

and attributes. The ER model (referred to as a role-free model) does not include 

cardinalities and assumes that relationships have no attributes. The schema 

restructuring operations are described as vertex oriented changes to the ER model 

along with the database state mappings associated. 

Author(s) (and systems) Method for schema evolution 
Markowitz and Makowsky, 1987 ER-Model, uses ER-consistency and 

introduces ER-calculus 
Andany, Leonard, and Palisser, 1991 
(Farandole 2) 

Semantic model similar to an ERM 

Liu, Chang, and Chrysanthis, 1993 ER-model, attribute changes 
Roddick, Craske, and Richards, 1993 ER -model, attribute, relationship, & 

entities 
Ewald and Orlowska, 1993 NL\M model and fact-based evolution 

Table 2.13: Summary of Schema Evolution using Conceptual Data Models 

Farandole 2 is a prototype system for schema evolution which employs a semantic 

model that is similar to an ERM [Andany, Leonard, and Palisser, 1991]. The model 

defines two types of classes, atomic and composite. Atomic classes are terminal 

classes (boolean, integer, strings, etc.) and every object in this class is identified by its 

value. Objects in composite classes are identified independent of their values and are 
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made up of objects linked to it by roles. Roles are links that associate a composite 

class to another class that may be composite or atomic. The model permits 

specialization and does not permit multiple inheritance. The model is used to describe 

the entire schema or a context, which is a partial schema. A semantic context is an 

abstraction that permits regrouping of certain elements in the schema while excluding 

others. Any number of contexts may be defined on a database. A semantic context 

defined on a database is represented as a graph. Each node in this graph is a couple 

(n, C), where n is the node name, and C is the database class it is associated with. 

Each edge represents the role that links the classes associated with each node it is 

incident on. The evolutionary changes or transformations are of two types: those that 

are applied to the complete schema and those that are applied to contexts of a schema. 

At the schema level a context version may be added or suppressed. At the context 

level, the changes are described in terms of changes to the context graph, addition and 

deletion of nodes/edges, modification of nodes/edges. Changes to names of nodes are 

not permitted. An interesting contribution of this research is that changes to the 

relational schema are described as changes to a semantic model and changes to a 

model-based graph. This research supports multiple versions of the schema and 

contexts. 

Roddick et.al. describe a taxonomy for schema evolution based on the ERM 

[Roddick, Craske, and Richards, 1993]. This taxonomy classifies schema changes 

based on the ER model into 3 primary classes: changes to entity classes, changes to 
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relationships, and changes to attributes. There is a separate taxonomy of schema 

changes to a relation model (not described in this work), that define relational 

algebraic operators for changes in the relational model. The objective is to combine 

the two into one system where the effects of changes based on the ER model can be 

specified in terms of changes to the relational model. The proposed solution aims to 

provide a comprehensive schema evolution system for relational databases. 

Liu et. al. address schema evolution changes by translating them into changes to an 

ERM [Liu, Chang, and Chrysanthis, 1993]. The schema changes explicitly described 

here are the changes in attributes (addition and removal of attributes), or changes to 

other objects that result in changes to attributes like specialization of entity types and 

changes to domain of attributes. A scheme for managing attribute changes is 

proposed using a concept similar to that used by Clamen [Clamen, 1994]. Clamen 

employed this method to define relations between attributes of existing and evolved 

versions of a class. The key contribution of this work is the management of 

application programs during the schema evolution process. 

Ewald and Orlowska describe a procedural approach to schema evolution using 

NL\M (Nijssen Information Analysis Methodology) model applied to relational 

databases [Ewald and Orlowska, 1993]. The NL\M model is used to represent the 

real world using a fact-based approach. Fact-based approach permits representation of 

a rich variety of constraints and hence perceived as being semantically expressive. 
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Two types of schema changes are considered in the NIAM model, addition of a fact 

and deletion of a fact. The research provides interactive procedures to support the 

schema change operations. The interactive feature is essential as the NIAM model 

relies heavily on the expertise of the human designer. Interactive checking also 

preempts conflict problems associated with constraints and ensures that the semantics 

of the old schema is preserved. 

Management of schema evolution has also been smdied in hierarchical databases, 

network databases, and as an automated process for data transformation and 

restructuring. For completeness, we will briefly address these. 

WAND is a system that is based on a network model that permits dynamic 

restructuring of the database [Gerritsen and Morgan, 1976]. The authors employ the 

concept of Generation Data Structures (GDS). In GDS, instead of one schema, 

generations of schema are maintained. Each logical data record is associated with a 

generation of schema that was in force at the lime of definition of the record. Hence 

several generation of schema is permitted. This corresponds to the case where each 

change generates a new entire schema. Data is modified to conform to each new 

schema- A generalized method for restructuring a hierarchical database is described 

by [Navathe, 1980]. In this model, the user needs to specify the source and target 

schemas. The model uses an internal representation, the schema diagram, which is 

represented as a graph. FORMAL is an application development system that permits 
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automated transfonnation of data using an embedded Automatic Transformer [Shu, 

1987]. The user needs to specify the form of the output and the source of data. A 

form-based interface is provided to obtain the information from the user. 

Conceptual models have been used almost always in conjunction with relational 

databases. Andany et. al. use a graph-based representation of a specific conceptual 

model (that is like ERM) for the purpose of describing the database and changes are 

described as addition/deletion of nodes and links in the graph. However, the focus of 

this work is on using views or contexts that are defined on the graph for the purpose 

of managing versions of schema. The issue of mapping changes to data is not 

explicitly addressed. Roddick et. al have proposed a mechanism that uses an ERM 

specifically for the purpose of managing schema evolution in relational databases. As 

a result the schema changes considered are restricted to changes in a relational model 

along with changes to interaction relationships. While a taxonomy is presented, 

implementation issues have not been addressed. Markowitz and Makowsky's work is 

similarly restricted in that only changes to relational models (attribute and relation 

changes) are considered. A key contribution is that the calculus proposed explicitly 

deals with key and inclusion dependencies and their changes in relational databases. 

Liu et. al. explicitly address attribute level changes only. 

In summary after examining research dealing with core schema evolution it is evident 

that a solution method that addresses this problem should include a framework based 



on which schema changes can be comprehensively examined. This framework must 

not be restricted to any one specific type of database, as it needs to be applied to a 

heterogeneous database environment. The solution method must also include 

mechanisms to maintain the consistency of the database when changes are being 

applied. More importantly, changes to schema must be propagated to the data 

instances as well. It can also be observed that schema versioning is more often the 

primary focus of researchers and core schema evolution is a secondary focus. We 

discuss version management next. 

2.2 Management of Schema Versions 

Schema versioning is accommodated when the database allows the accessing of all 

data, both retrospectively and prospectively, through user definable version interfaces 

[Roddick, 1995]. Management of schema versions is closely related to and is often 

performed in conjunction with schema evolution. Management of schema versions 

includes, creating and maintaining multiple versions of the schema following a 

sequence of changes, coercing data or mapping the existing data to the different 

versions, and identifying each schema version uniquely. A number of different 

strategies have been adopted for schema versioning. Versions of the entire schema 

may be maintained, or specific schema objects may be versioned and maintained 

(class or relation, type or domain). In addition, versions of the schema or of schema 

objects may be virtually created using views. Schema versioning strategies have been 
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described using object-oriented systems, using relational database systems, and using 

conceptual models. The literature on schema versioning is described next following 

this classification. 

2 .̂1 Management of Versions Using Object-Oriented Data Model 

Management of versions in object-oriented databases is accomplished at two different 

levels of the schema: versioning schema objects (class and type), or versioning the 

entire schema. In class or type versioning, the original schema is not modified. 

Instead a new version of the class or type is created. Using schema versioning, the 

entire schema is treated as a versioned object. A summary of these research methods 

is shown in table 2.2.1 and a description of each follow. 

ENCORE provides a flexible mechanism called version set for dealing with version 

management of evolving types [Skarra and Zdonik, 1986]. A version set is an ordered 

collection of all versions of a particular type. This set is initialized when the type is 

first deflned and expands as new versions are created. The set is terminated when the 

type is deleted. 
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Author(s) (and systems) Method for schema versioning 
Skarra and Zdonik, 1986 (ENCORE) Type versioning 
Bjomerstedt and Hulton, 1989 
(AVANCE) 

Object versioning extended to class objects. 

Beech and Mahbod Object versioning 
Odberg, 1992 Class versioning 
Monk and Sommerville, 1993 
(CLOSOL) 

Class versioning 

Kim and Korth, 1990 Class versioning and view based support 
Kim and Chou, 1988 (ORION) Schema versioning 
Bratsberg, 1992 Schema versioning using views 
Clamen, 1994 Schema versioning 
Ra and Rundensteiner, 1997 View based versioning 
Katz, Chang, and Bateja, 1986 Versioning support for design files 

Table 2J2.1: Summary of Schema Versioning using Object-Oriented Model 

Individual versions of tliat type may also be deleted in which case that version is 

made non-modifiable and non-instantiable. Versions with a set may be accessed 

randomly or sequentially using version numbers and one member of each version set 

is designated as the current version. An object is bound to a single version in the set. 

When an instance of a type is created, the user may define the version it belongs to. 

The default choice is the current version. Instances may be converted firom one 

version to another of the same type (coercion). Properties, operations, and domain 

values defined for an object are defined by the specific versions of the type (and its 

supertypes) to which the object belongs. Affected program objects are dealt using a 

filter, the version set interface, which represents a union of all the properties, 

operations, and domain values defined by all versions of a type. Objects of a type 

created before and after the change may be used interchangeably by the programs. 



The conversion method is performed when needed (late or lazy conversion). A key 

restriction of this system is that instances never change their type version. To 

overcome this problem Zdonik suggested a method by which an existing instance is 

provided with extra storage and a new interface enabling it to be a full-fledged 

instance of a new type-version [Zdonik, 1990]. 

The A VANCE project develops a scheme for general versioning of objects 

[Bjomerstedt and Hulton, 1989]. The object versioning support is extended to the 

versioning of class definitions as well. The system supported versioning mechanism 

is through the definition of Version Packets (VP). A VP is a sequence of identifiable 

points in history. A Version Set Packet (VSP) contains all the version packets of one 

generic object and maintains a version dependency graph to represent the derivation 

of versions. The VSP is a hidden construct maintained for bookkeeping purposes. 

Create, Derive, and Freeze are operations supported to manipulate VPs. VSP for an 

object is created when the first VP is defined on that object. AVANCE also supports 

type versions. Similar to ENCORE, AVANCE adopts an exception handling 

approach similar to the version set interface. These exception handlers convert the 

data values to suit the version of the object specified by program requests. Versions 

are chronologically ordered and are accessible by system generated version numbers. 

Beech and Mahbod discuss the functional requirements of objects and object-oriented 

models for supporting versions [Beech and Mahbod, 1986]. Based on these 
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requirements they define an object model for versioning, in which all information is 

represented by objects. The objects include system objects, type objects, function 

objects, literal objects. They define the relationship between objects and the versions 

of the object and the concept of generic versions. They describe mechanisms for 

implementing versioning operations that include creation of a versioned object both 

explicitly and implicitly, converting a non-versioned object to a versioned form, type 

checking and creating functions to ensure compatibility between versions of objects, 

and the definition of a context. The context provides a way to incorporate user-

defined mles that govern the evaluation of functions applied to objects. 

A general approach for management of schema versions is proposed by Odberg 

[Odberg, 1992]. This research employs a classical object-oriented data model based 

on a statically typed language C-H-. Two explicit constructs are defined in the model. 

Type is defined as the external representation of the object, i.e., externally accessible 

methods to which instances of this Type respond. Each type has an Extent associated 

with contains all the instances of that Type. Classes implement Types by providing 

methods defined on its Type(s) and the attributes of that Type(s). The crux of this 

research is in explicitly distinguishing Type and Class. A Type is implemented by one 

or more classes. The unit for managing schema versions is the entire schema. 

Changes to Class are accomplished by introducing new Classes or Class versions and 

each version of the Class belongs to one schema version and all the schema versions 

derived from this without modifying that version of the class. Type changes result in 
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a new schema version and do not affect existing schema versions. A Union Set Type 

Version (USTV) is implicitly maintained for each Type and is a subtype of all 

versions of this type and includes a disjoint union of all methods defined on all 

versions of this type. The USTV provides a uniform interface that permits the 

modification of instances from any one version of a Type to another version of the 

same Type, transparently. Additional code modules are provided to perform these 

conversions. 

Monk and Sommerville also adopt class versioning as the method for managing 

versions in their prototype system, CLOSQL [Monk and Sommerville, 1993]. In a 

manner similar to ENCORE and AVANCE, CLOSQL maintains a set of versions of 

every class object that has evolved. Versions are numbered sequentially following the 

order in which created. However, CLOSQL differs in the manner in which it maps the 

data to the different versions. When a new attribute is added to a class in AVANCE, 

additional storage for the attribute is not allocated. The implication is that this 

attribute can assume a fixed, read-only default value in the previous version(s) of that 

class. In CLOSQL, this is overcome by the use of special methods that convert 

instances from definition of one class version to the other. Unlike ENCORE, an 

instance is not bound to any particular class and its version identity is transparent to 

the user. The methods - backdate and update functions - are defined when a new 

version is created. Every version is hence linked to its previous version by the two 
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functions. Conversions are performed when required once the version requested by 

the query is identified. 

Kim and Korth describe a method for version management that utilizes object 

hierarchy [H. J. Kim and Korth, 1990]. The unit of versioning here is the object class. 

The operations in managing versions include creating a new class version, creating 

special classes, modifying or deleting class versions, and accommodating versions of 

instances. A system class Object forms the root of the class hierarchy (DAG). For 

each class created, a generic class is defined as the immediate subclass of Object and 

serves as the superclass of all versions of that class. When a new class is created, its 

position on the DAG is determined by comparing it with all the class on the DAG 

under its generic class. Special classes that are created include dummy class (to 

accommodate instances of original class versions that are common to the original and 

new class) and equivalent class (for instances of a new class derived by renaming an 

instance variable of the original class). To manage creation of new instances two 

operations are defined. Adding a new instance to a class, deleting an instance from a 

class. In the latter case no changes to the DAG are needed as the instance is removed 

from the class version it belongs to. When an instance is added it could fit one version 

of the class, more than one version of the class, none of the versions of the class. In 

the first case the instance is added to ±e class version. In the second case, a new class 

version is created as the subclass of all the versions the instance could belong to, and 

the instance added to this new version. In the last case, a new version is defined, 
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added to the appropriate position in the DAG and the instance is added to this new 

class. 

ORION adopts the schema versioning method [Kim and Chou, 1988]. To maintain 

multiple versions of schema, a schema version could belong to six types: ancestor and 

descendent schema (derived from ancestor directly or indirectly), parent and child 

schema (direcdy derived from parent), current schema, and the creator schema. 

Creator schema is defined to identify the schema version under which an instance is 

created. A set of seven rules defines the manner of derivation of versions and update 

capabilities of the versions. Creation of a new instance is restricted to the current 

schema version only. The schema is represented as a set of class objects where a class 

object is represented as a set of instances of several system-defined classes. A user-

defined identifier identifies each version of the schema and objects belonging to a 

schema are identified by a combination of schema and object identifiers. To represent 

different schema versions, two structures are used. The schema version derivation 

hierarchy is represented as a tree rooted at the original schema. Each class object has 

an associated anchor instance that represents a sequence of schema versions. The first 

is the version under which the class object was created and each subsequent one is the 

version under which a copy of that class object was made due to changes to the class. 

A user interface consisting of a set of commands to manipulate schema versions is 

provided. 
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Bratsberg adopts a method for schema versioning based on views [Bratsberg, 1992]. 

The objects in the schema, class objects, arc treated as having two parts, the intent 

and the extent. Intents are evolved using views and a new version of the intent is 

created. Each class has a local extent, which represents the objects temporarily or 

permanently. Extents are evolved by defining a query to the local extent and 

depending upon the representation, to other extents that need to propagate objects to 

this extent. These query operations include identity-preserving selection, identity-

preserving projection, object join, and set operators (union, intersect, and difference). 

Instances are associated with each new version of the extent. The instances are 

realized by defining a functional relationship between the instance variables of the 

original extent and those of the evolved extent version. This method does not support 

backward compatibility and null values can cause problems if the attribute did not 

exist before the evolution. 

Clamen adopts schema versioning for managing versions following evolutionary 

changes to the schema [Clamen, 1994], Schema versions are numbered and identified 

uniquely. The object identifier identifies individual object in each schema version. 

Clamen proposes the provision of multiple interfaces, called facets, for accessing 

instances. Each facet encapsulates the state of the instance for each version. An 

instance with multiple facets is a disjoint union of the representation of each of the 

versions. Similar to backdate and update functions in CLOSQL, a set of functions 

help in the conversion of the instance from one version to another using the multiple 
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facets. These functions relate the instance variables of the old version to those of the 

new version. The relationship between corresponding pairs of attributes in the old and 

new schema version determine how the functions compute the new values. These 

include shared (shared by both), independent (new attribute not affected by changes 

to the value of the old), derived (new value derived from old), and dependent (new 

value may be affected by the value of the old, but cannot be computed from just the 

old values alone). 

View based methods for managing schema versions have also been discussed. The 

advantage of view based versions is that views do not affect the original schema 

structure and hence do not affect applications that operate on this structvu'e. 

Ra and Rundensteiner, present a method called Transparent Schema Evolution (TSE) 

system that uses object-oriented view mechanism to define versions [Ra and 

Rundensteiner, 1997]. When a change is to be made on a view schema, the system 

generates a new view that reflects the semantics of the change. The old view remains 

unchanged. When a change is requested from the initial schema, a view is created 

leaving the schema unchanged. Instead of copying every instance of the old schema 

to the new version, all object instances arc shared by all versions of the schema. This 

is because all object instances are associated with a single global schema and each 

version is a view defined on this global schema. This approach also facilitates 
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operations like merging two (or more) versions by avoiding consistency checking, 

removal of duplicates and other complications normally part of version merging. 

Katz et. al. describe a more general method applied to design files [Katz, Chang, and 

Bateja, 1986]. They use a semantic object-oriented data model for representing how a 

complex design database evolves over time. The design database is viewed as a large 

collection of objects. All objects together describe the product being designed. 

Certain objects are composed of other objects, called composite objects. Composition 

hierarchy represents this in the model. In addition, the model incorporates time in the 

form of version derivation hierarchies and time-varying configurations. The latter is 

used to correlate versions of component and composite objects. They describe 

methods to determine current version and support dynamic binding of configurations. 

It is one of the early works in version management. The concepts and constructs 

introduced using versioning of engineering design files (and databases) are now 

extended to versions of schema in evolving databases. 

Schema versioning methods using object-oriented data models have stemmed from 

engineering design databases. In engineering design databases, the designers 

introduce changes and the need to maintain different designs necessitated the need for 

managing multiple versions. Versions in object-oriented databases are identified by 

user specified names instead of system generated version identifiers. Version 

management methods in object-oriented databases range from maintaining versions 
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of types and classes to maintaining versions of the entire schema. Hierarchies of 

versions are often represented by graphs and mapping between versions of a class, 

type, or schema is accomplished using mapping functions. A common thread that can 

be identified is the use of a generic version of a class, type, or schema. This is ±e 

union of all changes made to that class, type, or schema and individual versions are 

defined as views of this generic version. Beech and Mahbod (1986), Kim and Chou 

(1988), Bjomstedt and Hulton (1989), Kim and Korth (1990) specify rules for 

deriving new versions, deleting existing versions, adding objects to versions, and 

deleting objects from existing versions. The others do not explicitly address these 

version derivation issues, but focus more on filters between versions, like Skarra and 

Zdonik (1986). Monk and Sonmierville (1993), Bratsberg (1992), Clamen (1994), and 

Ra and Rundensteiner (1997) describe functions or algorithms to map the underlying 

data between versions. 

Management of Versions Using Relational Data Model 

Version management method using the relational data model is implemented by 

incorporating a time dimension in the relational model and versioning the schema 

based on time. A summarized list of the well-known research in this area is presented 

in table 2.2.2. A brief description of each is also included. 
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Author(s) (and systems) Method for schema versioning 
Dadam and Tuehola, 1987 Linked structures: current pool and history 

pool with links between. Time stamping to 
associate data and versions. 

EDBMS, 1983 Schema versions linked by definition trail. 
Data and programs identified by version 
number of corresponding schema version. 

McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990 Valid time and Transaction time support 
Ariav, 1991 Data and Schema Cube 
De Castro, Grandi, and Scalas 1997 Valid time and Transaction time support 

Table Summary of Schema Versioning using Relational Model 

The time-versioned Non-First Normal Form (NF") model proposed by Dadam and 

Tuehola handles time in the form of versions of schema and associated data [Dadam 

and Teuhola, 1987]. An important observation is that, unlike other methods that 

incorporate temporal dimensions into the relational model/database to manage 

versions, time is not included as a dimension in the conceptual model that underlies 

NF2 database. The data storage in NF^ is divided into two pools, the current and the 

history pools. The main data structure residing in the current pool uses pointer arrays 

to connect to all the multiple data elements (subtuples) within the primary non-first-

normal-form tuple. It thus has a network-like structure. The history pool contains the 

records that represent the discarded values previously stored in the current pool. 

Every element in the main data structure is linked to the discarded values in the 

history pool, thereby providing the ability to reconstruct past versions of the tuples 

and subtuples. Data-driven algorithms perform the realization of the versions. A 

version and its associated data are time stamped and the algorithm uses the 
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timestamps to match the schema with its corresponding data. The algorithms first 

looks at the data involved, specifically, the timestamp of the data. Based on the 

timestamp identified, the algorithm retrieves the corresponding version of the schema. 

The Evolutionary DBMS maintains a definition trail for past versions of data 

definition [EDBMS, 1983]. The concepts in EDBMS that support schema versioning 

include the Control Database (CDB) that serves as a library of data definitions, 

procedures, programs, and the relationships amongst them. All the elements of the 

CDB are versioned, starting from 0 and numbered in the increasing order. An object 

type in CDB is identified by a combination of type-name and a version number. The 

user schema is also versioned and identified using type-name and version number 

pair. The Logical Access Manager (LAM) module in EDBMS implements the 

concepts of logical data paths, including the run-time interpretation of the data 

strucmres and fields in accordance with the relevant version of the schema. The data 

and compiled programs are marked with the version number of the schema definition 

they correspond to. 

By incorporating transaction time in the temporal relational model, McKenzie and 

Snodgrass describe a method for schema versioning [McKenzie and Snodgrass, 

1990]. Their temporal model supports snapshot, rollback, historical, and temporal 

relations. Each change to the schema is associated with this transaction time. A 

sequence of schema changes can therefore be ordered by transaction time. Support for 



schema versioning in this research is allowing multiple schema definitions to be 

available and the rollback operator can be used to select the version required. A 

transaction number identifies each version of the schema. The algebraic language that 

supports database querying in this system also serves to manipulate the contents of 

the database and retrieve data corresponding to a schema version. 

The data cube described by Ariav in his Temporally Oriented Data Model (TODM) 

captures time, objects, and attributes as the three primary dimensions [Ariav, 1991]. 

The schema for the database is also represented along the same three dimensions, 

time, relations, and attributes. Thus changes to the schema may be sequenced by time 

and represented along with its data in the form of a schema cube, data cube pair. This 

lends support for maintaining multiple versions of the schema and its associated data. 

Scalas, Cappelli, and De Castro examine a method for schema versioning in temporal 

relational databases that includes valid and transaction time [Scalas, Cappelli, and E)e 

Castro, 1993]. Four additional attributes FROM and TO (for valid time), and IN and 

OUT (for transaction time) are added to the schema of each relation. This ensures 

version support for the data. The structure of the meta-data catalogue is extended with 

the same four attributes defined for each relation in the catalogue. This ensures 

support for versions of the schema. A storage structure, the data pool, is defined to 

store tuples of relations that have the same structure. A single relation at the logical 

level may correspond to many data pools, as many as the number of incompatible 
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versions of that relation produced by schema changes. Unique and unalterable 

identifiers REL_ID and ATT_ID identify a relation and an attribute. These combined 

with the temporal keys, identify versions of a relation and attributes. 

Version management research using relational models have taken advantage of 

temporal dimensions. Temporal relational databases that include both valid time and 

transaction time store the meta-data (data associated with database schema) in the 

same manner as they store data. Hence versions of schema (versions of meta-data) 

can be maintained. Transaction time supports rollback of historical relations, thereby 

maintaining versions of the schema. It is important to note that the meta data must be 

maintained as rollback relations and not as snapshot relations to completely achieve 

support for versioning. Temporal Structured Query Language (TSQL2) includes 

support for schema versioning [Snodgrass, 1995]. If a relation has transaction time 

support then the ALTER statement defines a schema version for that relation. The 

schema itself becomes a set of transaction-time relations [Zanilo et. al., 1997]. The 

inclusion of valid time has been questioned as valid time defines how reality is 

modeled by the database [McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990]. It therefore may not be 

necessary. However all schema versioning methods using temporal relational models 

include valid time. A key distinction can be observed between versioning methods 

using object-oriented models and those using relational models. The version identifier 

of relational model versions is always system generated using sequentially generated 

transaction numbers or by time stamping. In object-oriented models user-defined 
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identifiers were common. An interesting observation is that even though view is an 

integral part of relational databases it is hardly used in management of versions in 

relational databases. 

2^3 Management of Versions Using Conceptual Data Models 

In the large body of literature on schema versioning, very few have adopted 

conceptual models like the ERM for schema versioning. Unlike object-oriented 

models concepmal models do not provide for the uniform treatment of the model and 

its underlying data. Unlike relational models which has two basic constructs 

(attributes and relations) the conceptual models offer a number of different types of 

constructs. Versioning requires maintaining different versions of the model and 

versions of data associated with each. Based on these factors, conceptual model does 

not appear as an ideal tool for supporting schema versioning. A list of research 

employing conceptual models is given in table 2.2.3. 

Author(s) (and systems) Method for schema versioning 
Andany, Leonard, and Pallisser, 
1991 

Context or "subschema" versions based on a 
ER-like model. 

Liu C. T., Chang, and Chrysanthis, 
1993,1994 

View based versioning based on the ERM -
explicitly address attribute evolution, domain 
evolution and specialization hierarchy 
changes only. 

Table 2^3: Summary of Schema Versioning using Conceptual Data Models 



Farandole 2 is one that does employ a data model, similar to an ERM, in 

implementing schema versioning [Andany, Leonard, Palisser, 1991]. This research 

adopts the notion of views, or contexts, to support schema versioning. In this model, a 

version is defined as a stable and coherent state of a context that the administrator or 

designer wishes to keep. A context is part of a schema. Hence versions of 

"subschemas" are managed. Generation of a new version is a decision of the 

administrator and not all schema modifications result in new versions. A version may 

be one of two types: a working version and a stable version. Changes are permitted in 

the former while the latter cannot be modified or updated. Conversion between 

versions is supported and at all times a designated default version of a context exists. 

Each version is associated with a generic context. Generic context has a root class 

that is specified by the user when a context is created. Semantically, the root class is 

the dominant class of the context. This root class cannot be modified or suppressed in 

any version of that context. The context is represented as a model graph in which 

nodes represent the classes and the links the roles between classes (see details in 

section 2.1.3). Changes to the context model need not necessarily result in a new 

version. If a new version is specified, then the model in the context is copied and 

changes made. The version information includes a system identifier, the identifier of 

its generic context, name, successors, predecessors, date, state (working/stable) and a 

list of nodes and edges in the version. A set of rules governs the manner in which a 

context may be modified. 
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Liu et. al. maintain versions of database schema using views [Liu, Chang, and 

Chrysanthis, 1993]. Even though the research does not explicitly address versioning 

mechanisms, it is implicitly specified. The model of the entire schema is maintained, 

and only additions are reflected. Deletions are stored in augmenting structures and a 

view is generated to represent schema versions as a subset of the entire schema. 

These views from the versions of the schema and are based on the ERM 

representation of the schema. 

The WAND model can support multiple generations of the database schema for a 

network model [Gerritsen and Morgan, 1976]. Of interest is the fact that the data 

corresponding to each version is converted to conform to each version and stored. 

Version management methods using conceptual models employ context-based or 

view-based methods. Andany et. al. define rules that govern the creation and 

modifications of versions and use a graph structure to maintain version derivation. 

The unit of versioning is a context or a partial schema and similar to versioning 

methods using object-models this research uses the notion of a generic context. Liu 

et. al. also use views of the ERM to maintain versions of schema, but the version 

derivation process and rules are not discussed. 
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A comprehensive approach for version management in object-oriented databases 

would have a combination of all three, viz., rules that define version derivation 

process, maintaining version hierarchies based on a generic version, and mapping 

functions/algorithms between versions to convert data instances. Each version may be 

generated physically, or generated virtually using views with the latter being the more 

elegant and performance-fiiendly. Introduction of temporal dimensions, specifically 

transaction time, appears to provide an elegant method for managing relational 

database versions. Using views of conceptual models is one method that employs 

concepmal models in versioning. However, this would require a database that would 

only reflect additions and would represent a union of all changes that have occurred. 

Each view of the conceptual model needs to be mapped to its corresponding view of 

the database. This clearly is a lot more complex and would impose a considerable 

overhead on the database, especially in a heterogeneous database environment. 

23 Management of Application Programs 

Application programs that access a schema may be rendered obsolete when changes 

are made to the schema. Management of application programs is the task of providing 

mechanisms that help overcome this problem. Few have explicitly addressed this 

problem, though it has been implicitly addressed as part of schema evolution and/or 

schema versioning research. There are three predominant approaches to managing 

application programs. One method is by converting or modifying the applications so 
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that they correspond to the new schema defined. The second approach is by 

maintaining versions of the schema and by providing a mechanism by which the 

appropriate data or version requested by the application can be identified. This 

mechanism may be part of the database system (extend query language support or 

conversion modules), filters between versions in the system, or provided as a library 

of functions for the applications. The third approach is the use of views. We now 

present a summary of research that deals with application management. These are 

classified based on the model used in the research. 

23.1 Application Management Using Object-Oriented Data Model 

A majority of research using object-oriented models has addressed the issue of 

application management using versions of schema. Maintaining versions provides a 

straightforward solution to application management. Applications continue to have a 

version of the schema that is compatible. However, applications must be told which 

version is compatible. The default version that is always the one available for access 

may not be the one that is compatible. We first describe research that employs this 

method. A sunmiary of research managing applications using object-oriented models 

is given in table 2.3.1. 
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Author(s) (and systems) Method for Application Management 
Skarra and Zdonik, 1986 (ENCORE) Filters between versions to convert data 
Bjoraerstedt and Hulten, 1988, 1989 
(AVANCE) 

Exception handlers to handle mismatch 

Monk and Sonmierville, 1991 
(CLOSOL) 

Functions (update and backdate) to link each 
version with its predecessor and successor. 

Bratsberg, 1992 Relate attributes of one version to that of 
another 

Clamen, 1994 Relate attributes of one version to that of 
another 

Beech and Mahbod, 1988 User-defined fimctions to coerce instances. 
Support for user-defined fimctions provided 
using "context" structure. Applications invoke 
these functions 

Osbom, 1989 Polymorphism and query equivalence 
Liu, L., Zicari, Hursch, and 
Lieberherr, 1997 

Polymorphism of propagation patterns. Semi-
automated derivation of propagation patterns 
and re-use of propagation patterns. 

Ra and Rundensteiner, 1997 Views without changing original data. 

Table 23.1: Summary of Application Management using Object-Oriented Model 

ENCOEIE, the object-oriented prototype system for schema evolution supports 

application management using the version set interface [Skarra and Zdonik, 1986, 

1987]. The version set interface is an inclusive summary of all versions of a type. 

Every property and operation ever defined by a version of that type and every value 

ever declared valid for properties and operation parameters are represented in this 

interface. The significance of the version set interface is that it establishes a standard 

interface for all instances of that type, regardless of their version. Owing to the fact 

that a certain level of discrimination is used in defining the version set interface, 

errors may occur when a program attempts to access a particular version. To resolve 

this, error-handlers are introduced for every version. Error-handlers are programs 
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(methods) that help smooth the differences between versions by converting instances 

from one version to another. They act as filters between versions. When a new 

version is defined by the removal of properties, domain values, or operations from an 

existing version, error-handlers are added to the new version to convert missing 

values. If adding new properties, domain values, or operations creates the new 

version, error-handlers are added to the older version. 

A similar approach is adopted in the AVANCE project as well [Bjomerstedt and 

Hulton, 1988, 1989]. Exception handlers are used to cope with mismatches between 

the version of the class expected by the query and that available. These serve the 

query with values appropriate to that version of the class the query expects. 

CLOSQL defines update and backdate functions to link each new version of the class 

with its immediate predecessor thereby providing a chain of update and backdate 

functions that link all versions of a class [Monk and Sonnmerville, 1993]. The update 

function converts instances from an older version to its successor. The backdate 

function converts from a newer version to its predecessor. Thus queries can access 

data corresponding to any version. 

The methods proposed independently by Bratsberg and by Clamen for compatibility 

of applications to modified schema are largely similar in their notion [Bratsberg, 

1992, Clamen, 1994]. The idea is to identify a set of relations that relate instance 
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variables of a class version to that of its predecessor and vice versa. Instead of 

specific functions that are defined in ENCORE, AVANCE, and CLOSQL, these 

provide a more general strategy to define the dependency relationships. Clamen 

defines that relationships between instance variables (attributes) of two versions may 

be classified as belonging to one of four types: shared, derived, dependent, and 

independent. In the first case, a synonym is created in the other version. For derived 

attributes, a function that determines the attribute value in terms of the attribute 

values in the other version is defined. For dependent attributes the function is based 

on attributes in both versions and independent attributes do not require anything. 

Bratsberg defines three types: dependent including derivable and non-derivable 

attributes, and shared attributes. 

Polymorphism is defined as the ability of different classes of objects to respond to the 

same messages or carry out the same operations [Stefik and Bobrow, 1986]. Osbom 

utilizes polymorphism and query equivalence to examine a solution method to 

manage applications [Osbora, 1989]. This research employs a standard object-

oriented data model and defines an object algebra on this model to study the extent to 

which polymorphism and query equivalence may be applied. Two types of schema 

changes are illustrated. The first is the conversion of a simple attribute to an 

aggregate class and the second deals with adding a cluster of subclasses to an 

aggregate class in the generalization hierarchy. The base model has two atomic 
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classes (integers and variable length strings), an Aggregate class, and a class called 

Set. 

Aggregates have named components called attributes and the class Aggregate 

describes all the operations available on aggregates in the database. Set includes 

collections of objects from any class. The object algebra based data manipulation 

language provides for two kinds of equality testing. Two objects are identical if they 

are the same. Equivalence is defined differently for different classes of database 

objects. Operations on the classes defined using the algebra support polymorphism in 

that they can be applied to as many classes as possible and are shown to work for the 

two types of schema changes described. 

Ling Liu et. al. exploit polymorphism to help minimize re-programming of object-

oriented applications [Liu, L., Zicari, Hursch, and Lieberherr, 1997]. In queries and 

applications, each application name used must be associated with a precise path 

expression to traverse the nested structiu-e of the objects. If the schema structure 

changes, the path expression changes as well. The precise details of path expressions 

may be derived from the logical object structure of the corresponding schema. The 

notion in this research involves automated or semi-automated extraction of the path 

definition or the operational specification. The operational specifications are specified 

using a formalism, propagation patterns. If these specifications are made available to 

be accessed by applications, then applications are transparent to structural schema 
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changes. Polymorphism in these propagation patterns is utilized in that, with small 

refinements, these patterns could be re-used. The research also shows that re-

programming can be minimized but not entirely avoided. 

Transparent Schema Evolution (TSE) system makes use of the view mechanism to 

support schema evolution [Ra and Rundensteiner, 1997]. TSE generates and realizes 

views of the original object-oriented database dynamically based on the changes 

specified. The advantage of using this method is that the original structure of the 

schema remains unchanged. Hence applications need not be changed and can 

continue to access a view that is compatible. 

Support for applications in evolving object-oriented schemas is provided using filters. 

Filters are fiinctions that sit between versions and maps the data instances between 

versions. These functions may be user-defined (application specific) or generated 

semi-automatically (general dependency relationships) and take the form of exception 

handlers, backdate and update functions, and conversion algorithms. Application 

programs invoke them when the specific version requested by the application is 

identified. The onus of identifying the specific version may be on the applications 

themselves. Data corresponding to each version is converted when required following 

the lazy conversion scheme. Polymorphism appears to be an elegant method, however 

its support for all types of schema changes needs to be investigated. 
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In relational models, the inclusion of the time dimension (temporal relational 

databases) takes care of maintaining versions of schema and data. Support for 

applications to access historical data is provided in the form of temporal query 

languages like TSQL2 [Snodgrass et. al., 1995]. Support for application management 

in relational databases with temporal support can be provided by including a set of 

fimctions that map data to the different versions of the schema. Other approaches to 

application management in relational databases include support for automated 

modification and view-based versioning. A summary is presented in table 2.3.2. 

Temporal models that include support for valid time and transaction time provide 

application support by supporting rollback operations and historical queries 

[McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990, De Castro, Grandi, and Scalas, 1997]. The data 

cube and schema cube model (TODD) proposed by Ariav, is also capable of 

providing application management support using historical queries and rollback 

functions. [Ariav, 1991]. Ariav proposes the use of a single virtual schema with 

attached procedures for mapping the data between schema versions. 

Roddick proposes an extension to SQL to support schema evolution in temporal 

databases [Roddick, 1992]. This research supports valid-time and transaction-time, 

i.e., historical support and rollback support. Multiple versions of the schema may be 
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maintained each identified by valid time and transaction time. The extension to SQL 

proposed, SQL/SE, for schema evolution permits the use of past or future schemas 

using [SCHEMA-FOR date-time I NOW I QUERY] operator. Rollback support is 

provided by [SCHEMA-AS-AT date-time I NOW I QUERY] operator. Both these 

operators are part of the extensions proposed. 

The Evolutionary DBMS modifies the data to conform to the changed schema 

[EDBMS, 1983]. Even though it does not support versions, it contributes to 

application management through the provision of a specialized language and a utility 

program. The language. Structural Manipulation Language (SML) performs structural 

changes while coordinating the changes among schema, data, and programs. The 

utility module checks for inconsistencies between schema and applications and 

reconrunends remedial actions. 

Temporal Structured Query Language (TSQL2) also provides support for legacy 

applications to access the old schema that was in force when the applications were 

developed [Snodgrass, 1995]. The operator SET SCHEMA DATE allows data written 

after or before a specific date to be viewed as per the schema in effect on that specific 

date. TSQL2 transforms data belonging to different schemas into the schema 

associated with a query. Some schema changes are not accommodated such as the 

case when a change causes a relation to be split into two (or more) relations. In such 

cases the schema requested by a query must match the data's schema. 
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AuthorCs) (and systems) Method for Application Management 
McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1990 Rollback operation and historical queries in 

temporal relational model. 
Ariav, 1991 Rollback and historical query support in 

TODM 
De Castro, Grandi, and Scalas, 
1997 

Rollback and historical query support in multi 
temporal relational model 

Roddick, 1992 Extending SQL to enable querying of 
temporally ordered schema structures and 
temporal data (rollback and historical queries) 

EDBMS, 1983 Software module to identify inconsistencies 
between schema and applications and to 
suggest solution methods. 

Snodgrass et. al., 1995 (TSQL2) Temporal relational model with transaction-
time support. Operators to map data to specific 
schema versions (SET SCHEMA DATE) 

Shneiderman and Thomas, 1982 Automated generation of new applications 
after acceptance by DBA 

Table 23.2: Summary of Application Management using Relational Model 

In proposing an architecture for the automated conversion of relational databases, 

Shneiderman and Thomas address the automated conversion of application programs 

as well [Shneiderman and Thomas, 1982]. This architecture supports conversion of 

existing data to conform to the changed structure. As no versions are maintained, 

changes to the database structure may require changes to applications (program 

dependent changes, see taxonomy in section 2.1.2). These changes are automatically 

made to the applications, and the administrator is informed of the changes. The 

administrator is responsible for accepting or rejecting the generated changes. 

Temporal extensions to SQL and temporal query languages like TSQL2 are useful in 

managing applications using temporal relational models. Few like Roddick (1992) 
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have explicitly addressed this issue. The method proposed by Shneiderman and 

Thomas (1980) does not support versioning but converts applications automatically 

based on changes to the schema. This implies that ail applications must be known and 

registered with the system so that they can be converted automatically. 

233 Application Management Using Conceptual Data Models 

To our knowledge research methods that employ conceptual models like the ERM in 

managing applications are very few. These are listed in table 2.3.3 and described 

below. 

Author(s) (and systems) Method for Application Management 
Andany, Leonard, and Pallisser, 
1991 

Modifications eliminated for certain types of 
changes using views or contexts. Other types 
do need modifications 

Liu C. T., Chang, and Chrysanthis, 
1993,1994 

View based versions preserve the original 
model. Changes to database made by 
augmented storage and original structure and 
data is preserved. 

Table 233: Summary of Application Management using Conceptual Models 

Farandole 2 is one of two known works that employs a model similar to ERM in 

managing applications. Farandole 2 employs the concept of contexts to maintain 

versions. Context (subschema) is like a view and is represented in the form of a data 

model. Application programs applied to context V do not need modifications to V 

derived from V except under one condition - the addition of a new class object to V 

that resulted in V. 
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Liu C.T. et. al. use an extension of the ERM to manage schema evolution while 

ensuring that these changes are transparent to applications [Liu, C. T., Chang, S. K., 

and Chrysanthis, P., 1993, 1994]. The changes described are changes to attributes of a 

class, domain changes, and specialization of entity classes. All of these require 

changes to attributes, which is the focus in this work. The ERM is treated as a graph 

and changes are implemented in terms of addition and deletion of nodes/edges to the 

graph. While addition of nodes / edges are reflected on the graph, deletions do not 

delete the affected object but treats them as defunct. The user is required to specify 

the function that maps the manner in which deleted attributes are to be handled by the 

system. Views on the base model graph are used to represent versions and views do 

not affect the original graph. The database structure of underlying database is 

modified based on the changes. New data is acconomodated without changing the 

existing database structure. Instead complementary representations are used and these 

are related to existing objects. Thus applications always have the schema that is 

compatible by defining a view on the original structure and retrieving the data 

corresponding to the view defined. 

Instead of changing the database structure if complementary representations could be 

used to capture new information, then applications will always work against the 

database. This method adopted by Liu et. al. appears to effective solve the application 

incompatibility problem. However, this method is suitable for a very limited set of 



schema changes, particularly those involving attributes only. In our opinion this is not 

a very suitable approach. The more suitable and complex method would require 

maintaining multiple versions of the schema (or subschema), a mapping between the 

versions and corresponding views of ±e database, and functions to coerce or map 

data to each of the database versions. No research has comprehensively addressed this 

aspect although Andany et. al. have addressed a majority of these issues. 

Application management is clearly an important part of schema evolution. It is also 

one area that has not received much explicit- attention. The methods for managing 

applications are somewhat similar whether using object-oriented models or 

conceptual models. While both require versions of the model and the data, in object-

oriented models these two may be one and the same. Application management in 

relational models is a far more challenging task as maintaining consistency between 

schema and applications is much more difficult. 

2.4 Chapter Summary 

We have presented a summary of literature on schema evolution classified from two 

viewpoints: the activity managed (core schema evolution, management of versions, 

and application management) and the model used in to manage the activity (object-

oriented, relational, and conceptual models like ERM). A complete list in alphabetical 

order is given in table 2.4. 
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Based on core schema evolution research using the object-oriented data model five 

basic notions can be identified: type modification, class modification, method 

modification, context or view-based modification, and schema modification. The first 

three address only a subset of all possible changes while the last two are more 

comprehensive in the set of schema changes addressed. Object-oriented models do 

not appear suitable for schema evolution in heterogeneous database environment, as 

object-oriented models tend to be database specific. Also important information such 

as constraints between classes remain hidden in the methods or behavior of the 

objects. Relational models appear similarly restricted, as the types of changes that 

can be made using a relational model are fairly small. Concepmal models appear well 

suited for addressing the problem of schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environments. 

Version management and application management, are both very important and tie in 

very closely with schema evolution. In fact, it might appear that schema versioning 

preceded schema evolution. Many different methods for managing versions have 

been described, and amongst these, schema (class and type) versioning using views 

appears to be the predominantly used method. Filters (exception handlers, 

dependency relationships, algorithms, functions) are the most commonly used method 

for mapping data between versions. Versioning in relational models is achieved by 

using temporal dimensions such as the valid time and transaction time. To provide 
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version support for the relational schema it is essential to represent the schema (meta 

data) as rollback relations and not as snapshot relations. Versioning using conceptual 

models also adopt the view mechanism. 

Application management has been acknowledged as being vital to schema evolution. 

However, it has not received much explicit attention. Using object-oriented models 

and using conceptual models, the filters employed between versions helps application 

management as well. In some cases, ±e version associated with the application is 

identified, either by the application or by the database system. In other cases, the 

application accesses the designated default version (usually the most recent one), and 

the filters map the data required by the applications. Application management is a lot 

more complex in relational databases. In relational databases with temporal support, a 

requested version may be generated by using historical queries on the meta data. 

Relations could then be rolled back to realize the data associated. 

Though version management and application management are both important and 

very relevant to schema evolution they are beyond the scope of this research. The 

scope of this dissertation is to address the activity of managing core schema 

evolution. We use a conceptual model called the Unifying Semantic Model (USM) to 

manage core schema evolution. Our approach attempts to address evolution of all 

objects in the model and we do not restrict ourselves to a single object or a subset of 

objects in the model. We treat the semantic model as a graph and define a taxonomy 



for schema changes based on this model-graph. In the next chapter we describe the 

semantic model, its graph-based representation, the taxonomy of schema changes, 

and the rules that preserve consistency and correctness of the graph (and the 

associated schema). 

Authors Model Used Activities Addressed 
Andany, Leonard, and 
Pallisser, 1991 

ERM-like Core schema evolution, versioning 
using views, application management 

Ariav, 1991 Temporal Data 
Model 

Core schema evolution, versioning, 
application management 

Baneijee and Kim, 1987, 
Baneijee et. al. 1987 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution. 

Bertino, 1992 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution using views, 
versioning. 

Bjomerstedt and Britts, 
1988 
Bjomerstedt and Hulton, 
1988, 1989 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution (class only), 
versioning, application management 

Borgida and Williamson, 
1989 

Relational 
Model 

Accommodating data without 
modifying schema structure. 

Bratsberg, 1992 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution, versioning, 
application management 

Breche, Ferrandina, and 
Kuklok, 1995 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution, versioning 
using views. 

Clamen, 1994 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution, versioning, 
application management 

Clifford and Croker, 1987 Temporal 
Relational 
model 

Historical queries - defines concept 
for versioning 

Dadam and Teuhola, 1987 Non-first 
Normal Form 

Time Versioning 

Table 2.4: Summary of Schema Evolution Research 
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Authors Model Used Activities Addressed 
Ewald and Orlowska, 
1993 

NL\M Procedural (fact-based) schema 
evoludon 

Katz, Chang, and Bateja, 
1986 

Object-oriented Versioning in design files 

Kim, H.T., and Korth, 
1990 

Object-Oriented Versioning and application 
management 

Lemer and Habermann, 
1990 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution with 
automatic database conversion 

Li and McLeod, 1988, 
1991, 1994 

Object-Oriented Object Flavor Evolution, core schema 
evolution, application management 

Liu, Chang, and 
Chrysanthis, 1993,1994 

ER Model Core schema evolution (attributes 
only) and application management 

Liu, Zicari, Hursch, and 
Lieberherr, 1997 

Object-Oriented Polymorphism dealing with 
application management 

McKenzie and Snodgrass, 
1990 

Temporal 
Relational 
Model 

Relational algebra for core schema 
evolution, valid and transaction time 
support for versioning, application 
management 

Monk and Sommerville, 
1993 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution (class only), 
versioning, application management 

Morsi, Navathe, and 
Shilling, 1994 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution (method only) 
with consistency evaluation 

Narayanaswamy and Rao, 
1988 

Object-Oriented Specific problem of attribute 
evolution 

Odberg, 1992 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution, versioning 
Osbom, 1989 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution explicitly 

addressing class and attribute 
evolution, application management 

Penny and Stein, 1987 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution (class only) 

Peters and Oszu, 1995, 
1997 

Object-Oriented Axiomatic model for core schema 
evolution 

Ra and Rundensteiner, 
1997 

Object-Oriented Core schema evolution, versioning 
using views, application management 

Roddick, 1991, 1992 Temporal 
Relational 
Model 

Core schema evolution, versioning 
using valid and transaction time, 
extending SQL for evolution 

Table 2.4: Summary of Schema Evolution Research (continued) 
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Authors Model Used Activities Addressed 
Roddick, Kraske, and 
Richards, 1993 

ER Model Core schema evolution taxonomy 

Scalas, Cappelli, and 
DeCastro, 1993,1997 

Temporal 
Relational 
Model 

Core schema evolution, versioning 
using valid and transaction time, 
application management 

Shneidennan and Thomas, 
1982 

Relational 
Model 

Automated transformation of 
databases 

Skarra and Zdonik, 1987 Object-Oriented Core schema evolution (type only), 
versioning, application management 

Snodgrass et. al., 1995 
(TSQL2) 

Relational 
Model 

Versioning support and support for 
application management for relations 
with transaction-time support. 

Takahasi, 1990 Relational 
Model 

Automated schema modification 
without affecting stracture 

Zicari, 1991 Object-Oriented Proposal for core schema evolution 

Table 2.4: Summary of schema evolution research (continued) 
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CHAPTERS 

THE SEMANTIC MODEL AND ITS GRAPH-BASED REPRESENTATION 

In this chapter we describe the semantic model that we use to develop the methodology 

for schema evolution. Semantic models are used to describe the structure of the database 

and hence represent the schema of the database. As the first step in managing core 

schema evolution we describe the Unifying Semantic Model (USM) briefly and explain 

in detail how the model is mapped onto a graph-based representation. We use the graph-

based representation to define the framework and taxonomy for schema evolution 

changes. The formal framework and the taxonomy are then described. To maintain 

consistency of the schema during and after incorporating schema changes we define a set 

of rules based on the graph-based representation of the schema. We then describe a set of 

operators that are used to implement the schema changes based on the semantic model 

graph. Finally we present proof that these operators are correct, consistent, and sufficient 

to implement all possible changes to the schema. Based on the description of the 

methodology in this chapter, we attempt to answer the first three research issues (section 

1.4). 

3.1 The Semantic Model Used 

The Unifying Semantic Model (USM) used in this research is based on the traditional 

abstractions of classification, aggregation, generalization and association. The semantic 
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model defines constructs that provide a conceptual basis for capturing the semantics and 

the inter-relationships amongst objects in the real world. Objects are grouped together 

into object classes based on some common semantic characteristics. In particular the 

USM proposes concepts to represent constraints on relationships between subclasses and 

formally defines complex object classes such as Composites and Groups/Aggregates 

[Ram, 1993, 1995]. The elementary classes of the USM include Simple Strong, Simple 

Weak, Interaction Weak, Subclasses, Composites, Groups, Aggregates, Attributes and 

Domains of attributes. Each of these are related to one or more of the classes using 

relationships which include interaction, class, composite, group and aggregate besides 

attribute and domain relationships. Details of the USM and its constructs are available in 

[Ram, 1995], 

3.2 An Overview of a Graph 

A graph, in the very basic sense, is a collection of a set of nodes (or vertices) connected 

by a set of edges (or links). Graph theory is the mathematical theory of the properties and 

applications of graphs [0ED2, 1989]. A number of real world problems have been 

modeled as graph problems and solved using the properties and algorithms in graph 

theory. Areas where graph theory has been applied range from anthropology to 

psychology and include computer science and telecommunications. Our focus in this 

paper is on a graph-theoretic methodology that is applied to the semantic model graph to 
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implement schema evolution operations. Graph theoretic approach provides an excellent 

method to achieve this end due to the following reasons: 

- The semantic model used in this research, the Unifying Semantic Model, lends itself to 

graph-based methods. This model captures the schema of the database in the form of a 

well-defined graph. Our framework for schema evolution is based on this semantic model 

graph (SM-graph). Hence it is only logical that the operations and operators are described 

in terms of the SM-graph using graph theoretic algorithms and constructs. 

- Graph theory, as a branch of mathematics has many proven applications in a wide 

variety of areas including telecommunications, biology, architecture, environmental 

conservation, circuit design and general computer science just to name a few. The 

different operations and algorithms constructed using these operations are well grounded 

theoretically due to the solid mathematical foundations on which they are based. Hence 

graph theory provides a well-grounded, well-used, and proven technique to implement 

the schema evolution operations and methodology. 

- A number of pioneering research works in the realm of databases has often and 

successfully exploited the marriage of database models and graph theory. Distributed 

databases, semantic models and object oriented models have all been combined with 

graph based methods to implement and prove correctness of model operations. Given that 

our research deals with a semantic model to support schema evolution in a distributed 
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heterogeneous database environment, we feel that graph based methods provide us with 

an excellent quantitative technique to implement the dynamic schema evolution process. 

The first step in using graph-based methods on a semantic model is to define the 

framework for mapping the semantic model to a semantic model graph. We describe this 

framework next. 

33 Graph-based Representation of the Semantic Model 

The semantic model lends itself to a graph-based representation due to its graph like 

structure. A graph theoretic representation is first formally defined on a graph G. hi the 

semantic model objects can be treated as nodes in a graph. The relationships between the 

different objects are the links in the graph. Hence any semantic model can be represented 

as a graph G = (N, L) where N is a set of nodes on the graph that identify the different 

classes and L the set of links that depict the relationship between the classes. In our 

semantic model graph every link is incident on exactly two nodes. We refer to this graph 

as a semantic model graph (SM-graph) denoted as G = (N, L) where N is the set of nodes 

in the graph and L the set of Unks. The set N consists of 9 types of nodes Ne , Nw, Ni, 

Nc, Na, Nd, Nq, Nai, and Nm- The set of links L consists of 9 types of links Li, Lw, Ls» 

Lc, La, Ld, Let. Lai, and Lm. Let Ve be the set of nodes belonging to type Ne in the graph. 

We can similarly define sets Vw, Vi, Vc, Va, Vq, Vq, Vai, and Vm as the sets of nodes of 

types Nw, Ni, Nc, Na, Nd, Nq, Nai, and Nm respectively. Let Ei be the set of links that 



belong to link type Li in graph G. Similarly let Ew, Es, Ec, Ea, Ed, Eq, Eai, and Em be the 

sets of nodes in graph G belonging to link types Lw, Ls, Lc. La, Ld, Let, Lai, and Lm 

respectively. Sets N and L can now be described as: 

N = Vi u Vw u Vi u Vc u Va u Vd u Vq u VM u Vm is a disjoint union of 9 sets of 

nodes each set being a collection of nodes belonging to a particular node type and 

L = El u Ew Es u Ec u Ea u Ed u Ect u Eai u Em is a disjoint union of 9 sets of 

links, each set being a collection of links belonging a particular link type. 

The corresponding description of each type of node in the set N is presented in table 3.1 

and the description for each type of the link in the set L is presented in table 3.2. The 

descriptions in both tables are based on the Unifying Semantic Model (USM). 

Node Type Describes 
Ne Simple Strong Entity Class 
Nw Simple Weak Entity Class 
N, Interaction Weak Entity Class 
Ns Subclass (weak / complex / strong 

depending on its superclass(es)) 
Nc Complex Class 
Na Attributes 
Nd Domains 
Nc. Class Constraint 
Na, Attribute Constraint 
Nm Composite class Member 

Table 3.1: Description of Nodes in a Semantic Model Graph 
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Link 
Type 

Directionality Describes 

L, Bi-directional Interaction Relationship 
Lw Unidirectional to simple weak class Weak Class Relationship 
Ls Unidirectional to subclass Subclass Relationship 
Lc Unidirectional to complex class Complex Class Relationship 
La Bi-directional Attributes property Relationship 
Ld Bi-directional Domain Association 
Lc. Bi-directional Class Constraint Relationship 
Lai Bi-directional Attribute constraint Relationship 
Lm Unidirectional to member Member Relationship 

Table 3^: Description of Links in a Semantic Model Graph 

In the semantic model graph corresponding to a schema defined using the USM 

constructs, each object in the schema would correspond to a node or a linJc. This node (or 

link) would belong to one of the types of nodes (or types of links) described in table 3.1 

(table 3.2). The nodes and links in the semantic model graph are identified by the same 

name as in the semantic model. For example, the schema shown in figure 1.3 can be 

mapped to the semantic model graph shown in figure 3.1. The node type is included for 

clarity. 

Each entity class in the semantic model is represented as a node in the semantic model 

graph. The attributes of entity classes are also represented as nodes in the semantic model 

graph. Inter-attribute constraints as well as inter-class constraints may also be represented 

as nodes and links in the semantic model graph. The definition of the inter-attribute 

(inter-class) constraint is captured as a node of type Nai (Nq) in the graph and this 
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constraint node is linked to the participating attribute (entity class) node(s) using attribute 

(inter-class) constraint relationship links of type Lai (Let)-

The relationships between entity classes in the semantic model are represented as 

relationship links in the semantic model graph. The relationship links may be interaction 

relationship links (link type Li), weak relationship links (link type Lw), subclass 

relationship links (link type Ls), or complex class relationship links (link type Lc). The 

interaction relationship link requires special attention in the mapping process between the 

semantic model and the semantic model graph due to the following reasons: 

• Interaction relationships in the semantic model may have attributes associated with it. 

We need to capture these attributes of the interaction relationships in the model in the 

semantic model graph as well. 

• Interaction relationships in the model have associated cardinalities that define the 

nature of interaction between the participating entity classes. 

• An interaction relationship in the semantic model may relate more than two entity 

classes in the model, i.e., the participation degree of the interaction relationship may 

be more than two. 

In the semantic model graph (planar graph) a link in the graph coimects exactly two 

nodes and can exist between two nodes only. In the first two cases we could represent 

attributes and the cardinality constraints associated with the interaction relationship as 

nodes. These nodes should be linked to the link in the graph that represents the 
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interaction relationship violating the definition of a link in our graph. In the third 

situation, the link needs to exist between more than two nodes. 

For the first case we take advantage of the modeling construct offered by USM, the 

interaction entity class. Not all interaction relationships need to have attributes 

represented in the semantic model. For those interaction relationships that have attributes 

we use the interaction entity class and the attributes of the interaction relationship are 

now represented as attributes of the interaction entity class. These attributes can be 

represented as attribute nodes linked to the interaction entity class. Interaction class node 

increases the participation degree of the interaction relationship by one. Capturing the 

attributes of an interaction relationship is one reason why an interaction entity class is 

introduced in ±e semantic model. The entity class Support-Details in figure 1.3 is an 

example of an interaction class. 

The cardinality information is closely tied with the interaction relationship. In our 

semantic model graph we treat the cardinality as data associated with the interaction 

relationship. For the purpose of managing schema evolution we need to maintain the data 

associated with the different objects in the semantic model such as the name of the object, 

a brief description, and the function the object serves in the model. All of this data is 

stored in a repository that serves as the repository of model metadata. We store the 

cardinality information in this repository. This repository along with the semantic model 

graph is used in the tracking of changes to interaction relationships because the 
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cardinality information corresponding to the relationship is not represented in the graph 

but is captured in the repository. The repository is discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. 

The interaction relationship having a participation degree greater than two is represented 

in the semantic model graph as multiple interaction relationship hnks. For instance an 

interaction relationship that relates three entity classes. Students, Departments, and 

Support-Details will be represented as three interaction links between nodes 

corresponding to the three entity classes ((Students, Departments), (Students, Support-

Details), and (Departments, Support-Details)). The participating nodes form a fully 

connected subgraph of the semantic model graph. We need to be able to differentiate 

between a ternary relationship between three entity class nodes and a set of 3 binary 

relationship between the same three nodes. This problem arises from the fact that in a 

graph a link can only be between a pair of nodes, while in the semantic model the 

interaction relationship link may exist between three or even four entity classes. To 

distinguish between a ternary (or a quaternary) relationship link and a set of three (or 

four) binary relationships between the same set of three (or four) entity class nodes, we 

specialize the interaction relationship link type Li into three types: L® represents the 

binary interaction relationship link type, Lrr the ternary interaction relationship link type, 

and Liq the quatemary interaction relationship type 

In specifying only three specialized types of interaction relationship links we limit the 

participating degree of interaction relationships in our model to four. In most USM 
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models relationships with a participating degree of three or higher may be modeled as a 

set of binary relationships depending upon the users' preferences [Ram 1995]. Therefore 

by limiting the participating degree of the model (and its graph) to four, we have not 

impaired the ability of our semantic model to represent real world relationships. 

Figure 3.1: Semantic Model Graph corresponding to Schema in flgure 13 (Node 
and link types shown for clarity) 

Using the mapping described above, a semantic model that represents the schema of 

some database may be converted into a semantic model graph. Similarly, by applying the 

reverse mapping, semantic model graphs may be converted into a semantic model. By 

using the semantic model graph, changes to the schema can be interpreted and 

Teach 

>1 Students Department^ 

'Name 

Graduates 1 (Undergrads Support-
Details 
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implemented as changes to the semantic model graph. We need to ensure that during the 

process of incorporating such changes, the semantic model graph (and therefore its 

associated schema) retains its consistent and correct state. The rules defined to ensure this 

are described next. 

3.4 Rules to Maintain Consistency and Correctness of Schema 

Based on the representation in section 3.3, we define the underlying rules for developing 

and modifying the semantic model in terms of the nodes and links of the semantic model 

graph. Any changes that violate these rules are rejected. Let G=(N, L) be a semantic 

model graph corresponding to corresponding to some semantic model schema defined 

using USM. As graph G is a directed graph {digraph), the degree of a node n e N, doCn), 

is the sum of the in-degree of n (idcCn)) and the out-degree of n (odG(n)).This follows 

from the definition that ±e degree of a node in a graph is the number of times that node is 

used as an end-point of links in the graph [Even, 1979]. For convenience let sets Ve, Vw, 

Vi, Vs, Vc, Va, Vai, Vq, and Vd correspond to the sets of nodes in graph G belonging to 

node types Ne, Nw, Ni, Ns, Nc, Na, Nai, No, and No respectively. Similarly, let sets Ei, 

Ew» Es, Ec, Ea, Ed, Ect,» Eac, and Em each represent the sets of links in graph G belonging 

to link types Li, Lw, Ls, Lc, La, Ld, Lcu, Lai, and Lm respectively. 

Definition: A domain is a pool of values from which attributes draw their values and is a 

symbolic object with a datatype [Ram 1995]. Domains may therefore be predefined in a 
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USM representation of a schema. As attributes (with their corresponding entity classes) 

are created, each attribute is linked to the domain from which it draws its value. It is 

therefore possible that one or more domains may never be linked to any attribute, because 

the model may not have any attribute(s) that depend on these domains for values. Stated 

in terms of the semantic model graph, nodes of type Np may or may not be connected 

with the rest of the semantic model graph. This is stated in nile 1. 

Rule 1: For node Xe N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), dcKX) >0 VX e Vp 

An attribute is a characteristic of an entity. It is a view possessed by the members of an 

entity class, of a relationship to members of some other entity class or domain, or 

possibly to specific other members of the same entity class [Ram 1995]. Subclass nodes 

are exempt from this rule as they inherit attributes from their superclass. In the model 

therefore subclasses may exist without attributes explicitly indicated. Therefore every 

entity class in a semantic model must have at least one attribute defined and in the 

semantic model graph every entity class node is linked to at least one attribute node 

unless the node represents a subclass. This is enforced by rule 2. 

Rule 2: For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), for each Xe V& Vw, Vi 

or Vc there must exist at least one node Ye Va that is connected to X by a link I, le Ea 

except when Xe Vs. 
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Definition: A semantic model representation of any schema that includes more than one 

entity class (each with at least one attribute) must be connected. An entity class that is 

unconnected in this model has no meaning and is therefore unnecessary. An unconnected 

entity class could exist in a semantic model only if it is the first and/or the only entity 

class in the model. When stating that an entity class should be connected in a semantic 

model, we do not consider attributes and associated property relationships, attribute 

constraints, class constraints, and constraint relationships. Let G' = (N', L") be a special 

subgraph of the semantic model graph G = (N, L) defined in the following manner. The 

set of nodes N' in subgraph G' is the set of all the nodes in the graph G except the set of 

attribute nodes (Va), set of class constraint nodes (Vq), and the set of attribute constraints 

(Vai)- The set of links L' in subgraph G' is the set of all the links in graph G except the set 

of property links (Ea), the set of attribute constraint relationship links (EaO. and the set of 

class constraint relationship links (Eq)- Rules 3 through 8 enforce the coimected property 

of the semantic model graph using G' defined above. 

Rule 3: For node Xe N' in semantic model subgraph G'=(N', Ldc(X) >1 VX e V b 

Vw. Vi, or Vc. 

Definitions: In a semantic model, a weak class can exist only if it is associated with some 

other entity class using a weak class relationship. A subclass can exist only if it has at 

least one superclass that is a strong / weak / complex entity class, and a complex class can 

exist only if it is associated with a base entity class. This can be extended to state that 
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each weak class, subclass or complex class must be related to some base class via the 

corresponding relationship (weak relationship, subclass relationship, or a complex class 

relationship). This implies that no weak class, subclass, or a complex class can be the first 

entity class in the model. These connectivity properties of a weak class, subclass, and 

complex class are enforced by rules 4,5, and 6 respectively. 

Rule 4: For nodes X, Y, Z e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L) every node X e Vw 

must be linked to node Ye Vs Vw, or V\ using link I = (Y, X), le Ew- IfYeVw then the 

tree in G that contains X and Y must be rooted at some node Z e VE or V\. 

Rule 5: For nodes X, Ye N in semantic model graph G =(N. L) every node X eVs must 

be linked to a node Y, Y e VE. VW, V/ or VC using link I = (Y, X), le ES. If Ye VE then Xe 

VE and if Ye V/ then Xe Vw- Also, if Ye Vw then Xe Vw and the tree in G that contains Y 

and X must be rooted at some node Ze Ve or V/. Similarly, if Ye Vcthen Xe Vc and the 

tree in G that contains Y and X must be rooted at some node Ze VE, VW, or V/. 

Rule 6: For nodes X, Y,Z e N in a semantic model graph G  =  (N .  L )  every node X e VC 

must be linked to a node Y e VE. VW, VJ, or Vc, using link I = (Y, X). I e Ec- If Ye Vc then 

the tree in G that contains X and Y must be rooted at some node Ze VE. VW, or V}. 
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Definition: An interaction weak class in a semantic model is an entity class that 

explicitly captures the attributes associated with the interaction relationship. It is defined 

when the interaction relationship has attributes of its own and therefore must be always 

associated with an interaction relationship, unlike other entity classes in the semantic 

model. A node of type Nj in the semantic model graph represents an interaction weak 

class. Rule 7 enforces this property of the interaction weak class. 

Rule 7: For node X, Xe N in a semantic model graph G = (N. L), ifXe V/ then X must 

have at least two links //, l2e Ei incident on it. This implies that dcKX) > I, ignoring 

attribute nodes linked to X. 

A semantic model is a representation of some real world. If an entity class is represented 

in this model it must have some association with the rest of the real world. If it has no 

such associations it implies that the entity class is not part of the real world being 

modeled and therefore must not be represented. Every semantic model must hence be 

connected. We have addressed this in rule 3. However, a strong entity class may have 

subclasses, weak entity classes, and complex entity classes that are defined on it. This 

would satisfy rule 3 as the entity class is connected to its dependent class and vice versa. 

We define such a collection consisting of a strong entity class together with all of its 

subclasses, complex classes, and weak classes as a component. A semantic model that 

contains more than one component would be consistent according to rule 3 even if the 

components are not connected to each other. A component is part of some semantic 
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model because it has some association(s) with the rest of the real world represented by 

that semantic model. If no associations exist then the component need not be part of this 

model as it is not part of the real world captured. Therefore a semantic model having one 

or more disconnected components is in an inconsistent state and should be corrected. 

Rule 8 ensures that the semantic model with more than one component is connected and 

consistent. The types of link that can connect the components must belong to one of Li 

(interaction relationship link), Ls (sub-class relationship link), or Lc (complex 

relationship link). 

Definition: A component So = (Sn, Sl) of a semantic model graph G = (N, L) is a sub

graph of G where Sn is a set of nodes belonging to node types Ne, Nw, Nc, or Ns and Sl 

is a set of links belonging to link types Ls, Lc, or Lw. There exists in Sn at least one node 

X of type Ne. All the other nodes in Sn are either directly or indirectly dependent on X. 

The dependency relationships are captured by the set of links in Sl 

Rule 8: Every Sc of G must be linked to (G-Sc) by at least one link I, le Ei. Es. or Ec. 

Definitions: Every attribute in a semantic model must describe one and exactly one entity 

class and every attribute must be defined based on one and exactly on domain only. An 

attribute may be associated with an attribute constraint. In the semantic model graph the 

property relationship link associating an attribute node with an entity class node, the 

domain association link, and the attribute constraint relationship link are bi-directional. In 
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a semantic model domains and attribute constraints are associated with attributes only. 

Attribute constraints must be associated with one or more attributes while domains need 

not necessarily be associated with any attributes. These properties of attributes, domains 

and attribute constrains in a semantic model are enforced by rules 9, 10, and 11. We 

define the set ADJ(X) to be the set of nodes adjacent to node X in the semantic model 

graph G. 

Rule 9: For nodes X, Ye N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe and Ye 

ADJ(X), it must be that Ye Vq, Vai. Vb ^w. V/, or Vc only. ADJ(X) must include one and 

exactly one node from the set Vd and must include one and exactly one node from one of 

the sets: Vs Vw. ^c. or V/. The setADJ(X) may include zero or more nodes from the set 

VAL Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from one of the sets EA. ED. or EAI-

It follows from rule 9 that id(X) > 2, od(X) > 2, and I ADJ(X) I > 0. 

Rule 10: For nodes X, Ye N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe Vd and Ye 

ADJ(X}, it must be that Ye V^. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from 

the set ED-

Rule 11: For nodes X,YeN in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe Wai c m d  Y  e  

ADJ(X), it must be that Ye VA. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from 

the set Eai. Also, \ADJ(X)\ > 0. 
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Constraints between entity classes (inter subclass constraints and constraints on complex 

classes and on members of complex classes) must be associated with at least one entity 

class in the semantic model. This is enforced by rule 12. 

Rule 12: For nodes X,YeN in semantic model graph G = (N. L), ifX e Va and Y e 

ADJ(X), it must be that Y e Vs. Vc. or Vm- Each link I in the set of links incident on X must 

be from the set Ea Also, \ADJ(X)\ > 0. 

A member of a complex class must be associated with its parent complex class. The 

member class may also be associated with member class constraints. This property is 

enforced by mle 13. 

Rule 13: For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe V^ and Ye 

ADJ(X), it must be that Ye Vq or Va- ADJ(X) must have exactly one member from the 

set Vc and \ADJ(X)\ > 0. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from one of 

the sets Em or Ea. 

23 Taxonomy of Schema Changes 

We first defined a graph G based on the description of the semantic model. We then 

specified the set of rules that govern the construction of G and modifications to graph G. 

Here we describe the changes to the schema in terms of graph G. A comprehensive 
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taxonomy of schema changes has been proposed along with implications of each change 

in terms of the nodes and links of G [Ram and Shankaranarayan 1996]. By examining 

each construct in the semantic model and rigorously listing the possible changes we have 

developed this taxonomy for schema changes. We further examined, for each change 

identified, as to how this change could be captured in the semantic model. The 

implications of each change are an important part of this taxonomy and define the atomic 

set of operations that need to be performed to complete the change. The taxonomy of 

schema changes using a semantic model and the implications of each change is shown in 

table 3.3. 

3.6 Operators for Schema Changes 

Based on the schema evolution taxonomy and rules described above, a set of schema 

change operators can be defined. These operators change the structure of the semantic 

model graph. The structural changes that can take place in the graph are the additions of 

new nodes and links to the graph and the deletion of existing nodes and links from the 

graph. Modifications to nodes and links are performed as a sequence of additions (adding 

a new node or link with the modified definitions) and deletions (deleting nodes or links 

that have the old definitions) of nodes and links. Based on this the operators may be 

classified into three types listed below. 
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Node Type Changes to Node Implications of Changes to Node 

Simple Strong 
Entity Class 

Ne 

Add Entity Class Add Interaction Relationship, Add 
Attributes. 

Simple Strong 
Entity Class 

Ne 

Delete Entity Class Delete Interaction Relationship, Delete 
Attributes, Delete Entity (sub) Classes, 
Delete Complex Classes. 

Simple Strong 
Entity Class 

Ne Change Name of 
Class 

Add attributes. Delete Attributes. 

Simple Weak 
Entity Class 

Nw 

Add Entity Class Add Interaction Weak Relationship, 
Add Attributes. 

Simple Weak 
Entity Class 

Nw 

Delete Entity Class Delete Interaction Weak Relationship, 
Delete Attributes, 
Delete Entity (sub) Classes, Delete 
Complex Classes. 

Simple Weak 
Entity Class 

Nw Change Name of 
Class 

Add Attributes, Delete Attributes. 

Interaction 
Weak Entity 

Class 

N, 

Add Entity Class Delete Interaction Relationship, Add 
Interaction Relationship, Add 
Attributes. 

Interaction 
Weak Entity 

Class 

N, 

Delete Entity Class Delete Interaction Relationship, Add 
Interaction Relationship, Delete 
Attributes, Delete Entity (sub) Classes, 
Delete Complex Classes. 

Interaction 
Weak Entity 

Class 

N, Change Name of 
Class 

Add Attributes, Delete Attributes. 

Subclasses of 
Weak and 

Strong Entity 
Class 

N e / N w / N c  

Add Subclass Add Subclass Relationship, Add 
Attributes. 

Subclasses of 
Weak and 

Strong Entity 
Class 

N e / N w / N c  

Delete Subclass Delete Subclass Relationship, Delete 
Attributes, Delete Entity (sub) Classes, 
Delete Complex Classes, Delete Class 
constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint definitions. 

Table 33: Taxonomy of Schema Changes based on Unifying Semantic Model 
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Node Type Changes to Node Implications of Changes to Node 
Subclasses of 

Weak and 
Strong Entity 

Class 

Change Subclass 
constraints 

Add / Delete 

Add Class constraint definitions. Add 
Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint definitions. 

N e / N w / N c  Change E>efinition 
of subclass 

Delete Subclass Relationship, Add 
Subclass Relationship, 
Delete Class constraint relationship. 
Delete class constraint definitions. 

Add Complex class Add Complex class Relationship, Add 
Attributes, Add Member Classes, 
Add Member relationships. 

Complex 
Entity Class 

Nc 

Delete Complex 
class 

Delete Complex class relationship. 
Delete Attributes, Delete Members, 
Delete Member relationships. Delete 
Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint definitions. 
Delete dependent Complex Classes 
(Recursive). 

Change Complex 
class constraints ( 
Add / Delete) 

Add Class constraint definitions. Add 
Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint definitions. 

Change Definition 
of Complex class 

Delete Complex class relationship. 
Delete Members, 
Delete Member relationships. Delete 
Class constraint relationships. 
Delete Class constraint definitions. 

Add Interaction 
Relationship 

Add Cardinalities. 

Interaction 
Relationship 

Delete Interaction 
Relationship 

Delete Cardinalities, Delete Entity 
(weak/strong/complex) if no other 
relations exist. Delete interaction class. 

L, Add Interaction 
Relationship 

Add Cardinalities. 

Delete Interaction 
Relationship 

Delete Cardinalities, Delete Entity 
(weak/strong/complex) if no other 
relations exist. Delete interaction class. 

Table 33: Taxonomy of Schema Changes based on USM (continued) 
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Node Type Changes to Node Implications of Changes to Node 
L, Changes to 

Cardinalities 
Same as add / delete of Interaction 
relationship. 

Complex 
Relationship 

Lc 

Add Complex 
Relationship 

Add Cardinalities. 

Complex 
Relationship 

Lc 

Delete Complex 
Relationship 

Delete Cardinalities, Delete Entity 
(weak/strong/complex) if no other 
relations exist. Delete Interaction class. 

Complex 
Relationship 

Lc Changes to 
Cardinalities 

Same as add / delete of Interaction 
relationship. 

ATTRIBUTE 
Na 

Add attribute Add Attribute relationship. Add domain. 
Add domain relationship. 

ATTRIBUTE 
Na 

Delete attribute Delete Attribute relationship. Delete 
Domain, Delete Domain relationship. 
Delete Subclass, Delete Complex class. 

ATTRIBUTE 
Na 

Changes to 
Attribute Defiis. 
1. Mandatory to 
Optional 
2. Optional to 
Mandatory 
3. Single Valued 
to Multi-valued 

4. Multi-valued to 
Single valued 

5. Derived to 
Non-derived 
6. Non-derived to 
derived (Derived 
from existing 
attributes) 
7. Manner of 
derivation 

1. Delete Subclass(es), Delete Complex 
class(es). 
2. No direct changes. 

3. Delete Subclass(es), Delete Complex 
class(es). Add Domain, Add Domain 
relationship. Delete Domain, Delete 
Domain relationship. 
4. Add Domain, Add Domain 
relationship. Delete Domain, Delete 
Domain relationship. 
5. Add Domain, Add Domain 
relationship. Delete Domain relationship. 
6. Delete Domain, Delete Domain 
relationship. Add Domain relationship. 

7. Delete Domain relationship. Add 
Domain relationship. 

Table 3 J: Taxonomy of Schema Changes based on USM (continued) 
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1. Operators that add new nodes (NA) or links (LA) to the semantic model graph. 

These operators add objects such as entity classes and relationships to the model. 

2. Operators that delete existing nodes (ND) or links (LD) from the semantic model 

graph. These remove objects such as entity classes and relationships from the model. 

3. Operators that modify existing nodes or links. These operations can be defined in 

terms of adding and/or deleting (in any order) of nodes and links. 

A complete list of the basic operators that add/delete nodes is given in table 3.4 and the 

list of operators that add/delete links is given in table 3.5. 

In any graph, a link is created (or added) by defining the pair of nodes that form the end-

points of this link. This is true in our semantic model graph as well. In the semantic 

model graph, there are nine different types of links. The type of each link determines and 

is determined by the types of nodes the link can be incident upon. The operators that add 

a link belonging to a particular type can successfully do so only if a pair of nodes (at 

least) exists in the semantic model graph and if that pair satisfies the node type 

requirements of the link. Table 3.6 lists each link addition operator, the type of link that is 

defined by it, and the associated node types for each. 

A semantic model graph is said to be consistent if the structure of the graph does not 

violate any of the rules defined in section 3.4.When executed individually, some of the 
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basic operators preserve the consistency of the semantic model graph. These basic 

operators are: 

• NA6 (adding a domain node of type No) 

• LAI (adding an interaction relationship link of type Lj between two existing entity 

classes) 

• LAS (adding a subclass relationship link of type Ls between two existing entity 

classes) 

• LA4 (adding a complex class relationship link of type Lc between two existing entity 

classes). 

Operators Description of operation performed 
NA-1 /ND-1 Adds / Deletes a Simple Strong Entity Class node Ne 

NA-2/ND-2 Adds / Deletes a Simple Weak Entity Class node, Nw 
NA-3/ND-3 Adds / Deletes an Interaction Weak Entity Class node, Nj 
NA-4 / ND-4 Adds / Deletes a Complex Class node, Nc 
NA-5/ND-5 Adds / Deletes an Attribute node, Na 

NA-6/ND-6 Adds / Deletes a Domain node. No 

N A-7 / ND-7 Adds / Deletes a Class Constraint Node Nq 

NA-8 / ND-8 Adds / Deletes an Attribute Constraint Node, NAt 

NA-9/ND-9 Adds / Deletes Composite Class Member, Nm 

Table 3.4: Node Addition and Node Deletion Operators 

The other basic operators, when executed individually, result in an inconsistent semantic 

model graph. To preserve the consistency of the semantic model graph, it is necessary 

that a combination of basic operators be executed in an atomic fashion. 
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Operators Description of operation performed 
LA-l/LD-1 Adds / E)eletes an Interaction Relationship link, Li 
LA-2/LD-2 Adds / Deletes a Weak Relationship link, Lw 
LA-3/LD-3 Adds / Deletes a Subclass Relationship link, Ls 
LA-4/LD-4 Adds / Deletes Complex Class Relationship link, Lc 
LA-5/LD-5 Adds / Deletes Attribute Property link. La 

LA-6/LD-6 Adds / Deletes Domain Association link, Ld 

LA-7 / LD-7 Adds / Deletes a Class Constraint Relationship link. Let 
LA-8/LD-8 Adds / Deletes an Attribute Constraint Relationship link, Lai 

LA-9/LD-9 Adds / Deletes Composite Class Member Relationship link Lm 

Table 3^: Link Addition and Link Deletion Operators 

Link 
Addn. 
Oper. 

Adds 
link(X, 
Y)of 
type: 

Nodes X, Y e N in graph G = (N, L) where 

LAI L, X, Y are of node types Ne, Nw, Ni, or Nc 

LA2 Lw X is of node type Ne or Nw; Y of node type Nw 
LA3 Ls X is of node type Ne, Nw, Ni, or Nc; Y of node type Ns 

LA4 Lc X is of node type Ne, Nw, Ni, or Nc; Y of node type Nc 

LA5 LA X (Y) is of node type Ne, Nw, Nr, or Nc; Y (X) of node 
typeNA 

LA6 Ld X (Y) is of node type Na; Y (X) of node type No 
LA7 Let X (Y) is of node type Ne, Nw, Ni, Nc, or Nm; Y (X) of 

node type Net 
LAS Lai X (Y) is of node type Na; Y (X) is of node type Nai 

LA9 Lm X is of node type Nc; Y is of node type Nm 

Table 3.6: Link Addition Operators and Node Types Associated with each 

For example, adding a domain node to the semantic model graph using the basic node 

addition operator NA6 would not violate any of the rules defined in the previous section 

and therefore maintains the consistency of the semantic model graph. Adding a new 
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entity class (basic node addition operator NAl alone) may violate rule 1 if the node is not 

connected to the rest of the graph by using one of a specific set of link addition operators 

(LAI, LA3, or LA4). Moreover, nodes corresponding to one or more attributes of this 

class must also be added (NA5) and these nodes linked to the entity class (LAS) and to 

the corresponding domain(s) (LA6). All these operators are therefore necessary to ensure 

consistency of the semantic model graph and must be executed atomically (in one 

operation). Therefore the basic operators are combined to define consistency-preserving 

(CP) operators. Each CP operator consists of a set of basic operators which, when 

executed completely, preserves the consistent state of the semantic model graph. The CP 

operators are listed in table 3.7 (operators that add nodes or links) and in table 3.8 

(operators that delete nodes or links) along with the conventions used in describing them. 

The four basic operators NA6, LAI, LA3, and LA4 are shown in table 3.7 as they 

preserve the consistency of the semantic model graph even when executed individually. 

Conventions used: 

1. Each operator on the left column is defined by a conuna-separated list of basic 

operators. The sequence in which the basic operators are called may vary depending 

upon the implementation. 

2. The list of one or more operators within square parenthesis ([ ]), separated by the 

vertical separator (I), indicates the option of calling ONE and EXACTLY ONE of the 

specified operators from the list and ONE operator must be executed. 
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3. The list of one or more operators within curved parenthesis ({}) indicate that the 

sequence of operators may be executed more than once. The superscript 0 indicates 

that it may not be executed at all, and superscript 1 indicates that the list is executed 

at least once. 

4. The list of one or more operators within angles (o) indicate that the execution of this 

list may or may not be necessary and is dictated by the database administrator. 

5. Adding attribute(s) (operator AAT) is necessary when adding strong, weak, 

interaction weak, subclass, and complex classes. We have defined AAT first and for 

convenience and easy reading, used it in describing all subsequent class addition 

operators. 

6. Deleting attribute(s) (operator DAT) is an operation that needs to be performed when 

deleting strong, weak, interaction, weak, subclass, and complex classes. Similarly, 

deleting interaction relationship (operator DIR) and deleting class constraints 

(operator DCCT) are often required when deleting the above classes. Again, for 

convenience and ease of reading we have defined these two operators first, and used 

them in describing the operators that delete the above entity classes. 
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Operator and Description Set of basic operators invoiced and the 
sequence of execution 

ADM - Operator ADD 
DOMAIN 

NA6 

AAT - Operator ADD 
ATTRTOUTE 

NA5, LAS, <NA6>, LA6 

ASE - Operator ADD 
STRONG ENTITY Class 

NAl, {AAT}', {[LAI ILA3 ILA4]}" 

AWE - Operator ADD 
WEAK ENTITY Class 

NA2, {AAT}',LA2 

AIE - Operator ADD 
INTERACTION WEAK 
ENTITY Class 

NA3, {AAT}',LA1,DIR 

ASUB - Operator ADD 
SUBCLASS 

[NAl 1NA2 1 NA4], {AAT}', LA3 

ACX - Operator ADD 
COMPLEX Class 

NA4, {AAT}'.LA4 

AACT - Operator ADD 
ATTRIBUTE CONSTRAINT 

NA8, {LA8}' 

ACCT - Operator ADD 
CLASS CONSTRAINT 

NAT, {LA7}' 

ACM - Operator ADD 
COMPOSITE MEMBER 

NA9, LA9 

AIR - Operator ADD 
INTERACTION 
RELATIONSHIP 

LAI 

ASUBR- Operator ADD 
SUBCLASS 
RELATIONSHIP 

LAS 

ACOMR - Operator ADD 
COMPLEX RELATIONSHIP 

LA4 

Table 3.7: List of Consistency-Preserving (CP) Operators - Addition operators 
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Operator and 
Description 

Set of basic operators invoked and the sequence 
of execution 

DACT - Operator 
DELETE ATTRIBUTE 
CONSTRAINT 

{LD8}',ND8 

DCCT - Operator 
DELETE CLASS 
CONSTRAINT 

{LD7}',ND7 

DCM - Operator 
DELETE COMPOSITE 
MEMBER 

LD9,ND9 

DAT - Operator 
DELETE ATTRIBUTE 

{DACT}" LD6, <ND6>, LD5, ND5 

DIR - Operator 
DELETE 
INTERACTION 
Relationship 

{DAT}', {LDl}', {ND3}" 

DSE - Operator 
DELETE SIMPLE 
STRONG ENTITY 
Class 

{ { {DAT}',ND4}",LD4 }", {DIR}", {DCCT}", 
{ {DAT}', [NDl IND2], LD3 }°, {DIR}°, 
{DCCT}°, 
{ {DAT}',ND2,LD2}°, 
{DAT}', {DIR}°,ND1 

DWE - Operator 
DELETE WEAK 
ENTITY Class 

{ { {DAT}',ND4}",LD4 }", {DIR}", {DCCT}", 
{DAT}', [NDl 1 ND2], LD3 }°, {DIR}°, {DCCT}°, 
{DAT}', {DIR}°,LD2, ND2 

DEE - Operator 
DELETE 
INTERACTION WEAK 
Class 

{ { {DAT}',ND4}",LD4 }", {DIR}", {DCCT}", 
{ {DAT}', [NDl IND2],LD3 }°, {DIR}°, 
{DCCT}°, 
{DAT}',ND3,LD1 

DSUB - Operator 
DELETE SUBCLASS 
(STRONG or WEAK) 

{ { {DAT}',ND4}".LD4 }", {DIR}", {DCCT}", 
{ [LA3 1 { {DAT}', [NDl IND2],LD3 }°, {DIR}° 
]}°, 
{DCCT}°, LD3, (DAT}', [NDl 1 ND2 ], {DCCT}° 

DCX - Operator 
DELETE COMPLEX 
Class 

{ {DAT}', [NDl IND2],LD3 }", {DIR}", 
{DCCT}°, 
{ [LA4I { { {DAT}',ND4}°,LD4 }°, {DIR}°] }°, 
{DCCT}°, {LD4}', {DAT}',ND4, {DCCT}° 

Table 3.8: List of Consistency-Preserving (CP) Operators (continued) - Deletion 
operators 
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3.7 Completeness and Correctness of Schema Evolution 

The taxonomy of schema changes listed earlier intuitively appears to capture all kinds of 

schema changes that can take place. We have defined a set of operators that implement 

these changes to the schema resulting in a changed or evolved schema. An important 

question to address is whether the application of a set (or subset) of these operators to 

some schema results in a evolved schema that is correct, i.e., an evolved schema that 

conforms to the rules of the Unifying Semantic Model. This is called correctness (or 

soundness) of schema evolution. The other issue is whether these changes subsume every 

possible schema change. This is called completeness of schema evolution. 

3.7.1 Correctness 

Correctness addresses the issue of whether the application of a set (or a subset) of the 

consistency preserving operators results in semantic model graph (and therefore the 

schema) that is in a consistent state. A semantic model graph that is in a consistent state 

is referred to as a consistent semantic model graph. In order to show that that the 

application of the operators does not violate the consistency of the semantic model graph, 

we need to show that each operator, when applied to a consistent semantic model graph, 

results in a semantic model graph that is also consistent. We first define the consistent 

state of a semantic model graph. Then, for each operator listed in tables 3.7 and 3.8, we 

show that when the operator is applied to a consistent semantic model graph, the resultant 
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graph is also consistent, i.e., the resultant graph does not violate any of the consistency-

preserving rules. 

Let G = (N, L) be a semantic model graph where N = Ve u Vw u Vj u Vs u Vc u Va u 

Vai u Vct u Vd where each Vy is the set of nodes belonging to node type Ny listed in 

table 3.1. This is not a disjoint union as the set of subclass nodes Vs may include nodes 

from the set Vg, Vw, or Vc. Similarly, L = Ej u Ew u Es U Ec U Ea u Ed u Ect. u Eac 

u Em where each Ey is the set of links belonging to link type Ly listed in table 3.2. 

Semantic model graph G is said to be consistent (or in a consistent state) if G does not 

violate any of the rules below (also defined in section 3.4). A semantic model graph with 

no nodes and links (empty graph) is trivially consistent. 

1. For node Xe N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ddX) >0 VX € Vq 

2. For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), for each Xe Ve, Vw, Vi, or Vc 
there must exist at least one node Ye Vf, that is connected to X by a link I, I e Ea, except 
when Xe V^. 

3. For node XE N'in semantic model subgraph G' = (N\ L'), dc(X)  >  1  VX €  VE, ,  VW,  VI ,  
or Vc. liVl > 1 where N'= N - {V^. VM, VC,} andL'^L- {EA, EA„ EC,}. 

4. For nodes X, Y,Ze N in semantic model graph G = (N, L) every node X e Vw must be 
linked to node Ye Ve or Ye Vw using link I = (Y. X), le Ew- IfYeVw then the tree in G 
that contains X and Y must be rooted at some node Z e Ve or Vi 

5. For nodes X, Ye N in semantic model graph G =(N. L) every node X e Vs must be 
linked to a node Y.YeV^ Vw, Vj or Vc using link I — (Y, X), le Es. Xe Ve if Ye Ve and 
Xe Vw if Ye V/. Xe Vw if Ye Vw and the tree in G that contains Y and X must be rooted 
at some node Ze Ve or V/. Xe Vc if Ye Vc and the tree in G that contains Y and X must 
be  roo ted  a t  some  node  Ze  VE,  VW,  o r  VF.  
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6. For nodes X, Y, Z e N in a semantic model graph G = (N, L) every node X e Vc must 
be linked to a node Y e VE. VW, V/, or Vc, using link I = (Y. X), I e Ec- If Ye Vc then the 
tree in G that contains X and Y must be rooted at some node Ze Vs Vw, or V/. 

7. For node X, Xe N in a semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe V/ then X must have at 
least two links //, he E/ incident on it. (Ignoring attributes ofX, dc(X) > 1) 

8. Every Sc ofG must be linked to (G-Sc) by at least one link I, le Ei. Es, or Ec where Sc 
is a component subgraph of G as defined in section 3.4. 

9. For nodes X ,  Ye N  in semantic model graph G  =  (N ,  L ) ,  ifXe VA and Ye ADJ(X), it 
must be that Ye Vq, Vau ^e. Vw, Vi. or Vq only. ADJ(X) must include one and exactly one 
node from the set Vb arul must include one and exactly one node from one of the sets: VE, 
Vw, Vc, or V/. The set ADJ(X) may include zero or more nodes from the set VAt. Each link 
I in the set of links incident on X must be from one of the sets EA. ED. or EAI. ADJ(X) is the 
set of nodes adjacent to node X in graph G. 

10. For nodes X. Ye N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe Vp and Ye ADJ(X), it 
must be that Ye Va. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from the set Ed-

11. For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifXe Vai and Y e ADJ(X). 
it must be that Ye Va- Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from the set Eai-
Also, \ADJ(X)\ >0. 

12. For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), ifX e Va and Y e ADJ(X), 
it must be that Y e Vs. Vc. or V^. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be from 
the set Eci Also, \ADJ(X)\ > 0. 

13. For nodes X, Y e N in semantic model graph G = (N, L), if Xe Vm and Ye ADJ(X), it 
must be that Ye Vc or Vct- ADJ(X) must have exactly one member from the set Vc and 
\ADJ(X)\ > 0. Each link I in the set of links incident on X must be of from one of the sets 
EM or Ect. 

We now show that each consistency-preserving operator when applied to a consistent 

semantic model graph will result in a consistent semantic model graph, i.e., the operator 

will preserve the consistent state of the semantic model graph. For each operator we 

assume that the operator is applied to a consistent semantic model graph G. First, we 

describe the sequence of operations performed by each operator and the nodes and / or 
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linlcs added (or deleted) to (from) graph G. We then show that the resultant graph G' is 

consistent by showing that G' does not violate any of the thirteen consistency preserving 

rules listed. 

The consistency preserving rules specify the structure of each node type in the semantic 

model graph. For each node type in G the rules define how every node of that type must 

exist in graph G by specifying the type(s) of links and nodes that must be incident on it 

and the types of links and nodes that can be adjacent to that node. Not all rules apply to 

all node types. A subset of the set of rules applies to each node type. Since G is initially 

assumed to be consistent, each node in G satisfies the set of rules that apply to the node 

type of that node. When graph G is modified by some operator we show that the resultant 

G' is consistent by showing that G' satisfies the subset of rules that are applicable for this 

operator. All other rules are trivially satisfied in G' as they were satisfied in G and 

unaffected by the operator being applied. In the following descriptions we assume that 

each operator is applied to a consistent semantic model graph G. It is important to note 

that each of the following consistency-preserving operators is made up of a number of 

basic operators. All of the basic operators have to complete execution to generate a 

consistent schema (atomic operation). Intermediate states of the schema between basic 

operators may not be consistent. If any one or more of the basic operators fail for some 

reason, all previous operations are reversed and the schema is restored to its original 

consistent state. 
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Theorem 1: Every consistency-preserving operator (listed in table 3.7 and 3.8) when 

applied to a consistent semantic model graph will result in a consistent semantic model 

graph, i.e., preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph. 

Proof: For each operator listed in tables 3.7 and 3.8 we show below that it is indeed 

consistency preserving. 

ADM (Operator Add Domain): A node X of node type No is added to the graph G 

using the basic operator NA6. We need to show that the resultant graph G' = G u {X} is 

also consistent. The addition of the domain node X may violate rules 1, 10 as these two 

rules are directly applicable. The other rules are satisfied by G' because they are satisfied 

by G (by assumption) and are not violated by the addition of a domain node. The new 

domain node X is not connected to G and so dG(X) = 0 satisfying rule 1. As X had no 

adjacent nodes, rule 10 holds trivially. Therefore G' is also consistent. 

AIR (Operator Add Interaction Relationship): A link I of link type Li is added to G 

using basic operator LAI. LAI will define this link between two nodes X, Y only if X 

and Y exist in G and X, Y e Ve, Vw, Vj, or Vc. If an interaction relationship link is to be 

added between three (or four) nodes, ternary (or quaternary) interaction relationship link, 

then three (or four) nodes of the required node types must exist. If such a set of nodes 

does not exist in the graph G then the operator AIR cannot be applied to that graph. We 

need to show that G' = G u {/} is also consistent. G is consistent (by assumption). 
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Therefore rules 1 through 13 are satisfied by G and by G' as well. The addition of link I 

does not violate any of the rules, as none of the rules are applicable to this operation. 

Hence G' is also consistent. 

ASUBR (Operator Add Subclass Relationship); A link I of link type Ls is added to G 

linking two existing nodes X and Y, using basic operator LA3. LAS will define this Unk 

between two nodes X and Y only if the nodes exist in graph G and X, Y e Ve, Vw, Vi, or 

Vc. If one or both conditions are not met, ASUBR will fail returning G to its original 

consistent state. The resultant graph G' = G u {/} because G is consistent (by 

assumption) and the addition of the subclass link does not violate any of the rules, as 

none are applicable. The resultant graph G' = G u {/} is therefore consistent. 

ACOMR (Operator Add Complex Relationship): A link / of link type Lc is added to G 

linking existing nodes X and Y, using basic operator LA4. LA4 will fail if X or Y does 

not exist in G or if X € Ve, Vw, Vj, or Vc, or Y g Vc. Failure of LA4 implies that 

ACOMR will fail returning G to its consistent original state. The resultant graph G' = G 

u {/} because G is consistent (by assumption) and the addition of the subclass link does 

not violate any of the rules, as none are applicable. The resultant graph G' = G u {/} is 

therefore consistent. 

AAT (Operator Add Attribute): A node X of node type Na is added to graph G using 

basic operator NA5. Then basic operator LAS adds a link I belonging to link type La to 
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link X with some entity class node Y e Ve, Vw, Vi, or Vc. If no such Y exists (G was 

trivial to start with), LAS fails. As the operations must be atomic, failure of LAS results 

in the failure of AAT and G retains its original consistent state. If such a node Y exists, 

link I is added. X is then linked to a node Z e Vd by link m of link type Ld defined using 

basic operator LA6. If the corresponding domain node Z does not exist, Z is first added 

using NA6 and then link m is defined using LA6. We need to show that the resultant 

graph G' = G u {X, Z, /, m} is also consistent. The attribute node X is linked to entity 

class node Ye G by link /. G is consistent by assiunption and entity class node YeG 

satisfies rule 2. The new attribute node X linked to entity class node Y by property link I 

does not violate rule 2. The set of nodes adjacent to X includes exactly one entity class 

node Y and exactly one domain node Z, thereby satisfying rule 9. If Ze G then Z satisfies 

rule 10 as G is consistent by assumption. If Z were added during this operation, then the 

only node adjacent to Z is node X, an attribute node. Therefore the node Z e G' satisfies 

rules 10 and rule 1 (dc(Z) is at least 1). The graph G satisfies all the rules (by assumption) 

and ±erefore are satisfied by the subgraph G in G'. All rules except 1,9, and 10 are 

(trivially) satisfied by G' as they are not applicable to the added nodes X and Z and the 

added links / and m. G' is hence consistent. 

ASE (Operator Add Strong Entity class): A node X belonging to node type Ne is 

added to G using NAl. Then a node Y of node type Na is added and linked with node X 

by link k and with the domain node Z (created if it does not exist) by link /, by the 

operator AAT. AAT may be applied repetitively to add more attributes, if needed. After 
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the addition of X to graph G, if l{ Ve, Vw, Vc}I > I, then X is linked to node W 6 G -{X} 

by link m defined using one of the operators AIR, ASUBR, or ACOMR. We now need to 

show that the resultant graph G' = G u {X, Y, Z, I, m] is also consistent. Strong entity 

class node X added is associated with at least one attribute node Y satisfying rule 2. 

Ignoring all of its attributes, X is linked to some other existing node in G by link m of 

link type Li, Ls, or Lc. Thus the dcCX) > 1 satisfying rule 3. The component subgraph that 

contains X must be linked to the rest of the graph by the same link m, thereby satisfying 

rule 8. The operator used to define this link, AIR, ASUBR, or ACOMR, preserves the 

consistency of the graph G as shown earlier! The set of nodes adjacent to attribute node Y 

includes exactly one domain node Z and exactly one entity class node X, satisfying rule 

9. The set of nodes adjacent to domain node Z now includes attribute node Y satisfying 

rule 10 and rule 1. The original graph G is consistent, by assumption. As a subgraph of 

G', graph G satisfies all the rules. The new set of nodes and links added, {X, Y, Z, k, I, 

m} satisfies rules 1, 2, 3, 8,9, and 10. The new set trivially satisfies the other rules (4, 5, 

6,7, 11, 12, and 13) owing to the fact that these are not applicable in this situation. 

Therefore the resultant graph G' = G u {X, Y, Z, A; /, m} is also consistent. If more 

attribute nodes are defined by repeatedly using operator AAT, each attribute node is 

added to a consistent graph G'. This operation has been shown to preserve the consistent 

state of the graph (refer operator AAT). 

AWE (Operator Add Weak Entity class): A node X of node type Nw is added to G = 

(N, L) using NA2. Then an attribute node Y of type Na is added and linked to X using 
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link k. Node Y is also associated with a domain node Z (created if it does not already 

exist) using link I. More attribute nodes may be defined by repeatedly executing operator 

AAT. Finally node X is linked to its parent node W e N by link m of type Lw using 

operator LA2. If such a node does not exist, AWE fails returning G to its original 

consistent state. To show that the resultant semantic model graph G' = G u {X, Y, Z, fc, /, 

m} is also consistent. The argument is similar to that of adding a strong entity class 

described earlier. In this case, ±e link m that connects X to its parent node W e N 

satisfies rule 4. The same link also connects X to the rest of the graph (as W e G) thereby 

satisfying rule 3. As shown earlier, the additions of attribute node Y, the property link k, 

and the domain association link / satisfies rules 1, 2, 9, and 10. The weak relationship link 

m satisfies rules 3 and 4. Moreover, G is consistent by assumption, implying ±at node 

We G is connected to the rest of G. Therefore the subgraph ±at includes X is cormected 

to the rest of G by virtue of link m satisfying rule 8. The set of new nodes and links 

added, {X, Y, Z, iS; /, m} therefore satisfies rules 1, 2, 3,4, 8, 9, and 10. The other rules 5, 

6,7, 11, 12, and 13 are trivially satisfied by the new set added, as these rules do not apply 

in this case. Therefore G' = G u {X, Y, Z, A; /, m} is in a consistent state. 

AIE (Operator Add Interaction class): Adding an interaction class changes the 

definition of the interaction relationship. The participating degree of the relationship 

increases by one and the cardinality information needs to be redefined. Hence adding an 

interaction class consists of two distinct operations: first a new interaction relationship 

link is defined that includes the interaction class node; then the original interaction 
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relationship link is removed using operator DIR (described later). In this proof, we show 

that adding a new interaction relationship link (the first part of the operation) that 

includes the interaction class node results in a consistent graph even when the old 

relationship link is not deleted. We later show that the removal of an interaction 

relationship link from a consistent semantic model graph preserves the consistent state of 

the graph. 

A node X of node type Ni is added to G = (N, L). Operator AAT is then executed to 

define an attribute node Y, link Y to X using link k, and link Y to a domain node Z e N 

using link /. A new domain node Z is created if the domain node does not exist. AAT 

may be invoked repeatedly to define additional attribute nodes. Interaction entity class X 

describes some interaction relationship and needs to be made part of that interaction 

relationship. Let Wj, Wi 6 N be the two entity class nodes that participate in the 

interaction relationship. A new set of links, m/, m2, of link type Lrr is defined to 

associate X with Wi, X with W2, and Wi with W2. The new set of links is given the same 

name to indicate the fact that as a set, all three links represent the same interaction 

relationship. To show that the resultant graph G' = G u {X, Y, Z, /, OT/, m2. mj) is also 

consistent, we adopt an argument similar to the one offered in the previous two cases, 

ASE and AWE. The original graph G is consistent (by assumption). Therefore nodes Wi, 

W2 are both connected to the rest of graph G. Node X is linked with Wj (and W2) by link 

nil (and ma) and is therefore connected to G satisfying rules 3 and 7. We have shown 

earlier (in ASE) that adding attribute node Y, domain node Z, property link k, and domain 
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association link I using operator AAT satisfies rules 1,2,9, and 10. Thus the new set of 

nodes and links added, {X, Y, Z, k, I, mi, mz, ntj), satisfies rules 1,2, 3,7, 9, and 10. 

Rules 4,5,6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 are trivially satisfied by graph G' as they were satisfied in 

G and are unaffected by this operation. Hence G' = G u {X, Y, Z, A; /, mi, mz, mj) is also 

consistent. 

ASUB (Operator Add Subclass): A subclass node may be a strong entity class node, a 

weak entity class node, or a complex class node. The tirst operator that creates the 

subclass node may be different depending upon the type of subclass node that is created. 

All other operators (and operations) that follow are the same for all the three cases. The 

basic operator NAl (NA2, or NA4) creates a new subclass node X of type Ne (Nw, or 

Nc). Then an attribute node Y is defined, Y is linked to X using link k, and Y is 

associated with a domain node Z e N by link I. If the required domain node is not part of 

G, it is first created and then linked to Y. All these operations are performed by operator 

AAT. More attributes may be defined by executing AAT as many times as is necessary. 

Finally, X is made a subclass of its superclass node We N by defining link m of type Ls. 

The resultant graph is G' = G u {X, Y, Z, I, m). We need to show that G' is consistent. 

Subclass node X, attribute node Y and domain node Z, along with property link k and 

domain association link m satisfy rules 1,2, 9, and 10 as shown for operator AAT. Graph 

G is consistent by assumption. Hence node We N must be connected to the rest of G. 

Link m that links W with X ensures that X now satisfies rule 3. If W is of type Ne, then 

W and X together with m satisfy rules 5 and 8. If W is of node type Nw, then by the fact 
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that G is consistent, the tree that contains W in graph G must be rooted at some node of 

type Ne. Therefore W, X, and m satisfy rules 4, 5, and 8. Extending the same argument, if 

W is of type Nc in G, the tree that contains W in graph G must be rooted at some node of 

type Ne satisfying rules 5, 6, and 8. Therefore the new set of nodes and links added, {X, 

Y,Z,k, I. m} satisfy rules 1, 2, 3, 5,8,9, 10 as well as rules 4 or 6 depending upon the 

node type of X. The rest of the rules 11, 12, 13, and 6 or 4, are trivially satisfied because 

they do not apply in this case. Therefore G' = G u [X,Y,Z, k, I, m] is also consistent. 

ACX (Add Complex Class): A node X of node type Nc is first added to graph G= (N, L) 

using basic operator NA4. Then operator AAT is used to add an attribute node Y and link 

Y to X using link k of link type La. AAT also links Y to a domain node Z (added if 

necessary) using link / of type Ld. AAT may be executed as many times as is necessary 

to add more attribute nodes associated with node X. The node X is then linked to an 

existing node We Vg, Vw, Vi, or Vc using link m of link type Lc. We need to show that 

the resultant graph G' = G u {X, Y, Z, m} is also consistent. The new complex class 

node X is linked to attribute node Y and domain node Z by links k and / respectively. We 

have shown that operator AAT that defines nodes Y and Z and links them to X by 

defining links k and / satisfies rules 1, 2, 9, and 10. G is assumed to be consistent. The 

complex relationship link m, that links node X with node We G, connects X with G 

satisfying rules 3 and 6. If We Ve then X is part of component subgraph that includes W. 

As W was connected due to the fact that it was part of a consistent graph G, W along with 

X and the link m satisfies rule 8. For the same reason, if We Vw, Vi, or Vc it must have 
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been part of some connected-component in G and linking X to W does not violate rule 8. 

The other rules 4,5,7, 10, 11, and 12 were satisfied in G and hold in G' as well as they 

do not apply to the new set {X, Y, Z, m) added. Therefore G' = G u {X, Y, 2^ fc, /, 

m] is also consistent. 

AACT (Operator Add Attribute Constraint): A node X of node type Nai is added to 

graph G using operator NA8. X is then linked to some existing attribute node Ye G by 

defining link k of link type Lai using operator LAS. X may be linked to more attribute 

nodes as well by defining additional links of type Lai (repeatedly applying operator LAS). 

We need to show that G' = G u {X, it} is in a consistent state. G is consistent by 

assumption and hence satisfies all the rules (1 through 13). The link k that connects 

constraint node X with attribute node Y ensures that rule 11 is satisfied. The only rule 

that is applicable in this case is rule 11 and the others trivially hold for G' as they hold for 

G and are not applicable to the new node X and link k added. Hence G' is in a consistent 

state. 

ACCT (Operator Add Class Constraint): Class constraint is defined in the semantic 

model graph by creating a node X of type Net in graph G using operator NA7. The 

constraint node X is then linked to one (or more) existing class node Ye Ve, Vw, Vc, or 

Vm using a link k of type Let defined by operator LA7. Additional links between X and 

other class nodes in G may be defined by the repeated application of LA7. To show that 
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the resultant graph G' = G u {X, fc} is consistent, the same argument presented under 

AACT applies with rule 12 substituted for rule 11. 

ACM (Operator Add Composite Member): The operator ACM defines a new member 

node X (of type Nm) in graph G using operator NA9. Node X is then linked to an existing 

composite class node Ye Vc in G using link k. Link k is of link type Lm and is defined by 

operator LA9. The resulting graph G' = G u {X, it} is also in a consistent state as the 

operation affects rule 13. ACM satisfies mle 13 as the set of nodes adjacent to X contains 

one node Ye Vc. All other rules are satisfied by G (by assumption) and therefore satisfied 

by G' as well. 

Having described the operators that add nodes and / or links to the semantic model graph, 

we now describe the operators that delete nodes and / or links from the semantic model 

graph. There is an important difference between operators that add (nodes and / or links) 

and operators that delete (nodes and / or links). While the addition operators affect an 

isolated part of the semantic model graph, the deletion operators may have far reaching 

implications. For example, adding a strong entity class node implies the addition of 

attribute nodes, property links, domain association links, and a link (subclass, complex 

class, or an interaction relationship) that connects the new entity node with the rest of the 

graph. These changes affect a small isolated part of the graph surround the new node 

added. On the other hand, when a strong entity class node is deleted from the semantic 

model graph it involves isolated deletions (deleting associated attribute nodes, property 
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links, domain association links, and the link that connects it with the rest of the graph) as 

well as other far reaching implications. The strong entity class node may have other weak 

class nodes, subclass nodes, and / or complex class nodes that depend on it. Each one of 

these nodes may have dependent nodes. Further, the strong entity class node may have 

interaction relationship links incident on it. More interaction relationship links may be 

incident on the dependent nodes as well. All of these nodes and associated links will have 

to be deleted following the deletion of one strong entity class node. Otherwise, the 

semantic model graph will not be consistent. We refer to these changes as cascading 

deletes. The above situation is true of weak class nodes, complex class nodes, and 

interaction class nodes as well. Hence the operators that delete strong entity class nodes, 

weak class nodes, complex class nodes, and interaction class nodes will have to check for 

dependent nodes and links. If such nodes and / or links exist, the operator would have to 

delete the dependent nodes and / or links. It performs each deletion in the set of cascading 

deletes by this by calling upon the corresponding operator. The consistent state of the 

semantic model graph could be violated by any one (or more) of the cascading deletes. In 

such a situation, the operator fails by returning the graph to its original consistent state 

(the one before the start of this operation). 

DACT (Operator Delete Attribute Constraint): Operator DACT attempts to delete a 

attribute constraint node X in the semantic model graph G. DACT first deletes the set of 

links incident on X, ki through kn, by applying basic operator LD8 as many times as 

needed. Each link fc, in this set linked node X with an attribute node YiG Vai in G. LD8 is 
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applied at least once because there must be at least one such link for graph G to be a 

consistent. Node X is then deleted using basic operator ND8. We need to show that the 

resultant graph G' = G - [kiukzu-ukn uX} is also consistent. Semantic model graph G 

is consistent by assumption. Each attribute node in G including nodes Y i through Yn that 

are adjacent to X in G satisfies rule 9. After the removal of link ki the associated attribute 

node Yi in the set of attribute nodes Yi through Yn, each Yi continues to satisfy rule 9. G' 

therefore satisfies all rules that were satisfied in G. Hence resultant graph G' is also 

consistent. 

DCCT (Operator Delete Class Constraint): The class constraint node X in the 

consistent semantic model graph G is removed by first removing the set of one or more 

links kt through kn that link X with the corresponding class nodes. Operator LD7 is 

applied as many times as is necessary to accomplish this. Node X is finally removed 

using operator ND7. The resultant graph G' = G -{k/uk2u..uk„ uX} is also consistent 

arguing along the same lines as described under operator DACT. 

DCM (Operator Delete Composite Member): The composite member node X in graph 

G is deleted by first deleting link k that associates X with some composite class node Y. 

This is accomplished using basic link deletion operator LD9. Then ND9 is applied to 

delete node X. The resulting graph is G' = G - {fc, X}. The composite class node Y 

conforms to rules 2,3, 6, and 8 in G (by assumption). Deleting link k does not affect G in 

terms of attribute nodes associated with Y, the links that connect Y with the rest of G, or 
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its complex relationship link(s). Therefore Y continues to satisfy rules 2, 3,6, and 8 in G' 

as well. All other nodes were unaffected in G' and therefore G' is also in a consistent 

state. 

DAT (Operator Delete Attribute): If the attribute node being deleted, node X, is the 

only attribute linked to some entity class node in G, then DAT will fail. If X is not the 

only attribute, then the attribute constraint node Y associated with X along with the 

corresponding constraint links {ki through k„) are deleted by using operator DACT. 

DACT may be appUed as many times as necessary to delete more constraint nodes 

associated with X. Then the domain hnk / that links node X with Y is removed using 

operator LD6. The property relationship link m, that links some entity class node W with 

X is removed using operator LD5. Finally attribute node X is removed firom graph G 

using operator ND5. The resultant graph is G' = G - {Y^kiuk2U..uknL/lumuX]. 

Graph G is consistent by assumption. All the nodes in graph G therefore satisfy the 

corresponding rules. The application of DACT results in a consistent graph as shown 

earlier. In G, dG( Y) is at least 1 due to hnk /. In G' dG<Y) is at least 0 following the 

removal of /, satisfying rule 1. Also, Y may be associated with other attribute nodes, in 

which case, rules I and 10 are satisfied. Similarly, the entity class node W satisfies rule 2 

in G' following the deletion of link m, as it must have been associated with some other 

attribute nodes besides X in G (if not, DAT would have failed). All other nodes 

unaffected by this operation continue to remain in a consistent state. G' is therefore in a 

consistent state as well. 
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The operators that are described next are the ones that delete interaction relationships 

links (DIR), interaction weak class nodes (DIE), weak class nodes G^WE), subclass 

nodes (DSUB), complex class nodes (DCX), and simple strong entity class nodes (DSE). 

These operators are closely related to one another for the following reasons: 

• Each entity class (interaction, weak, subclass, complex class, and simple strong entity 

class) node may have interaction relationship links incident on it. Hence deleting any 

one of these class nodes may require the removal of the interaction relationship links 

that are incident on that node. 

• Each entity class node may have o±er entity class nodes dependent on it. For 

example, a weak class node may be specialized to form subclass nodes, may serve as 

a base class node for some complex class node, or may have other weak class nodes 

dependent on it. Hence deleting an entity class node may require the deletion of all its 

dependent nodes that may be other weak class nodes, subclass nodes, or complex 

class nodes. Each of these dependent nodes may have interaction relationship links 

incident on it. These links will have to be deleted as well. 

The deletion of one or more of the above entity class nodes may imply the deletion of one 

or more interaction links, subclass relationship links, and / or complex relationship links. 

The deletion of any one of these links may result in disconnecting the semantic model 

graph violating rules 3 and 8 and resulting in an inconsistent graph. For the purpose of 



proving that these operators preserve the consistency of the graph, we make the following 

assumption: 

• An interaction relationship link, subclass relationship link, or a complex class 

relationship link is deleted only if it does not result in disconnecting the semantic 

model graph (this property is verified for each link by the use of graph algorithms 

described in chapter 6). In the semantic model graph G = (N, L) if link k were the link 

that needs to be deleted, we can identify whether deleting k would discotmect the 

graph. Let Gi = (Nj, Li) and Gi = (N2, L2) be the two disconnected subgraphs that 

result by deleting k such that both Ni and N2 contained more than one entity class 

node. We use operator AIR to add a new (dummy) interaction relationship between 

some two nodes W|e Ni and W^e N2. Now the link to be deleted will no longer 

result in two disconnected components and operator AIR preserves the consistent 

state of the semantic model graph as shown earlier. On the other hand, if Ni or N2 

contained only one entity class node then deleting the component with one node 

along with the link k would preserve the consistency of the graph. We therefore 

assume that a link in graph G would be deleted only if it does not result in 

disconnected components or if one of the components is also deleted along with the 

link. An important reason for this assumption and its role in schema evolution is 

discussed at the end section 3.7.1. 
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We show that each of these operators preserves the consistency of the semantic model 

graph when appUed to a consistent semantic model graph. We consider the operators in 

the following order: DIR, DIE, DWE, DSUB, DCX, and DSE. 

DIR (Operator Delete Interaction Relationship): Operator DIR is used to delete an 

existing interaction relationship link between two or more existing nodes in a consistent 

semantic model graph G = (N, L). Operator DIR is used to delete simple interaction 

relationship links only, i.e., interaction relationship links that are not associated with 

interaction classes. The deletion of an interaction relationship that includes an interaction 

class is dealt with under operator DEE (Delete Interaction Entity class). Operator LD1 is 

used to delete the interaction link ke. Ei. The resultant graph is G' = G - {A:}. We need to 

show that G' is also in a consistent state. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the 

degree of the interaction relationship in the semantic model corresponding to G is binary. 

Also, let nodes X, Y e N be the two entity class nodes that are the end-points of link k in 

the graph. We assume here that link k does not disconnect the graph G when deleted. (If 

that were the case, we can apply operator AIR to add another interaction link between the 

same two nodes. We have shown earlier that AIR preserves the consistency of the graph). 

If /t is not the only link that connects X and Y (and their respective components), then 

there exists at least one link in G that connects X with the rest of the graph. Similarly, 

there exists at least one link in G that connects Y with the rest of the graph as well. It is 

also possible that there exists another link besides ^ in G that links X and Y. All (or any) 

of these links are preserved in G'. Thus X and Y satisfy rules 3 and 8 in G'. As the 
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operator DIR did not affect any of the other nodes in the consistent graph G, the 

consistency of these nodes is preserved in G' as well. Therefore G' is also consistent. 

If the interaction link to be deleted were a ternary (or quaternary) link, then instead of 

deleting one link k we now delete a set of three links, ki. kz, kj between nodes X, Y, and Z 

in graph. If the removal of these links result in disconnecting the graph, we can add three 

binary interaction Unks (one between each pair of nodes) using operator AIR before 

deleting the ternary relationship link. Operator AIR preserves the consistency of the 

graph as shown earlier. Following the same argument as in the case of deleting binary 

relationship link, it follows that the resultant graph G' is also in a consistent state. 

DIE (Operator Delete Interaction Entity class): A node We Vi in a consistent 

semantic model graph G = (N, L) is always associated with an interaction link Ei. The 

cardinalities associated with k changes when W is deleted. Hence deleting an interaction 

entity class node W from G implies modifying the interaction relationship k. Modifying k 

i s  pe r fo rmed  in  two  s t ages  i n  ou r  implemen ta t ion .  F i r s t  a  new in t e rac t ion  r e l a t ionsh ip  k ' i s  

defined using operator AIR described earlier. Then the original interaction relationship 

link k is deleted along with its interaction class node W. We have shown that operator 

AIR that adds an interaction relationship link to G does not affect the consistent state of 

the resulting semantic model graph (under operator AIR described earlier in this section). 

Now we show that the second part of the operation that deletes the original interaction 

relationship link k along with the interaction class node W from G also preserves the 

consistency of the semantic model graph. 
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The interaction entity class node W may have weak class links, subclass links, complex 

class links, and / or other interaction relationship links (besides k) incident on it. To show 

that the semantic model graph that results from deleting W is also consistent we consider 

two cases: one where W has no other links besides k (termed as independent state) and 

the other where W has other links besides k incident on it (termed dependent state). 

Case 1 (W is independent): Let k& Ei be an interaction relationship link that is 

associated with an interaction class node We Vj in the semantic model graph. Operator 

DAT is used to delete from G all of the attribute nodes and property links associated with 

the node W. Operator DAT also deletes the attribute constraint nodes and associated links 

along with the domain association links, and the property relationship links incident on 

these attribute nodes. Let set Sqat denote the set that includes all of the attribute nodes, 

attribute constraint nodes and all of the links deleted by DAT. The basic operator LDl is 

used to delete the interaction link k. The basic operator ND3 is finally used to delete the 

interaction node W. The resultant graph is G' = G - { {Sdat} u W u it}. We need to show 

G' is also consistent. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the degree of the 

interaction relationship in the semantic model that corresponds to graph G is ternary. 

Also, let link ^ in G be incident on the two entity class nodes X, Ye N in addition to the 

interaction class node W. Removal of the set Sdat results in a consistent graph as shown 

earlier under operator DAT. The link k is represented in G as three related links kj linking 

X and Y, k2 linking X and W, and kj linking Y and W. When k is deleted from graph G, 
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related links ki, ki, and ks are removed. If link k were the only link between the 

component that contains X and the component that contains Y, operator DIR would fail, 

as k cannot be deleted without causing inconsistencies in the graph. If ^ is not the only 

link that connects X and Y (and their respective components), then there exists at least 

one link in G that connects X with the rest of ±e graph. Similarly, there exists at least one 

link in G that connects Y with the rest of the graph as well. It is also possible that there 

exists another link besides ^ in G that links X and Y. All (or any) of these links are 

preserved in G'. Thus X and Y satisfy rules 3 and 8 in G'. As the operator DIR did not 

affect any of the other nodes in the consistent graph G, the consistency of all these nodes 

is preserved in G'. Therefore the resultant semantic model graph G' is also consistent. 

Case 2 (W is dependent): The interaction node W associated with interaction link k has 

some other dependent links. It is possible that W may have subclass links, complex class 

links, as well as other interaction relationship links besides k incident on it. When W is 

removed, the following operations must be performed: 

• Interaction relationship links that are incident on W must also be removed with 

associated interaction nodes (if any). 

• Each weak class node and weak relationship link that link the node to W must be 

removed. Removal of the class node must be accompanied by the removal of its 

attribute nodes and property links, and attribute constraints and associated links. 
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• Each subclass node and subclass link incident on W must also be removed. Removal 

of the class node must be accompanied by the removal of its attribute nodes and 

property links, and attribute constraints and associated links. 

• Each complex class node and complex relationship link incident on W must be 

removed as well. Removal of the class node must be accompanied by the removal of 

its attribute nodes and property links, and attribute constraints and associated links. 

Each operation requires the application of one consistency-preserving operator. Node W 

can be reduced to the independent state by removing all of its dependent links (and 

associated nodes). A combination of these operators may be applied to G so as to remove 

all of the dependent links (and associated nodes). Each of the operators, when applied to 

a consistent semantic model graph G result in a consistent semantic model graph. We 

have already shown that operator DIR preserves the consistency of the semantic model 

graph. In the descriptions that follow we will show that the operators that delete weak 

class nodes (DWE), subclass nodes (DSUB), and complex class nodes (DCX) also 

preserve the consistency of the semantic model graph. Thus reducing G by removing the 

links (and associated nodes) that are dependent on W using a combination of the above 

operators results in a consistent semantic model graph. Each operator in the combination 

starts with a consistent semantic model graph and results in a consistent semantic model 

graph. We have shown in case 1 that the interaction operator DIE deletes an independent 

interaction node W without violating the consistency of the semantic model graph. 

Therefore DIE preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph. 
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DWE (Operator Delete Weak Entity class): A weak entity class node Xe Vw is 

deleted from a consistent semantic model graph G = (N, L). Besides the attribute links 

associated with node X, it must have a weak relationship link Are Ew incident on it. It is 

possible that X may have some link(s) besides the attribute links and link k that associate 

X with other entity class nodes in the graph. This gives rise to two cases: the independent 

case when X has no other links except k (and the attribute links) and the dependent case 

when X has other links besides k (and the attribute links) incident on it. For both cases, 

we need to show that the resultant graph after deleting X is also consistent. 

Case 1: (X is independent): Node Xe Vw is deleted from a consistent semantic model 

graph. First the attribute nodes adjacent to X along with the property links must be 

deleted. Deleting the attribute nodes implies that the attribute constraint nodes and 

constraint links along with the domain association links must be deleted as well. This is 

achieved using operator DAT. Let the set of nodes and links deleted by DAT be denoted 

by the set Sdat- Then the weak relationship link k that links X with its parent entity class 

node Ye N is deleted using operator UD2. Finally, the node X is deleted using operator 

ND2. The resultant graph is G' = G - { {Sdat}'--' u X}. We need to show that G' is 

consistent. We have shown earlier that DAT preserves the consistency of the semantic 

model graph. As node X is independent the component that contains X and its parent 

node Y must be linked to the rest of G by one or more links that are not incident on it. 

This must be true because graph G is a consistent semantic model graph and therefore 

satisfies rule 8. By deleting the link k and node X we do not affect this connected 
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property of this component and so G' satisfies rule 8. Deleting X along with the elements 

in set Sdat maintains the consistency of the graph. All other rules that were satisfied by G 

are satisfied by G' as well as these rules are unaffected by this operation. Hence graph G' 

is also consistent. 

Case 2 (X is dependent): Node Xe Vw has other links besides k& Ew (and property links) 

incident on it. Let set Z represent this set of links. Following the same argument 

presented under case 2 of operator DIE, graph G can be reduced to a consistent graph G' 

by removing each of the links in set Z. Node X is independent in the resulting graph. We 

have shown in case 1 that removing X from G' results in a consistent semantic model 

graph. Therefore operator DWE preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph. 

DSUB (Operator Delete Sub class): A node Xe Vs is deleted from a consistent 

semantic model graph G = (N, L). The subclass node X may belong to any one of the 

following node types: Ne, Nw, or Nc. Node X in the consistent graph G may (or may not) 

be adjacent to a set of attribute nodes and linked to these nodes by a set of property links. 

Also, it must be linked to its superclass node Ye Ve, Vw, Vi, or Vc by a subclass 

relationship link Es in consistent the consistent graph. Node X in turn may serve as a 

superclass node for other subclass nodes and may also be linked to other entity class 

nodes in G by a set of links belonging to link types Li, Lw, or Lc. Therefore deleting X 

using operator DSUB must include the deletion and / or modification of all of the above 
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nodes and links. To show that the semantic model graph G' resulting from the deletion of 

X is also in a consistent state, we consider three cases: 

• X is independent if X has no subclass nodes and X has no other links besides its 

property links and the subclass relationship link k incident on it. 

• X is partially independent when X has subclass nodes but has no other links besides 

its property links and the subclass relationship link k incident on it. Each subclass 

node of X does not have any other links incident except the associated property links 

and subclass relationship link between the node and X. 

• X is dependent when it has subclass nodes and other links besides its property links 

and the subclass relationship link k incident on it. This is true of each subclass node 

of X as well. 

Case 1 (X is independent): To remove subclass node X from G = (N, L), operator DAT 

is used to delete all of the attribute nodes and property links associated with node X, if 

such nodes exist. If so it is necessary to delete any attribute constraint nodes, attribute 

constraint links, and domain association links associated with each attribute node being 

deleted. Then operator LD3 is applied to delete the subclass link k that links X with its 

superclass node We N. Finally one of the operators NDl, ND2, or ND4 (depending on 

whether X is of type Ne, Nw, or Nc) is used to delete X the subclass node. The resultant 

graph is G'=G- { {Sdat}u/: u X}. 
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Given that G is consistent, the component of G that contains X and W must be connected 

to the rest of G by some link that is not incident on X. Hence removal of link k does not 

disconnect node Y and the component containing node Y. Hence Y in G' satisfies rule 8. 

All other rules that are satisfied in G are also trivially satisfied in G'. Hence G' is also in a 

consistent state. 

Case 2 (X is partially dependent): Subclass node X has dependent subclass nodes Yi, 

Y2,Yne N and at least one superclass node We N. One alternative is to delete each of 

the subclass nodes Y i through Y„. This would reduce G to G' in which X is independent. 

In deleting subclass nodes, if any node in the set {Yi, Y2,Yn} is independent then 

deleting that node from G preserves the consistency of the graph as shown in case 1 

earlier. If any node in the set {Yi, Y2,Yn} has dependent nodes, we start with the leaf 

nodes in this dependency tree and delete each subclass node at this level. The deletion of 

each of these nodes corresponds to the independent case discussed in case 1 and therefore 

preserves the consistency of the graph. The nodes in the tree that correspond to the 

inunediate superclass nodes of the deleted nodes are now independent and their deletion 

preserves the consistency of the graph (case 1). Hence G', the reduced graph, is also 

consistent. Deleting X from G' in which X is independent would also preserve the 

consistent state of the graph resulting from the removal of X. 

The second alternative is to add one (or more) subclass relationships that define the 

subclass nodes of X, viz., Yi, Yj,Y„, as subclass nodes of W, the superclass node of X. 
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This operation is performed by the operator ASUBR that adds a new subclass 

relationship. Since G is a consistent graph (by assumption) and ASUBR is applied to G, 

the resulting graph G' is also consistent. Operator LD3 is now used to delete the subclass 

relationship links between X and each of Yi, Y2,... Yn. Deleting each of these links does 

not affect rules 3, 5, or 8 as each of Yi, Y2,... Yn is linked to W. The graph G' hence 

remains consistent after the deletion of the subclass links (X, Yi). In this graph, X is 

independent and deleting X from G' results in a consistent graph as shown in case I. 

Therefore, if subclass node X is partially dependent in semantic model graph G, operator 

DSUB deletes X from G while preserving the consistency of the semantic model graph. 

Case 3 (X is dependent): Subclass node X in G is associated with a superclass node 

WeN and with subclass nodes Yi, Y2,.., Yn. Further, node X and each of its subclass 

nodes may have other types of links, interaction relationship links, complex relationship 

links, and / or weak relationship links incident. To delete X from G, first each interaction 

relationship incident on X is deleted using operator DIR or DIE. G is a consistent graph 

(by assumption) and DIR (or DIE) applied to a consistent graph results in a consistent 

semantic model graph as shown under operator DIR (DIE). Hence G is consistent after 

the deletion of the interaction relationships associated with X and each of its subclass 

nodes, Yi, Y2,.., Y„. Let the resultant graph be G'. 

For each weak relationship link incident on X and on each subclass of X in G', operator 

DWE is used to remove the weak relationship and the dependent weak entity class fn)m 
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G'. Graph G is a consistent semantic model graph as shown in the previous step. We have 

shown under operator DWE that when applied to a consistent semantic model graph, 

DWE preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph. The resultant graph G" that 

results from the deletion of weak class nodes and weak relationship links from G' is also 

consistent. 

Each complex relationship link incident on X and on each of the subclass nodes of X in 

G" is removed along with associated complex classes using operator DCX. We will 

show under operator DCX that it preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph 

when applied to a consistent semantic model graph. Therefore the resultant graph G'" 

that results from the removal of complex relationship links and complex class nodes 

associated with X and each of its subclass nodes, is also in a consistent state. 

X and all of the subclass nodes of X in G'" are in a partially independent state. Deleting 

X and all of its subclass nodes result in a consistent graph as shown in case 2 earlier. 

Therefore operator DSUB when applied to a consistent semantic model graph preserves 

the consistency of the semantic model graph. 

DCX (Operator Delete Complex class): Operator DCX deletes a node Xe Vc from a 

consistent semantic model graph G = (N, L). Node X must be adjacent to a set of attribute 

nodes and linked to these nodes by a set of property links. Also, each of these attribute 

nodes must be linked to its corresponding domain node using a domain association link. 
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These nodes and links above must exist as G is assumed to be a consistent graph. Further, 

the attribute nodes may be linked to one or more attribute constraint nodes using attribute 

constraint links. To remove X from G, operator DCX must first delete all of the attribute 

nodes of X along with the property link associated with each attribute node. This implies 

that the domain association links as well as the attribute constraint node(s) and associated 

links must be deleted as well. All of these deletions are performed by DCX using DAT 

operator. The complex class node X must be linked to a set of base class nodes using a 

set of complex relationship links (Cl)- In a consistent graph G, the cardinality of each of 

these sets must be at least 1. To delete X this set of links must be deleted as well. Node X 

may have other complex class nodes that are dependent on X and linked to X using 

complex relationship links. Node X may also have subclass nodes (X serves as a 

superclass for these nodes) that are linked to X using a set of subclass relationships. 

Finally, node X may be linked to other class nodes in G via interaction relationship links 

that are incident on it. All of these dependent nodes, the set of links that associate X with 

these dependent nodes, and the set of interaction relationship links incident on X must be 

deleted when X is removed from G. Operator DCX performs these operations using the 

corresponding operators. Complex class node X may also be linked to one or more class 

constraint nodes by class constraint links. The class constraint node(s) and associated 

links are deleted using operator DCCT. Finally, node X is removed from G by DCX 

using basic operator ND4. 
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Node X may or may not have dependent complex class nodes, subclass nodes, or 

interaction relationships incident on it. If such nodes and associated links exist, then they 

must be deleted / modified to preserve the consistent state of the resultant graph. 

Therefore, to show that the resultant graph is consistent we consider three cases: 

• X is independent, i.e., X does not have any dependent complex classes, X does not 

have any dependent subclasses, and X does not have any interaction links incident on 

it. 

• X is partially dependent, i.e., X has other complex class nodes dependent on it but 

does not have any dependent subclass nodes or interaction relationship links incident 

on it. 

• X is dependent having dependent complex class nodes, subclass nodes and interaction 

relationship links incident on it as well as being linked to one or more class constraint 

nodes and constraint relationship links. 

Case 1 (X is independent): Node Xe Vc is removed from G. Let the set of attribute 

nodes and associated property links, domain association links, and attribute constraint 

nodes and constraint links that are associated with X be denoted by Sdat- X is linked to a 

set of base class nodes, Cc- The nodes in Cc are linked to X by a set of complex 

relationship links, Cl. Let Wi, W2,..,Wn be the base class nodes in set Cc linked to X 

using complex links ki, k2,..,k„ in set Cl- The resultant graph after the deletion of X is G' 

= G - {ClU SdatU X}. Since X is independent, the component subgraph in G that 
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contains X and all of its base class nodes (set Cc) must be linked to ±e rest of G. This 

must be true because G is consistent and therefore this component in G must satisfy rule 

8. Therefore removing X along with all the links in Cl does not result in disconnected 

components in G'. Also, we have shown earlier that deleting nodes in set Sdat along with 

X preserves the consistent state of the graph G'by satisfying rules 2, 9, 10, and 11. All 

other rules that were satisfied in G are trivially satisfied in G'because those node types in 

G and G' are unaffected by this operation. Therefore G' is also in a consistent state. 

Case 2 (X is partially dependent): Node X is a base class node for one or more 

dependent complex class nodes. A set of complex relationship links link X with one or 

more of these nodes. Operator DCX can be used to delete each of these dependent 

complex nodes and associated complex relationship link. This reduces graph G to graph 

G' in which X is independent. We have shown in case Ithat DCX preserves the 

consistency of the semantic model graph when the complex class node removed is 

independent. Altemately, operator ACOMR may be used to add one or more complex 

relationship links between the dependent complex class nodes of X and the base class 

node(s) of X. The complex class nodes that were dependent on X are now dependent on 

the base class(es) of X. Operator LD4 is then used to delete the complex relationship 

links between X and the complex class nodes that were dependent on X. We have shown 

that ACOMR preserves the consistent state of the semantic model graph and operator 

LD4 does not disconnect the dependent nodes owing to the fact that these nodes are now 

linked to the base class(es) of X. This modifies G and in the resultant graph G' complex 
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class node X is independent. We have earlier shown in case 1 that the consistency of the 

semantic model graph is preserved when X is independent. 

Case 3 (X is dependent): Node X in semantic model graph G has dependent complex 

classes, dependent subclasses, constraint nodes and constraint relationship links incident 

on it, as well as interaction relationship links incident on it. We reduce graph G to graph 

G' by deleting each interaction relationship link incident on X from G using operator DIR 

and the constraint nodes and associated constraint relationship links incident on X using 

operator DCCT. Operator DIR preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph 

(shown earlier under DIR). The operator DCCT applied to the consistent semantic model 

graph that results from the deletion of the interaction relationship links also preserves the 

consistency of the graph (shown earlier under DCCT). Graph G' is therefore in a 

consistent state. The subclass nodes and subclass relationship links incident on X are then 

removed using operator DSUB. These operations also preserve the consistency of the 

semantic model graph (shown earlier under DSUB). The resulting graph G" is therefore 

in a consistent state and X in G" is partially dependent. Deleting X from G" results in a 

consistent semantic model graph as discussed in case 2. 

Operator DCX, when applied to a consistent semantic model graph results in a consistent 

semantic model graph as shown in each of the three cases. Therefore operator DCX when 

applied to a consistent semantic model graph, preserves the consistent state of the graph. 
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DSE (Operator Delete Simple Strong Entity Class): Operator DSE deletes a simple 

strong entity class node from a consistent semantic model graph. Let Xe Ve be the node 

that DSE deletes from graph G = (N, L). Strong entity class node X is not dependent on 

any other entity class nodes in G but may have dependent subclass nodes, complex class 

nodes, and weak class nodes. Let Dx represent this set of nodes and associated links 

dependent on X. Also, X may be linked to one or more entity class nodes in G by 

interacdon relationship links that are incident on it. Let Kx denote this set of interaction 

relationship links incident on X. Deleting X implies the deletion of all dependent class 

nodes, interaction relationship links incident on X, besides the attribute nodes adjacent to 

X and the property links incident on it. Deleting the attribute nodes implies the deletion 

of attribute constraint nodes and attribute constraint relationship links associated as well 

as the domain association link that links each attribute node to some domain node in the 

graph. Operator DAT deletes the attribute nodes, attribute constraint nodes and the set of 

links associated. Let Sdat be the set of nodes and links deleted by DAT operator. 

Operator DWE is used to delete the weak dependent nodes and weak relationship links 

associated with X, operator DSUB the subclass nodes and subclass relationship links 

associated with X, and operator DCX deletes the complex class nodes and complex 

relationship links associated that X is associated with. Finally operator NDl is used to 

delete X, the simple strong entity node. We need to show that the resultant graph G' = G -

{Dx u Kx u X} is also in a consistent state. We do so by considering two cases: 
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• X has dependent nodes and the component that includes X is linked to the rest of G 

by one or more interaction relationships and / or complex class relationships that are 

incident on X. The dependent nodes of X are linked to G via X only. 

• X has dependent nodes and the component that includes X is linked to the rest of G 

by one or more interaction relationships and / or complex class relationships that are 

not incident on X (incident on one or more dependent nodes of X). 

The case where X and its dependents are linked to the rest of the graph G by links that are 

incident on X and by links that are incident on one or more dependents of X can be 

reduced to one of the above two cases. This can be achieved by the deletion of set of 

links that are incident on the dependents of X (or incident on X). In either case, the 

component is not disconnected from the rest of G (one set of links exist). 

Case 1 (X is directly linked): The dependent complex class nodes of X are first removed 

using operator DCX. The dependent subclass nodes of X are then removed using operator 

DSUB. In both the above operations that consistency of the semantic model graph is 

preserved as shown earlier. Deleting the interaction relationship links that are incident on 

X along with node X ensures that rules 3 and 8 are both, satisfied. Deleting the set of 

nodes and links in Sdat along with X using operator DAT and NDl ensures that rules 2, 

9, 10, and 11 are satisfied in the resulting graph G'. All of the nodes in G satisfied the 

rules applicable to each node type due to the fact that G is consistent (by assumption). 
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These nodes are unaffected by the operator DSE and trivially satisfy the rules in G' as 

well. The resultant graph G' is therefore in a consistent state. 

Case 2(X is not directly linked): To show that the resultant graph is consistent, we first 

add an interaction relationship link between node X and some node Y in G such that Y 

does not belong to the component that contains X, using operator AIR. Then we remove 

all of the interaction links that are incident on the dependent nodes of X using operator 

DIR. Both the above operations have been shown to result in a consistent semantic model 

graph. A dependent node of X (say, W) may be a complex class node that is linked to 

some base class node Zi, where Zi and X are not in the same component. This complex 

link may therefore connect the X and its component (via node W) to the rest of the graph. 

Complex class node W must also have a base class Z2 where Z2 and X are in the same 

component (otherwise W is not a dependent of X at all). In this case, create a new 

complex class node W such that W is dependent on Z\ and not on Z2 using operator 

ACX. W is not a dependent complex class node of X. Operator ACX has been shown to 

preserve the consistent state of the semantic model graph. Delete the complex node W 

along with its complex relationship links using operator DCX. Operator DCX also 

preserves the consistency of the semantic model graph. In the resultant graph after these 

operations, node X has dependents none of which are linked to the rest of the graph G. 

We have shown in case 1 that deleting X preserves the consistent state of the graph. 
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In both the above cases, operator DSE when applied to a consistent semantic model graph 

results in a consistent semantic model graph. Operator DSE therefore preserves the 

consistent state of a semantic model graph when applied to a consistent graph. 

We have shown that each consistency-preserving operator does result in a consistent 

semantic model graph when applied to a consistent semantic model graph. The 

consistency-preserving operators for schema evolution are sound maintain the 

consistency of the semantic model graph. We made the assumption that an operator that 

needs to delete an interaction relationship link, subclass relationship link, or complex 

class relationship link will do so only if the link does not result in discormecting the 

graph, hi proving the soundness of the operators, we assumed that some (dummy) link is 

created to avoid this problem and to ensure that the operators preserved the consistency 

of the semantic model graph. The graph is a representation of some semantic model, 

which in turn captures real world entities and relationships. Clearly, adding an arbitrary 

dummy relationship that is not a true representation of the real world is incorrect. Schema 

evolution attempts to track and manage the schema of one or more databases in an 

attempt to maintain the schema consistent with the changing real world requirements. If a 

change requires the deletion of some relationship in the schema (implying a link in the 

graph) which causes the schema to be disconnected, how do we manage this change? If 

part of the schema (all of the nodes and links in one of the two disconnected components) 

is to be deleted to preserve schema consistency, it is possible that important information 

about the real world captured in that part of the schema may be lost. Someone (one or 
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more individuals) would need to decide if loss of this information is acceptable or if some 

real world relationship needs to be assumed to prevent this loss. The system for schema 

evolution proposed and described in this dissertation is not capable of making such an 

important decision as such a decision would require human (knowledge worker or the 

database administrator) intervention. This is one very important reason why we state that 

the process of schema evolution can at best be semi-automated and cannot be completely 

automated. 

3.7 Completeness 

The question to be addressed is whether we have captured all possible schema changes 

and if the set of consistency-preserving operators defined are sufficient to capture all the 

changes in a set of heterogeneous databases. A taxonomy of changes to the schema has 

been defined based on the Unifying Semantic Model. We propose to show that the 

operators are complete using three steps. We first state that the Unifying Semantic 

Model, like other semantic models, is capable of representing the schema of any 

database. The purpose behind the development of the USM is to allow users and 

designers to capture the meaning of a database and as a formal specification mechanism 

for describing a world of reference [Ram 1995]. Therefore the USM can be used to 

represent any database and its world of reference. In the second step we show that the 

semantic model graph that is mapped from some USM representation of a database is 

unique to that USM representation. Finally we show that some finite set of operators may 
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be applied to generate any semantic model graph from any other ari)itrary semantic 

model graph. 

Lemma 1: Given any arbitrary consistent semantic model defined using the USM, a 

finite sequence of the consistency-preserving operators can be used to generate a 

consistent semantic model graph. 

Proof: Given that S is the semantic model constructed using the USM. S is a consistent 

semantic model. We start with an empty semantic model graph G, which is trivially 

consistent. Start with any strong entity class X in the semantic model. Add a strong 

entity class node X' to G using operator ASE. Entity class X must have at least one 

attribute defined (by consistent state of the model). Operator ASE constructs this attribute 

node as well as it uses AAT to define the attribute node and link it with X' in G. If 

additional attributes exist, use AAT to define additional attribute nodes in G for X'. We 

have shown that ASE and AAT preserve the consistent state of the graph G. For each 

dependent weak classes, subclasses, and / or complex classes of X (if any), use the 

appropriate operator(s) (AWE, ASUB, and / or ACX) to construct corresponding nodes in 

the semantic model graph. Each of these operators is applied to a consistent graph G and 

preserves its consistency. Identify some other class Y in the model that is associated with 

one or more of X and its dependent classes. Some Y must exist as the model in consistent 

and is therefore connected. If this is a strong entity class, use ASE to define a 

corresponding node Y' in G and link it to one of X' or its dependent nodes in the 
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semantic model graph. ASE preserves ±e consistent state of the graph. If Y has 

dependent classes in the model, use the corresponding operators to define the nodes in the 

graph. The resultant graph is in a consistent state as each of the operators preserves the 

consistent state of the graph. Identify another entity class that is associated with Y or its 

dependents. If none exist, identify another different entity class that is associated with X 

or its dependents. If none exist then because the model is connected and no new entity 

class can be identified, it must be that we have exhausted all the entity class nodes. If not 

then repeat the above steps until all entity class nodes have been exhausted. 

Identify a new relationship between X or its dependents and Y or its dependents that has 

not been represented in the graph yet. Use the appropriate operator (depending on the 

type of relationship) and define the corresponding link in the graph. The operators that 

add links have been shown to preserve the consistent state of the graph. Repeat this 

process until all such relationships in the model have been represented as links in the 

graph. 

Each operator in the set of consistency-preserving operators adds a finite set of nodes and 

links to the graph. Each node addition consistency-preserving operator adds a specific 

type of node corresponding to some entity class, attribute, domain, or constraint in the 

semantic model. A finite number of such nodes exist in the model and therefore these 

operators are applied a finite number of times. Similarly, each consistency-preserving 

operator that adds a link to the graph adds a specific type of link corresponding to the 
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type of relationship in the model. A finite set of such relationships exist in the model and 

so these operators are applied a finite number of times. Therefor a finite set of these 

operators is used to construct the semantic model graph from a given arbitrary semantic 

model. Also, at each stage, each operator starts with a consistent semantic model graph 

and results in a consistent semantic model graph (shown in the previous section). At each 

stage including the final stage the graph G is in a consistent state. Hence a finite set of 

consistency-preserving operators may be applied to generate a consistent semantic model 

graph for a given consistent semantic model. 

Lemma 2: The consistent semantic model graph created from a USM-based semantic 

model is unique to that semantic model. 

Proof: The construction of the semantic model graph is dependent on the semantic 

model. Each entity class, attribute, domain, constraint as well as each relationship in the 

model is "copied" into the semantic model graph, using the appropriate operator. Thus 

the structure (entity classes, their attributes, and how they are linked to the other entity 

classes, as well as the constraints and how they are defined on entity classes or attributes) 

of the semantic model is reflected in the structure of its semantic model graph. Two 

semantic models would be different if they differ at least in one aspect of their structure 

(an entity class exists in one and not the other, missing relationship, missing attribute, 

etc.). Since they differ in their structure, their corresponding semantic model graphs will 

be different as each captures the structure of its corresponding semantic model. Therefore 
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each semantic model graph is unique to its semantic model and no two semantic models 

can be represented using one semantic model graph. 

Lemma 3: Given a consistent semantic model graph G, a finite set of consistency-

preserving operators may be used to reduce G to an empty (and trivially consistent) 

graph. 

Proof: Start with some strong entity class node X in G. Identify all the subclass nodes, 

complex class nodes, and / or weak class nodes that are dependent on X in the graph. If 

one or more of these dependent nodes is linked to other component(s) using interaction 

relationship links, then add an interaction relationship link using operator AIR between 

node X and some strong entity class node in the other component. Repeat this once for 

every component that thexlependents of X are linked to. Apply operators DIR to delete 

all of these interaction relationship links. This will not disconnect the graph because of 

the link that we added between these components. Apply DWE, DSUB, and / or DCX to 

remove all the dependents of X. Apply operator DIR to delete all but one of the 

interaction links that are incident on X. Then apply operator DSE to remove X along with 

its attributes and the remaining interaction link incident on it. Each of these operators 

begins on a consistent graph and result in a consistent graph as shown in the earlier 

section. Repeat this process until all entity class nodes are deleted from G. If any domain 

nodes are remaining in G, these nodes are all disconnected and no attributes are 

dependent on these nodes. Graph G is still consistent, as domain nodes may remain 
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unconnected in the graph. Delete the domain nodes also and this results in a empty graph 

G'. Graph G' is trivially consistent. 

Any semantic model graph has a finite number of entity class nodes. The number of 

components in the graph is less than or equal to the number of entity class nodes in the 

graph. Therefore a finite number of components exist in the graph. One interaction link is 

added to cotmect two components while all other links between these two components 

are deleted. Since the number of components in the graph is finite, the number of 

interaction links added is finite, implying that operator AIR is used a finite number of 

times to add interaction links. 

Each delete operator applies of one type of link. There exists a finite number of links in 

the graph and hence a finite set of the operators that delete links is used. Operators that 

delete entity class nodes are also responsible for deleting attribute nodes, property links, 

and domain association links from the graph. Graph G has a finite set of entity class 

nodes and hence a finite set of consistency preserving node deletion operators is applied. 

Each of these operators begins with a consistent semantic model graph and end in a 

consistent. Therefore a finite set of operators is sufficient to reduce an arbitrary consistent 

semantic model graph to an empty (and trivially consistent) semantic model graph. These 

operators, at each successive stage, result in a consistent semantic model graph. 
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Lemma 4: Given two arbitrary but consistent semantic model graphs G and G* such that 

G is different from G', a finite set of the consistency-preserving operators can be applied 

to G' to convert G' to graph G. Each operator in this set results in a consistent semantic 

model graph. 

Proof: First reduce G' to an empty graph that is consistent using a finite set of operators. 

We know this to be true from lenmia 3. Let S be the semantic model that corresponds to 

G. Starting with the empty graph G' a finite set of operators can be used to construct the 

semantic model graph corresponding to S. Let us call this graph G". We know that G" is 

consistent from lenuna 1. From lemma 2, we know that every semantic model graph is 

unique to its corresponding semantic model. So G is unique to S and so is G". Therefore 

G" must be the same graph as G. We used a finite set of operators to reduce G' to an 

empty graph, another finite set of operators to construct G" from the empty graph. Hence 

a finite set of operators is sufficient to generate any arbitrary semantic model graph from 

any other arbitrary semantic model graph. We have shown that each operator in this finite 

set starts and ends with a consistent semantic model graph. 

Theorem 2: Given two arbitrary semantic model graphs G1 and G2 there is a finite set of 

operations F such that F(G1) = G2. 

Proof: Follows from lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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Having shown that the operators for implementing schema evolution are sound and 

complete we now present an example that illustrates the process of mapping a given 

semantic model to a semantic model graph. We will use this example in the future 

chapters to illustrate the relevant methods in implementing schema evolution. The first 

step is the mapping of a semantic model to a semantic model graph using the mapping 

scheme described in section 3.3 in this chapter. 

3.73 Illustrative Example 

Let us consider a subset of the schema for the Global Climate Change and Hydrology 

Data System (GCCHDS) data used by atmospheric scientists and hydrologists. The 

semantic model that represents the GCCHDS is presented in figure 3.2. This data system 

contains facts about atmospheric properties such as cloud characteristics, profiles of 

temperature, pressure, and humidity, vegetation, radiation, and run-offs. This data is 

measured by using various instruments (probes) that are mounted on satellites, aircraft, 

and balloons. Observation stations distributed across the globe also measure and record 

some of the facts captured here. GCCHDS also includes information on precipitation and 

on water flow such as peak and mean daily discharge measured by precipitation stations 

or gauging stations located on rivers and streams. 
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Figure 3.2: Semantic Model for the GCCHDS - USM representation 

In the semantic model, a weak class is represented using a box with double borders, 

complex class using a box with dark borders, and simple strong class using a box with 

single-line borders. The subclass relationship is represented using a hexagon with the 

letter's' inside. The semantic model graph corresponding to the semantic model in figure 

3.2 is given in figure 3.3. The node types and link types on the graph are indicated here 

for clarity. The attribute links are shown by dotted lines. The domain information is not 

explicitly represented in the model but is shown in the graph for completeness. 
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Figure 3.3: Semantic Model Graph for GCCHDS 

The attribute nodes (node type Na) are the smaller nodes and the node type is not 

indicated in the graph. The property links between attribute nodes and their 

corresponding entity class nodes are represented by dotted lines and link types are not 

indicated for these. Two domain nodes are represented in the graph for illustrating them. 

To make the graph more readable only some attribute nodes and some domain nodes are 

shown. 
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In this chapter we have presented a framework for supporting dynamic schema evolution 

using the Unifying Semantic Model and its graph-based representation. The semantic 

model used supports a large number of constructs. We can therefore explicitly capture 

more information about the real world and the database schema using the model. This 

also permits us to identify more types of evolutionary changes to the database schema in 

an explicit fashion. The taxonomy developed is useful in identifying changes to the 

schema and the implications of each type of change. The graph-based operators described 

help in incorporating the changes into the existing schema while the rules help maintain 

consistency of schema during this process. Thus solution methods for the first three 

research questions are identified. We now need to translate the changes to the schema and 

represent the changes in the underlying database(s) as well. To address this, we propose a 

three-tier architecture for our system. Details of this three-tier architecture along with the 

information available at each of the three tiers are described next. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM FOR SCHEMA EVOLUTION - SEMAD 

In chapter 1, we specified a set of requirements for the management of dynamic schema 

evolution in a heterogeneous database environment. Included in these requirements are 

the methods for identifying changes to the database schema, incorporating the changes 

into it while ensuring that the consistency of the schema is unaffected by this process, and 

mapping the changes to the set of databases. We have developed a framework for 

identifying changes to the database schema based on the graph representation of the 

semantic model of the database. The operators for incorporating these changes and the 

rules to maintain the consistency of the schema during the changes are also defined based 

on the semantic model graph. In this chapter we describe the complete system 

architecture that includes methods and information necessary to map the changes to the 

set of underlying databases. 

4.1 Architecture of SEMAD 

We propose a three-tier architecture for the management of core schema evolution in a 

heterogeneous database system. Figure 4.1 presents this three-tier architecture of our 

system for dynamic schema evolution. We have implemented this architecture in a 

prototype system, SEMAD (Schema Evolution Management Advisor). The top tier of 

this 3-tier architecture is our semantic model representation of the schema. In a 
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heterogeneous database system, this is a global/federated schema.. This is shown by 

Existing Semantic Model in tier 1. The semantic model schema can be represented as a 

semantic graph based on our graph-representation scheme. The mapping of the existing 

schema represented as a semantic model to a semantic model graph can be performed by 

our mapping scheme described in chapter 3 (shown as the arrow "Map" in the diagram). 

Any change to ±e schema (or databases) and all its consequent changes are applied to 

this graph. The resulting new / evolved graph can be converted back to the evolved 

schema (shown as "Reverse" in the diagram). The rules and algorithms ensure 

consistency of the schema during and after the changes. These rules and algorithms have 

been incorporated in SEMAD. 

The middle tier of our architecture manages the mapping information required to identify 

the database objects (tables/files) in the bottom tier and match them wi± the schema 

objects in the top tier. The translator is added for completeness as it helps generate SQL 

(or equivalent) codes to implement the change in the heterogeneous set of databases. The 

mapping information is essential for implementing the schema evolution process, 

especially for capturing changes made at the database(s) in terms of the schema and the 

semantic model graph. It is required to map the changes that occur in the schema back to 

the set of underlying heterogeneous databases. 

When consistency requirements of the semantic model graph (and model) are violated 

SEMAD informs the database administrator(s) of this and requests their intervention / 
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connrmation to complete these changes. The mapping information is read from the 

second tier for the purpose of informing the administrator about such violations. When 

changes are completed to the semantic model graph, these changes must be updated in 

the second tier so that the mapping information is current. The arrows between the first 

and second tier in the architecture represent these two interactions. 

The set of databases in the heterogeneous database environment form the bottom tier in 

this architecture. The data here may be stored in databases and managed by database 

management systems or stored in flat files and managed by the users directly using 

procedural language codes. Changes that take place in the first tier need to be represented 

in these databases. 

The changes to the semantic model must be captured at the database (third tier) level as 

well. The translator reads information about the changes made as well as the database(s) 

where the changes are required and generates data definition statements to modify one or 

more specific databases in the third tier. These are editable statements that the database 

administrator can modify if needed. The mapping information again needs to be updated 

with these changes as well. The arrows between the second and third tiers of the 

architecture depict these interactions. 
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Figure 4.1; Architecture of SEMAD 

The description information in the first and second tier of this architecture is essential for 

understanding how SEMAD works. This information is stored at three distinct levels in 

the first and second tier. The following sections present detailed descriptions of the 

information captured and represented in the first and second tier of our architecture. 
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4  ̂Representing the Semantic Model Graph in SEMAD 

Schema Level (or S-Level) represents the semantic model graph that is derived from the 

federated or global schema corresponding to the heterogeneous database system. The 

semantic graph is represented as a set of adjacency matrices. An adjacency matrix is 

normally a binary matrix. The cell (m, n) contains a value of 1 if the graph includes a link 

between node m and node n and is 0, otherwise. As the semantic model graph contains 

different (9) types of links it is important for us to identify and distinguish these types of 

links in the adjacency matrix as well. We extend the adjacency matrix and define it such 

that the entries in the adjacency matrix are not restricted to 0 and 1. The coded cell values 

are given in table 4.1 

The subclass and complex class relationship are represented as 3x and 4x respectively, 

where the character x can be considered a relationship identifier. For example, an entity 

class STUDENT may have GRADSTUDENT and UGSTUDENT as its subclasses, 

participating in the same subclass relationship. STUDENT may have other subclasses 

defined such as GOOD and BAD students that participate in a different relationship. The 

relationship identifier serves to help identify the relationship that a subclass (or complex 

class) is part of. The subclass relationship is coded as 3a for the first two (row 

corresponding to STUDENT node and columns corresponding to GRADSTUDENT and 

UGSTUDENT in the adjacency matrix for this model graph) and as 3b for the second 

(row STUDENT, colmnns GOOD and BAD). 
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CeU Value Relationship represented 
1 Binary interaction relationship (symmetric) 
12 Ternary interaction relationship (synmietric) 
13 Quaternary interaction relationship (symmetric) 
2 Weak interaction relationship 
3 Sub-class relationship 
4 Complex class relationship 
5 Attribute-entity class relationship 
6 Domain-attribute relationship 
7 Inter-class constraint relationship 
8 Inter-attribute constraint relationship 
9 Composite member relationship 

Table 4.1: Cell Values of the Adjacency Matrix for the Semantic Model Graph 

Obviously, such an adjacency matrix would be a very large if we use one single matrix to 

capture the entire graph. To simplify the representation in SEMAD, we split the matrix 

into six smaller representations defined as follows: 

PAM or the primary adjacency matrix to capture the interaction, weak, sub

class, and complex relationship type along with the entity classes associated. 

A linked list of attributes for each entity class 

Domain matrix to capture the domain associations of the attributes 

One matrix each to capture the attribute constraints and the class constraints. 

One to represent the composite/member relationships. 

Besides simplifying the matrix in terms of size and complexity, this representation is also 

based on the fact that each one of these matrices is complete and sufficient for analyzing 
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the implications. For example, adding an attribute to an entity class involves the addition 

of an attribute node and its associated property link to the entity class. Such a change 

would not affect the size of the primary adjacency matrix and this change can be captured 

as a simple addition of row and column to the smaller matrix. Also, the implication of 

this change to the rest of the graph is trivial and in most cases, non-existent. We therefore 

submit that the splitting up of the adjacency matrix does not compromise the schema 

evolution process and in fact makes the process more efficient as we are oiJy dealing 

with a smaller matrix. 

43 Mapping Information for Schema Evolution 

The changes made to the semantic model graph (represented in the S-level) now need to 

be made at the database level. We maintain a mapping of the semantic model to the set of 

databases that the model represents. We refer to this as the mapping information and this 

information is maintained in the Mapping Dictionary in the second tier of the SEMAD 

system architecture. 

43.1 Schema-Database Mapping Information 

Schema-Database Level (SD-Level) contains information that maps the semantic model 

graph (and schema) to the database level. Entities in the schema translate to tables at the 

database level. Similarly, relationships at the schema level may be captured as individual 
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tables at the database level or may be part of the information in the tables corresponding 

to the entities that participate in the relationship. The manner in which the tables are 

defined by reduction from the schema is dependent on the database designer. The system 

that implements the dynamic schema evolution process needs this information to update 

the corresponding tables based on changes made to the schema (and therefore to the 

semantic model graph). We define the SD-Level to contain this mapping information in 

the form of a look-up table or a dictionary, called Mapping Dictionary. The SD-Level 

information is an ordered pair d> where s is the name in schema and d the 

corresponding name of the object in the database. The database object could be a table, 

part of a table (subset of attributes) or a view definition based on some set of tables. 

Finally, in the heterogeneous database system, a single file or table may be split and 

stored in different databases. If the entity corresponding to this table changes in the 

semantic model graph, this change may require changing all distributed and/or partitioned 

copies of the table. The D-level information is maintained in SEMAD to address this 

issue. 

43.2 Database Mapping Information 

Database Level (D-Level) stores the mapping information that represent how the tables 

corresponding to a given schema are distributed over a set of heterogeneous database 

system. A table that corresponds to an entity class in the schema may be partitioned 
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vertically (or horizontally) and stored in more than one database. For an evolutionary 

change that occurs at the schema level to be mapped back to the databases, we need to 

identify the set of one or more databases that are affected by this change. The information 

at ±e D-Level is a bipartite graph. One partition of this graph contains a set of nodes 

where each node represents a table (attribute). The other partition contains a set of nodes 

where each node stands for a database in the heterogeneous system. The edges in this 

graph capture the relationship between a table (attribute) and the database where it exists. 

Clearly, the graph is bipartite. 

4.4 Illustrative Example 

We present the information stored at the three levels in our three-tier architecture using 

the GCCHDS example. The semantic model for this example is shown in figure 3.2 and 

the corresponding semantic model graph in figure 3.3. 

The primary adjacency matrix corresponding to a subset of the semantic model graph in 

figure 3.3 is given in table 4.2. The names of the nodes are shortened for convenience 

only. We have only considered a subset of the semantic model graph in figure 3.2 to 

illustrate the structure of this information. This subset is centered on the complex entity 

class Data and includes the base classes for this class. Clouds and Surface-Conditions. 

The other classes in the schema considered are Cloud-Characteristics, Atmospheric-

Properties, Regions, Countries, Probes, Probe-types, Satellite-Probes, Aircraft-Probes 
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and Field-Programs. A brief explanation of this part of the schema and the resultant 

adjacency matrix follows. The attribute lists and attribute-domain association matrix are 

not shown. 

D C s c A R c P PT SP A FP 
c c T T P 

P R 
Data 0)) 1 

3 
13 

aoiids(Q 4 2 
Suifooncfitions (SO 4 4 
aoiid_diar (CQ 1 
Atnaas_prap (AIP) 1 
Reaons(R) 13 4 13 
Countries (CI) 
Probes (P) 4 3 3 3 
Probetypes (FT) 13 1 

3 
Satd_probes (SP) 
Ainit_probes (AIO 
Fieki_pgms (FP) 

Table 4.2: Sample Adjacency Matrix at S-level for GCCHDS 

Data is a complex class composed from the data on Clouds and Surface-Conditions as 

indicated by the cell entries of 4 in cell (C, D) and in cell (SC, D). As these links are 

directed towards the complex class Data, the matrix entries are not symmetrical. Data 

also participates in an interaction relationship of degree 3 (ternary) with complex class 

ProbeTypes and Regions (Different types of Probes measure data over different regions). 

This is represented by symmetric entries of 13 in cells (D, R), (D, PT), (R, D), (R, PT), 

(PT, D) and (PT, R). The complex class Probe-Types is composed from the class Probes 
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(entry 4 in cell (P, PT)) which can be specialized into 3 types: probes mounted on 

satellites (Satellite-probes), mounted on aircraft (Aircraft-probes), and probes used by 

field teams based at research centers {Field-programs). The subclass relationship is 

represented by the entry 3 in cells (P, SP), (P, AP) and (P, FP). Cloud-characteristics is 

based on Cloud information (and is hence a weak class associated with Cloud data) and 

in turn determines (some) atmospheric properties. The weak relationship is captured by 

the entry 2 in cell (C, CC) and the relationship between Cloud-characteristics and 

Atmospheric-Properties by the binary interaction relationship entry of 1 in cells (CC, 

ATP) and in (ATP, CC). 

SD-LEVEL INFORMATION MAP 
IN Schema Represented As bi Database 

(s) 
Clouds Cloud-data (Type, TopTemp, Opt_den) ATMO 
S urface-Conditions Surface-data (S-Locn, S-temp, S-humidity) ATMO 
Probes Probes (Probe_Type, Name, Frequency) R ATMO 
Satellite-Probes Sprobes (Name) R ATMO 
Aircraft-Probes Aprobes (Name) R ATMO 
Field-Programs Fprograms (Name) ATMO 
Regions Regions(Latl, Lat2, Longl, Long2, Area) ATMO 
Countries Countries (Country-Name) ISATMO 
Cloud-Characteristics CloudChar (Type, Motion) - View ISATMO 
Atmospheric-
Properties 

AtmoProp (Energy-bal) - View ISATMO 

Data AUData - View ISATMO 
Probe-Types Ptypes - View ATMO 
Measure Measure ISATMO 
Determine CCAP ISATMO 

Table 43: Sample SD-Level and D-Level Mapping information for GCCHDS 
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We assume that the heterogeneous set of databases associated with this schema consists 

of four relational databases. The hydrological data is stored in the Hydro database, the 

atmospheric data located in the Atmo database (located in the Atmospheric Science lab), 

R_Atmo database located in some remote research center and the ISAtmo database (a 

repository used in this research) located in the information systems department. The 

names of the tables (in the relational databases) and their associations with the semantic 

model (and semantic model graph) are given by the SD-level mapping information 

presented in table 4.3. The tables and the name of the database(s) in which the tables 

reside are stored as the D-level mapping information also presented in table 4.3. 

4  ̂The SEMAD Prototype System 

A prototype software system has been developed to implement the semi-automated 

schema evolution process described in the preceding sections. The basis for this system is 

a graphical modeling tool for representing the schema as a semantic model, developed on 

a IBM RS/6000 platform nmning the ADC operating system. A complete repository of the 

meta data for the semantic model is implemented using Sybase 10 relational database 

management system. The schema evolution operators have been implemented using the C 

progranmiing language. The algorithms for the schema evolution process have also been 

implemented using C. The graphical user interface that can be used to define as well as 

query the underlying data has been developed using a collection of X-Window library 
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calls [db-UIMX Version 2.6 by Black & White Software Inc., 1995]. This interface 

interacts with the repository using the Sybase DB-library functions [Sybase, Inc., 1996]. 

4.5.1 The Graphical User Interface for SEMAD - USM vl.O 

The prototype system SEMAD that incorporates the three-tier architecture and the 

mapping information described above supports a graphical user interface for defining and 

accessing the semantic models. This interface called USM vl.O (Unifying Semantic 

Model tool version 1.0) acts as a front-end for SEMAD. The initial screen for SEMAD is 

shown in figure 4.2. We now describe some characteristics of USM vl.O. 

SEMAP - USM Toot w1.0 IZq 

Helcowa To Schen> Evolution Manaeewent AIK/l«or - USH vl.O 

Oatabosa Server Nana : 

Database User Login Nawe : E 

Pat abate User Password ; 

Done Cancel Help 

Figure 4.2: Initial Interface Screen for SEMAD 
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TOOLBOX USM- -Tool vt  ̂Courseinfo-

Tl t l a  

Figure 4.3: Toolbar and Drawing Area of USM vl.O 

USM vl.O consists of a tool bar and a drawing area. The tool bar is made up of a set of 

push buttons. The push buttons can be used to define the different constructs in creating 

the semantic model. The constructs include defining strong and weak entity classes, 

complex classes such as composites, grouping, and aggregates, as well as constructs to 

define interaction relationships, subclass relationships, attributes and domains. The user 

initiates the process of defining a construct by selecting the appropriate push button from 

the tool bar. Data entry interfaces help the user provide the necessary information for 

defining each construct. Once the construct is defined, it is drawn in the drawing area. 



The user may decide the position of entity classes by defining its location in the drawing 

area using the mouse. The position in the drawing area for drawing interaction 

relationships and attributes are determined by USM vl.O based on the location of the 

entity classes involved. The tool bar and the drawing area displaying the schema used in 

the course information example (section 1.1) are shown in figure 4.3. 

TABLE NAME DESCRIBES 
ADSUB Attribute Defined Subclasses 
ADCMEM Members of Attribute Defined Composite Classes 
ALLREL All Relationships (reference) 
ATTRIB Attributes 
ATTCONST Attribute Constraints 
ATTDEFCOMP Attribute Defined Composite Classes 
CATTRIB System Created Attributes 
DIFSUB Difference Defined Subclasses 
DOMAIN All defined Domains 
ENTCLASS All Entity Classes 
ENTREL All Interaction Relationships 
ENUMCOMP Enumerated Composite Classes 
ECOMEM Members of Enumerated Composite Classes 
GRPAGG Group and Aggregated Classes and Relationships 
GRPAGMEM Members of Group/Aggregate Classes 
INTSEC Intersection Defined Subclasses 
INTSUB Constraints between subclasses 
LOOKUP Lookup information for coded table values 
PROJECT All Projects 
ROSTER Roster or Enumerated Subclasses 
UNIONSUB Union defined Subclasses 
WEAKENT Simple Weak Entity Classes 

Table 4.4: List of tables in the metadata repository 
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The metadata corresponding to each semantic model defined in USM v 1.0 is also 

captured in a meta data repository [Ram and Shankamarayan G, 1997]. The repository 

for meta data resides in a state of the art relational database system, Sybase System 10, 

and includes 22 relations. The list of tables in the repository is shown in table 4.4. USM 

vl.O interacts with the repository for storing, retrieving, and manipulating the meta data. 

This is performed using Sybase database library (dblibrary) function calls and structured 

query language (SQL) statements embedded in the host programs coded in C language. 

Different semantic models may be created using the interface USM vl.O. Each model 

with its metadata is stored in the repository as a project. Each project has a unique project 

name and is identified in the repository by a project identifier. Projects may be accessed 

and displayed in USM vl.O by opening the project using the project name. Model objects 

(entities, relationships and attributes) are associated with a system-generated object 

number. The object number and the project identifier serve to uniquely identify each 

model object. The drawing area supports a menu based system for project management 

functions such as defining a new project, opening an existing project, saving a completed 

project, and closing a currently open project. The menu system also supports a number of 

other functions, including functions to clear the drawing area and for deleting specific 

model objects. The user may also view the complete model as well as specific parts of the 

model (e.g., only interaction relationships) and the metadata associated with entity classes 

using the menu system. Currendy, the drawing area does not support advanced drawing 

functions such as zooming, and dragging and modifying locations of the model objects 

currently displayed. It does support both horizontal and vertical scrolling. 
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Having defined the thiee levels of information represented, let us look at how this would 

help track and implement schema evolution. Schema evolution could be caused by 

changes that occur at the schema level or by changes made at the database level. Changes 

applied at the S-level can be associated with table(s) or files(s) at the SD-level. Table(s) 

or file(s) identified at the SD-level can be associated with the databases at the D-level. 

Once the individual tables or files are identified at each database, SQL (or equivalent) 

statements can be generated to perform the required changes at the database level. Such 

changes made at database level may in turn trigger further changes. The system hence 

may go back and forth between these three levels to complete the cascading changes if 

any are required. The change is considered complete when no further changes are 

required. It is important to note here that not all these changes can be performed 

automatically. When incorporating some change (or a cascading change initiated by this) 

the semantic model may become inconsistent or may result in the loss of existing 

information in the database. As our system does not maintain versions of the schema, 

each change is permanent and information in the database may be lost forever. The 

database administrator's (DBA) intervention will be required to confirm (or cancel) such 

changes. The DBA has the flexibility to decide how the changes are to be completed. 

Therefore all schema changes cannot be automated in a system that manages schema 

evolution. Hence the dynamic schema evolution process is at best semi-automated. 

The three-tier architecture of SEMAD described, along with the mapping information, 

provides the fimctionality to identify the schema changes and represent these changes in 
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the underlying set of heterogeneous databases. The taxonomy defined in the previous 

chapter lists the implications of each type of change that can occur. These changes can be 

made to the graph using the operators described. Using the mapping information we can 

now represent the changes in the databases as well. We will next describe how schema 

changes listed in the taxonomy are implemented in SEMAD using the mapping 

information described in this chapter. While some changes can be automated, most 

changes camiot. For example, when a new entity class is created in the semantic model 

schema, the DBA is required to provide the attribute information for this class so that it 

may be represented accordingly in ±e underlying set of databases. The DBA also needs 

to suggest the location (which database in the set of heterogeneous databases) that should 

hold the information corresponding to the new class created. Moreover, to link the new 

class with the rest of the schema, SEMAD can suggest that a new relationship needs to be 

created. The definition of this relationship and the location in the database for the 

relationship information must come from the DBA. Therefore DBA must be involved in 

incorporating schema changes. This is an important reason why the process of schema 

evolution can at best be semi-automated. 
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CHAPTERS 

IMPLEMENTING SCHEMA EVOLUTION IN SEMAD 

The 3-tier architecture described allows for changes to be tracked in both directions. 

Changes made at the database level may be traced back to the semantic graph. Changes 

made to the semantic model can be associated with the data in the databases as well. An 

important aspect of schema evolution is that a single change made may trigger multiple 

other changes, all of which need to be tracked and incorporated. Some of these changes 

may render the schema inconsistent and incorrect. To implement schema evolution we 

need mechanisms by which potential changes may be identified and the consistency of 

the schema maintained, during and after incorporating changes to ±e schema. In our 

approach, we propose graph-based algorithms to identify and manage changes to the 

schema. These algorithms are implemented on the semantic model graph. 

We start by describing the schema evolution process. Specifically, the implementation 

steps required to manage each type of change including the requirements to maintain 

consistency of the heterogeneous database system are explained. We then present the 

algorithms that are necessary to implement ±e requirements described. Some algorithms 

are required to track the implications of each change and others to maintain consistency 

of the semantic graph (schema) during and after incorporating the set of changes. 
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5.1 The Process of Schema Evolution 

The change to an existing schema may be triggered &om changes made at the database 

level or changes made at the schema level. In either case, the process of schema evolution 

attempts to maintain both the schema and the underlying set of heterogeneous databases, 

consistent. In describing the changes, we will consider the changes from both directions. 

For each case we will describe how the change is tracked using the semantic model 

graph, the relevant information that is necessary to maintain consistency when the change 

is incorporated, and how this information is retrieved and updated at each stage. 

5.2 Changes to Entity Classes 

The changes to simple strong entity (or entity) classes are of 3 types: addition of entity 

classes, deletion of entity classes and changing the names of entity classes. There are 4 

different entity classes in our semantic model: Simple Strong entity class, simple weak 

entity class, sub-class, and complex class. Each of these entity classes is described by a 

node of a specific type in the semantic model graph (described in chapter 3). We will 

describe the changes to a simple strong entity class in detail and address only the specific 

differences in treatment of weak classes, sub-classes, and complex classes. 
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5^.1 Adding an Entity Qass 

The addition of a simple strong entity class is described by the flow chart in figure S.l. 

Let us consider the case of an entity class added to the schema. First, the list of attributes 

of the added entity class is obtained from the user along with the database(s) where the 

table (or file) corresponding to the entity class should be created. The mapping 

information at the D-level (ordered triple consisting of the table name, the attribute list 

and the database) and at the SD-level (ordered pair consisting of the entity class name 

and table name) are then updated. A new S-level entity-attribute list for the new class is 

created. If the domain(s) for the new attributes exist, the attribute-domain associations are 

created at the S-level. If not, the domain information is first obtained from user and the 

associations created. If the new class is the first (and only) class defined in the schema, 

the S-level primary adjacency matrix is created and the table is defined in the database 

specified. If it is not the only class in the schema, then an (at least one) interaction 

relationship is needed between the new class created and one (or more) of the existing 

classes. This is required to maintain the correctness and consistency of the schema as per 

rules 3 and 8. The relationship information from the user (participating entity class(es), 

cardinality, where and how the relationship information is to be stored in one (or more) 

database(s)) is obtained. SQL (or equivalent) statements to define the new relationship in 

the database(s) speciHed, including creating the table corresponding the new class added, 

is then generated. The D-level and SD-level mapping information is updated to reflect the 

creation of the new relationship. The relationship information is then added to the S-
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level adjacency matrix, the new node and link corresponding to the new class and 

relationship are created in the schema. 
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Figure 5.1: Adding a Simple Strong Entity Class 

If a new entity class was to be added directly to one or more of the databases, the process 

is very similar to that described earlier. We need to confirm with the user information 

about the table (its attributes and the database where it has been created) and whether a 

relationship has been defined by including attributes from some other table. The SD-level 
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and D-level mapping information is updated. Using this, the new node that needs to be 

added to the schema is determined along with its attributes. 

If the added class is of the type weak entity, sub-class, or complex entity class, the 

process is similar to that of a strong entity class. Of course, these entity classes cannot be 

the only entity classes in the system. Also, instead of defining an interaction relationship 

to connect the new class to the existing schema, a weak, sub-class, or a complex class 

relationship needs to be deHned, respectively. 

52^ Deleting an Entity Class 

The deletion of a simple strong entity class is a change that encompasses a number of 

other schema evolution changes. Deleting a strong entity class may include all of the 

following changes; 

• deleting all associated interaction relationships 

• deleting all associated weak classes (and weak relationships) 

• deleting all associated subclasses (and subclass relationships) 

• deleting and/or modifying of all associated complex classes (and relationships) 

The schematic representation of the process of deleting an entity class is shown in figure 

5.2. Let us consider the case of an existing entity class being deleted from the schema. 
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The node corresponding to this entity class is our focal node. We first need to identify the 

set of all nodes (entity classes) in the schema that may be affected by the deletion. This 

process of identifying the affected nodes is implemented using reachability in graphs and 

is discussed later. 

Let us call this set of affected nodes the candidate set (C). All the interaction 

relationships associated with this node are identified, as these would have to be modified 

or deleted when the focal node is deleted. This information can be obtained from the 

adjacency matrix at S-level. In figure 5.2 we treat this as a predefined "sub-routine" 

(represented as a sub-routine box) and we describe the process later in detail. The next 

step is to determine the subclasses and complex classes along with their class 

relationships based on the focal node. These identified sub/complex classes along with 

associated sub/complex class relationships are deleted/modified (shown as a pre-defined 

sub-routine box and explained in detail later). The third step is to propagate the changes 

to the database(s) that underlie the schema. The table(s) associated with the entity class to 

be deleted may be obtained from the SD-level mapping information. The database(s) 

where the table(s) are stored is then located using D-level mapping information. The 

attributes of the entity class are removed by removing the corresponding list in the S-

level adjacency matrix. The property links of these attributes are also deleted and 

domain-association links of these attributes are removed to complete the deletion of the 

attributes of this entity class. To drop the table(s) from the databases, SQL or equivalent 

statements are generated. The SD-map is updated to reflect removal of the entity class 
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and the D-map is updated to reflect the dropping of the associated table. Finally, the 

entity node is removed from the schema (and semantic graph). 
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Figure 5.2: Deleting a Strong Entity Class 

When the entity class is deleted from the database by dropping the table(s), we identify 

the node corresponding to the table(s) that are dropped using the SD-map. Once the node 

is identified, the process follows as described above. In fact, the process in this direction 

is simplified given that the table is already dropped. 
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5^3 Renaming an Entity Class 

Changing the name of a simple strong class at the schema level will require the following 

steps to maintain consistency. The S-level adjacency matrix must reflect the new name. 

The attribute list for the entity class at ±e S-level also needs to be updated. The SD-level 

mapping information should record the name change as well. Considering the other 

direction, if the user renames table(s) associated with an entity class in the database, then 

the D-level mapping information must be updated to reflect the new name. Also, the SD-

level information must incorporate the new name. If the user drops a table in the database 

and recreates it with a different name, this process would be treated as if the entity class 

was first dropped and then created as a new class. The process for implementing the 

schema evolution would be the same as described under adding a simple strong class 

followed by deleting a simple strong class. The implications of changing the name of a 

weak class are similar to that of a strong entity class. 

53 Changes to a Simple Weak Class 

Changes to a simple weak class are described here. These changes consist of adding a 

simple weak class, deleting a simple weak class and modifying the name of a simple 

weak class. 
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53.1 Adding a Simple Weak Class 

The addition of a simple weak class to the schema is similar to the addition of a simple 

strong class, except instead of adding an interaction relationship a weak relationship is 

added to associate the weak class with its associated strong class. The steps to implement 

the schema evolution process for a weak class begin with capturing the name of the weak 

class and its associated strong class from the user. Then the attributes of the weak class 

are obtained from the user (if none is provided, the key attribute set of the corresponding 

strong class is inherited). The S-level attribute list is created (only if attributes are 

provided) along with the domain associations. The S-level adjacency matrix is extended 

to include the weak class defined. The weak relationship entry (2) is made in this matrix 

to define the weak relationship. If the user desires to create a separate table for the weak 

class, then the database(s) at which this table is to be created is obtained from the user. 

SQL (or equivalent) statements are generated to define the table in the database. The SD-

level information is updated to capture the new weak class definition. The D-level 

information is updated to include the new table and database(s) information. The weak 

class and its weak link are then created in the schema. 

If the weak entity class is defined as a table (or view) in the database, then the D-level 

information is updated to reflect the new table (or view). The user is prompted for the 

name of the weak class and its associated strong class using which the SD-level 

information is updated. The S-level adjacency matrix is extended to include the weak 
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class and the weak relationship information. An attribute list is defined at the S-level to 

include the property relationship of this weak class and the domain associations are 

updated. The node corresponding to the weak class and the link for the weak relationship 

are then created in the schema. 

53^ Deleting a simple weak class 

When a simple weak class is deleted from the schema the node corresponding to the 

weak class deleted is now ±e focal node. First the set of candidate nodes are identified. 

Then the set of interaction relationships associated with the weak class is identified. 

These relationships are deleted/modified (as shown in 5.7). Then the subclasses and 

complex classes associated with this node are identified and deleted/modified (as shown 

in 5.3). 

The SD-Ievel mapping information is used to obtain the table associated with the weak 

class. The D-level information is used to identify the database(s) that stores the table(s). 

If the weak class has attributes defined (not inherited attributes), the attribute list at the S-

level is deleted. The domain associations are updated accordingly. The S-level adjacency 

matrix is updated to remove the weak relationship between the weak class and its 

associated strong class. SQL (or equivalent) statements are generated to drop the 

definition of the weak class from the database(s). Finally, the node corresponding to the 

weak class and its weak relationship link are removed from the schema. 
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If a weak class is deleted by dropping table(s) or view from the database, the SD-level 

map is used to identify the node corresponding to the weak class. The evolution process 

then proceeds in the manner that is similar to deleting the weak class from schema. 

533 Renaming a Simple Weak Class 

In the semantic model graph this process is equivalent to deleting the existing weak class 

and re-creating a weak class with a new name. The implications of these changes are as 

described earlier. 

5.4 Changes to a Subclass and Subclass relationship 

Changes made to subclasses and subclass relationships can be specified as addition of a 

new subclass and subclass relationship, deletion of an existing subclass and subclass 

relationship, and modifying a subclass definition. 

5.4.1 Adding a new Subclass 

The addition of a new subclass is similar to the addition of a strong entity class with a 

few exceptions. Instead of an interaction relationship a subclass relationship needs to be 

defined and the addition of a subclass to the schema may be classified into two cases: the 

subclass added at the end of a subclass branch or a subclass added in ±e middle of a 
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subclass branch. In implementing schema evolution, we treat the second case as a 

sequence of deletion and addition operations. A part of the subclass branch is removed, 

the new subclass added and then the (removed) part of the branch is added back as 

subclasses of the new (sub) class created. Figure 5.3 presents a schematic description of 

the process. 

When a subclass definition is added to the database (as a view or as a separate table), the 

subclass node associated with this definition is identified from the user. The process of 

evolving the schema and database is similar to the process described in figure 3. The only 

difference being that the subclass has already been defined in the database and hence that 

step can be skipped. 

5.4.2 Deleting an existing Subclass 

A subclass could be deleted from the end of a subclass branch or from somewhere in the 

middle of the branch. In the former case, deletion of a subclass follows the same pattern 

as the deletion of a simple entity class. Besides deleting the interaction relationship links 

associated with this subclass, the subclass relationship link is deleted as well. 
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Figure 53: Addition of a subclass and subclass relationship 

In the case where the subclass is deleted from the middle of the subclass tree, the deletion 

process takes place in the same fashion as described above. However, when deleting the 

subclass relationship, we create a new subclass relationship link that makes the children 

of this subclass, children of its immediate superclass. Thus the children of the deleted 
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subclass are not deleted but retained as part of the semantic model graph and of the 

schema as shown in figure S.4. The process of deleting a subclass is shown in figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.4: Deleting sub/complex classes 
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Figure 5S: Deleting an existing Subclass 
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The first step in the process of maintaining schema-database consistency when a deletion 

of a subclass occurs at the database is the identification of the subclass deleted from the 

D-level and SD-Ievel map. This step helps associate the change to the database to some 

node in the schema at the S-level and from then on the process is similar to that of 

deleting the subclass from the schema. 

5.43 Modifying a Subclass deHnition 

Subclass definitions may be modified by adding a new subclass to an existing subclass 

definition or by deleting a subclass from an existing subclass definition. When a subclass 

is added as part of an existing definition, the process of schema evolution is similar to 

that of adding a new subclass. However, instead of creating a new subclass relationship, 

the existing relationship is modified to incorporate the subclass created. This is executed 

by updating the S-level adjacency matrix to include the information on the new subclass. 

The new relation information is specified as an entry in the adjacency matrix at the S-

level. This entry includes the identifier (x) of the existing subclass relationship. 

When a subclass is removed from an existing subclass relationship the deletion process is 

similar to that of deleting a subclass. Again, instead of deleting the relationship, the entry 

in the S-level is removed along with the information corresponding to the subclass 

deleted. 
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The types of changes to a complex class are the addition of a new complex class, deletion 

of an existing complex class, and modifying the definition of an existing complex class. 

Of these, the process of propagating the first two types of changes is similar to that of 

adding and deleting subclasses. Changing the definition of an existing complex class is 

similar to changing the definition of a subclass; add a new base class to an existing 

complex class definitions and remove a base class from an existing complex class 

definition. In both these cases, the process is treated as a sequence of steps: deleting the 

existing complex class and complex relationship definition and creating a new complex 

class with the new definition. 

5.6 Changes to Attribute constraints and Class constraints 

Constraints on attributes and classes are implicitly captured in the schema. However, for 

the purpose of schema evolution, we explicitly capture this information as part of the S-

level map. This is done by treating the constraint definitions as a particular type of node 

on the semantic graph and constraint links as edges that link the constraint definition with 

the associated attribute/entity class set. This notation is also used for capturing constraints 

on member classes in complex class relationships. This part of the semantic model graph 

is represented as a separate adjacency matrix with the attributes and constraints forming 
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the row and column of the matrix. The cell entries indicate the presence and the type of 

relationship between the attributes. Thus the addition/deletion of constraints is 

implemented by updating this matrix at the S-level. Modification of constraint definitions 

is treated as a set of operations, deletion of the existing definition and addition of the 

changed (new) deHnition. 

5.7 Changes to Attributes and Domains 

Attributes and Domains are represented in a separate matrix different from our Primary 

Adjacency Matrix. Attributes are represented as attribute nodes and their relationship 

with an entity class as the property link in the graph. Domains are also nodes and the 

relationship between an attribute and its domain as a domain association link. Hence 

change to an attribute such as addition (or deletion) is treated as adding (or deleting) an 

attribute node and defining (or deleting) its links with the corresponding entity node and 

domain. Deletion of attributes does not have a major impact the remainder of the graph 

except in one case. If the attribute defines a subclass or a complex class, these would 

have to be redefined or deleted. This process follows deleting a subclass/complex class or 

redefining these. 

Changes to attributes may also result in changes to attribute constraint nodes and 

constrain relationship. These changes are handled by changing the corresponding nodes 

and links and updating the corresponding adjacency matrix. Domains are treated 
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similarly. Deleting a domain may require multiple attributes to be redeHned or re-

associated with another domain. Deleting a domain could potentially trigger major 

changes in the schema. 

5.8 Changes to Interaction Relationships 

Changes to an interaction relationship include adding a new interaction relationship, 

deleting an existing interaction relationship, and modifying the definitions of an 

interaction relationship. Changing the definition may imply changes in the name of the 

relationship and changes in the participating cardinalities. 

5.8.1 Adding an Interaction Relationship 

When a new interaction relationship is added to the schema, the schema evolves in the 

following manner. First, the identity of the participating entity classes along with the 

cardinality information that defines the relationship is obtained from the user. Then the 

SD-level map is scanned for the tables corresponding to the participating entity classes. 

The primary matrix at the S-Ievel is updated by inserting appropriate cell entries 

depending on the degree of the interaction relationship. Based on the cardinality 

information and the degree of the relationship, a new table is defined to represent the 

relationship information or one/more tables corresponding to the participating entity 

classes are extended to capture the relationship information. The user is provided with the 
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options as well as asked to provide the database(s) at which the relationship is to be 

defined. SQL (or equivalent) statements are generated to create/extend tables to capture 

the relationship information. The D-level map is updated to reflect the creation of this 

new information. The SD-level map is updated to add the ordered pair that associates the 

relationship name and its table name. A new link between the participating classes in the 

schema (and graph) is created to represent the relationship. A schematic representation of 

this process is shown in figure 5.6 
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Figure 5.6: Adding an Interaction Relationship 
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When an interaction relationship is added to the database by creating new or extending 

existing tables, the D-level map is updated first. The user is then asked to provide a name 

for the relationship in the schema and is asked to provide (confirm) the names of the 

entity classes participating in the relationship. The SD-level information is then updated 

and the link corresponding to the new relationship is created in the schema. 

5.8 Jt Deleting an Interaction Relationship 

If an interaction relationship is to be deleted from the schema, it is first verified to ensure 

that it is not a cut-edge (deletion of this edge will result in disconnected components). If 

it is a cut-edge, the process is suspended and the user informed. The user may create 

another relationship that would connect these components and then try the deletion again. 

If it is not a cut edge, if it is a binary relationship, the relationship information is deleted 

from the S-level adjacency matrix and the link is removed from the schema. If it is a 

ternary or quaternary relationship (degree = 3 or 4), then the process verifies if an 

interaction class is involved. If there is an interaction class involved, the interaction class 

is deleted first. The user is given an option of modifying (changing the degree) of the 

relationship. The relation is then modified or deleted depending on user input. The 

deletion of the interaction class follows the same process as the deletion of a strong entity 

class. Figure 5.7 describes this process. 
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Figure 5.7 Deleting an Interaction Relationship 

If the relationship information is deleted by deleting a table in the database, then the SD-

level mapping information is consulted to identify the name of the relationship being 

deleted. The SD-level information and the D-level information are updated to reflect the 

loss of the relationship. The link corresponding to the relationship is then removed from 

the schema. If an interaction class is deleted, the user can modify the relationship (that 

remains) or opt to delete it. 
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5.83 Redefining an Interaction Relationship 

Definition of an existing relationship may be modified in one of three ways: change the 

cardinality information, change the name of the relationship, or change the degree of the 

relationship. In ±e first case, the changes are implicit and do not affect the schema or the 

database. If the name of ±e relationship is changed, then the SD-level information must 

be updated to reflect the change. If the degree of the relationship changes, then the degree 

of the modified relationship must be updated in the S-level adjacency matrix. The 

information corresponding to the entity class that was included in the relationship must 

also be updated in the S-level adjacency matrix. 

5.9 Illustrative Examples 

We now present some examples of how the schema evolution process is performed in 

SEMAD. The examples given below are based on the GCCHDS schema (semantic model 

and its corresponding graph) described in chapter 3 (section 3.7.3). The mapping 

information at the three levels (S, SD, and D) was described in chapter 4 (section 4.4). 

We use this semantic model graph and mapping information in the following examples. 

The changes described add to the semantic model and to the mapping information. The 

changed model and the updated state of the mapping information are also given below. 
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5.9.1 niustration 1: Addition of an Entity Class - Profile 

Profile is an entity class representing the profile data gathered on Wind, Temperature, 

and Humidity. The attributes provided by the user for this class include the latitude, 

longitude and altitude at which the measurement is made, and the type of profile, whether 

the profile measured is wind, temperature or humidity. Let us assume that the database at 

which this information is to be represented is the Atmo database. We first update the D-

level map to indicate the location of this table (table Profile_data added to database 

Atmo). 

We then update the SD-level to associate the entity class Profile with the table 

Profile_data as an ordered pair {Profile, Profile_datd). An SQL conmiand to create the 

Profile_data with attributes PJatitude, PJongit, P_altitude. and P_type is generated and 

issued to the Atmo database. The S-Ievel adjacency matrix is updated to indicate the 

addition of the entity class Profile and the attribute list is created to associate the 

attributes as properties of this entity class. Assuming the domains (data type float for the 

first 3 and a character string for the fourth) exist, the domain associations are updated at 

the S-level. 

As we are adding the entity class to an existing schema, we should relate (connect) it with 

the rest of the schema (as per rules 3 and 8). If the user wishes to add this class as another 

base class of the complex class Data, we now modify the complex relationship to include 
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the class Profile. This is performed by adding the cell entry 4 in cell (PRF, D) of the 

modified matrix shown in table 5.1. Finally, the new node for class Profile is introduced 

in the schema along with its complex link (Lci)-

5.9^ Illustration 2: Add subclasses to Entity class Profile 

The user now decides to define subclasses for the entity class Profile. The new subclasses 

are Wind, Temperature and Humidity. These are added one at a time. Let us first consider 

the subclass Wind added without attributes to be located in the database Atmo. Since there 

are no individual attributes for Wind we need not create a separate table for Wind. So at 

the SD-level an ordered pair of (Wind, Wind_data) is added to associate the table 

Windjiata with the entity class. Wind. At the D-level, we define Wind_data as a view of 

the table Profile_data (if the user chooses to create a view) or simply associate it with the 

Profile_data table as a query based on the attribute P_type. At the S-level, we add a 

row/column to the primary adjacency matrix for the new subclass and define a new 

subclass relationship by updating the cell entry in (PRF, W) to 3 (refer table 4.2). As this 

subclass is created as ±e first subclass of Profile (leaf node in the subclass tree), we 

terminate by creating the node Wind and the subclass link (Lsi) in the schema. The other 

two subclasses are similarly added except, instead of defining a new subclass 

relationship, we add these two subclasses by to the existing subclass relationship by 

modifying the subclass relationship. The S-level matrix at the end of this process is 

shown in table 5.1. 
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5.93 Illustration 3: Add a complex class - Continents 

Should some user of this database decide to create a grouping of countries into 

continents. This requires the creation of a new complex class Continents based on the 

existing complex class Countries. Let us say that the user creates a new table Continents 

in the database with attributes Continent _name, and the bounding latitude and longitude 

pairs to the ISAtmo database. First update the D-level map to indicate the location of this 

new table in the ISAtmo database. Then update the SD-level map to include an entry 

Continents (entity class) is represented as table Continents. The S-level matrix is 

extended to include Continents. Then the complex relationship between Countries and 

Continents is defined by updating the entry in cell (CTR, CTN) to 4. The complex class is 

added to the end of the complex class tree and hence the process terminates by adding the 

node for Continents and the complex link Lci to the schema. The semantic model after 

the above 3 changes is shown in figure 5.8 

5.9.4 Illustration 4: Deleting the entity class Regions 

First the node corresponding to Regions is made the focal node. Then the algorithm Find-

Domino-Vertices is used to determine the set of all nodes (entity classes) in the schema 

that may be affected by this deletion. The candidate set returned by this algorithm is the 

set {Regions, Data, ProbeTypes, Countries, Continents]. The interaction relationships 

that are associated with the focal node are identiHed. The candidate set helps makes this 



search simpler as it reduces the number of cells that need to be searched in the primary 

adjacency matrix at the S-level. The only interaction relationship in this case is the 

ternary relationship Measure. 
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Figure 5.8: Semantic Model for GCCHDS after illustrated changes 1,2, and 3 

This relationship is then deleted by deleting the entries (13) in cells (R, D), (R, PT), (D, 

R), (D, PT), (PT, R) and (PT, D). Alternately, the ternary relationship may be modified to 

a binary relationship between Data and ProbeTypes by deleting the entries in cells (R, D) 

and (R, PT) and updating the entries in cells (D, PT) and (PT, D) to 1. Correspondingly, 
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the D-level map is updated to indicate the removal of the table Measure from the 

database ISAtmo. The SD-level information is updated to reflect the loss of the 

relationship by removing the entry corresponding to Measure. If the relationship is 

modified the new table created to represent the binary relationship is added at the SD and 

D levels. The link in the schema (LH) is deleted/modified. In the second stage the process 

verifies to see if Regions has any subclasses or complex classes defined. Complex classes 

Countries and in turn Continents are defined based on the class Regions. The complex 

relationships will have to be deleted first. This is achieved by deleting the entries in cells 

(R, CTR) and (CTR, CTN) from the S-level matrix and by dropping the links (Lo and 

Lea) from the schema. The nodes corresponding to entity classes Countries and 

Continents must be deleted as well. The process can quickly verify that there are no other 

relationships of any type that include these two classes based on the candidate set 

retrieved earlier. The tables corresponding to these classes are dropped from the database 

and the D-level and SD-level information is updated to reflect this. The attribute 

information for Countries and Continents are deleted from the S-level attribute list along 

with their domain associations. The row/colunm corresponding to each of these classes is 

removed from the S-level adjacency matrix. Since there are no other sub/complex classes 

associated with Regions, the next step is to delete the entity class. First the attributes of 

the class are removed from the S-level attribute list (with any domain associations) then 

the class is removed from the S-level adjacency matrix by removing the row/column 

corresponding to it. SQL statement to drop the table corresponding to Regions is issued to 

the ISAtmo database and the D-level and SD-level information is updated to reflect the 
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loss. Finally, the node corresponding to class Regions is removed from the schema. The 

state of the S-level adjacency matrix after this deletion is shown in table 5.2. 
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5.10 Automating Schema Evolution in SEMAD 

We have described a three-tier architecture for SEMAD that is useful in mapping the 

changes back to the set of underlying databases (the fifth research issue). The system 

represents the schema as a semantic model and translates the semantic model onto a 
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semantic graph. Operators that implement schema changes modify the graph. The 

modified graph may then be converted to a modified or evolved semantic model and the 

changes are mapped to the database using the mapping information. The rules that 

preserve the consistency of the graph are implemented in the system. Changes that 

violate these rules are not immediately implemented. Instead, the database administrator 

is informed of the change and of the violation caused by this change. Using the semantic 

model graph and by using the graph algorithms (described next) SEMAD identifies the 

change, cascading changes that may result, mconsistencies caused by the change(s), as 

well as the steps to resolve the inconsistencies. For example, when deleting an interaction 

relationship if the process results in disconnecting the graph (violating rule 8), then 

SEMAD informs the administrator of this inconsistency. Further it also informs the 

administrator that a part of the schema (one of the two disconnected parts) may need to 

be completely deleted in order to preserve the consistency. It then requests the 

administrator for confirmation. The administrator can then decide if how the change 

needs to be made. The administrator may decide to delete the relationship and the 

disconnected part of the schema, or decide to add a new relationship that preserves the 

connected property and then delete the old relationship, or cancel the operation for now. 

When changes are being made to the set of databases in a heterogeneous system, it is 

clear that the participation of the database administrator (or an expert user) is necessary. 

Hence SEMAD semi-automates the schema evolution process and acts more as a decision 

support tool for the database administrator. When modifications to the database are 
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required, SEMAD provides ±e user with the set of possible alternatives if multiple 

alternatives exist. When there is one way and one way only, SEMAD attempts to 

implement this method, after seeking confirmation from the user. SEMAD is hence an 

advisory tool for management of schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environments. Functionality and not efficiency is the focus in the development of 

SEMAD. 

The management of the changes described above requires the use of graph-based 

algorithms for two reasons, identifying cascading changes and to manage the 

consistency and correcmess of the semantic graph when the changes are being 

incorporated. We describe these algorithms and the functionality of each in the schema 

evolution process. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GRAPH-BASED ALGORITHMS FOR SCHEMA EVOLUTION 

Graph-based algorithms are employed here for two purposes: the identification of entity 

classes and relationships that may be affected by cascading changes and for ensuring 

consistency of the semantic model graph dming and after the incorporation of the schema 

changes. In this chapter we examine the algorithms used in this research and describe the 

fimctionality of each. We start by defining a few graph theoretic terms that we use in our 

description. 

6.1 Some Graph Theoretic Definitions and Results 

A stable set in a graph G (N, E) is a set of nodes S, S c N, such that no pair of vertices in 

S are adjacent in G. In other words, u, v e S implies edge (u, v) g E. The stability 

nvunber of the graph G, a(G), is the maximum cardinality of any stable set of the graph. 

A clique in a graph G (V, E) is a set of nodes C, C c N, such that every pair of vertices in 

C is adjacent in the graph (G). In other words, u, v e C if and only if (u, v) e E. For 

every graph G, there exists a minimum number of such cliques, 0 (G), that partition the 

nodes in G. In other words, these cliques are disjoint and together include all of V. 
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A simple graph G= (V, E) is an undirected graph. Each member of the set of undirected 

edges E is incident upon a pair of nodes that belong to the set of vertices V. 

A node n e V in a directed graph G= (V, E) is said to be reachable from node s £ V if 

there exists a path from s to n in G. 

The following theorem states a result that relates stable sets with cliques in a graph. 

Theorem 1: If G is a simple graph ±en a(G) < 0 (G). [Berge, 1973]. 

Result: We do not attempt to find some maximal stable set (with cardinality a(G)). 

Instead we find a stable set S that is as large as is convenient. The cardinality of set S, ISI 

< a(G). By the theorem above, a(G) is a lower bound on the number of disjoint cliques in 

G, 0 (G). Therefore there are at least as many disjoint cliques as ISI, the cardinality of the 

stable set that we identify in G. The proof of theorem 1 relies on the duality of the stable 

set and cliques and provides the key step in clumping of reachable nodes in graph G. 

We are interested in determining all the nodes in the graph that may be affected by the 

change that occurs at some single node in the graph (cascading or domino effect). For 

example deleting the strong entity class node Regions in the semantic model graph in 

fig;ure 3.3. The connected, dependent node Countries will have to be removed as well. 

Also, the interaction relationship link corresponding to Measure will have to be removed 
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or modified. Similarly when strong class node Stations is deleted the node Counties 

would have to be deleted because deleting Stations implies the removal of the interaction 

link between Stations and Counties. Also, node Sub-watersheds would be deleted and 

along with it all of its dependent nodes Watersheds, Basins, and Large-Basins. The 

dependent subclass nodes of Stations, viz., Precipitation-Stations and Gauging-Stations 

must be deleted resulting in the removal of the interaction relationship links incident on 

them. Removing these relationships may affect other nodes in the graph. 

The proposed algorithm is a modification of the Depth-First Search algorithm for 

digraphs (refer appendix for detailed description of DFS). Instead of finding one node at 

a time, the modified algorithm attempts to make this search more efficient by identifying 

"clumps" of nodes at a time, whenever possible, and by traversing from one "clump" to 

another. More importantly, instead of visiting every node in the graph (performed by the 

DFS on directed graphs), the modified algorithm attempts to visit only those nodes that 

are reachable from the given starting node. 

6.2 Algorithms to Find Affected Nodes 

We use the result derived in the previous section to describe an algorithm that traverses 

the graph, using a single node as a starting point. The semantic graph to which we apply 

the algorithm depicts the different types of entity classes as nodes and the relationship 

between them as edges. The graph is directed with bi-directional edges representing 
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interaction relationships and unidirectional edges representing subclass, weak class and 

complex class relationships. Clearly, the nodes representing classes involved in an 

interaction relationship are part of one clique. We use this property of the semantic graph 

to identify cliques in the semantic graph. 

The starting node (DJ) for the algorithm is the node on the graph where a change is first 

identified. This change may potentially propagate across the entire graph and may affect 

every single node in the graph. We must therefore examine as much of ±e graph as 

possible to identify the extent to which a change may propagate. We first attempt to cover 

as large a portion of the graph as is convenient. This is achieved by identifying a stable 

set in the graph. Finding the largest stable set is a NP-complete problem. To ensure 

polynomial time, we do not attempt to find the largest stable set. Instead, we find a stable 

set, which is not necessarily the largest, but is as large as is convenient. We then identify 

disjoint cliques such that each clique contains one member of the stable set. This many 

cliques definitely exist by the result of the ±eorem discussed earlier. 

Traversal-Step: We start from the clique that contains Us (call this our starting clique) 

and add the nodes of this clique to the set D of candidate nodes. We then traverse from 

this clique to another clique in the set of disjoint cliques identified earlier. We add the 

nodes in each of the Uraversed cliques to a set D of candidate nodes, as they are all 

reachable and need updating. All arcs between the nodes in this clique as well as the arc 

used to reach the current clique are marked ''used". When a new clique cannot be reached 
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(either because there are no arcs to use or that the set of identified cliques is exhausted), 

the algorithm reverts to simple path finding like DFS. We now look for any "un-

traversed" out-bound arcs from each member of the set D to some "un-visited" node (say 

x) on the graph. By the connected property of the USM graph, if no such arcs exist we are 

done. If some un-traversed arc exists to node "x", then we have one of two cases: 

Case 1: node "x" is part of or has an un-traversed out-bound arc to one of the disjoint 

cliques identified earlier. 

Case 2: node "x" is not part of and has no un-traversed out-bound arcs to any of the 

cliques identified (note: we may also have exhausted the set of cliques). 

In Case 1, if "x" is part of some clique, identified but not visited, we mark the edge used 

to reach "x" as "used" and using this clique as our starting clique we proceed as described 

in the Traversal-Step. If "x" is not part of a clique but has an out-bound arc leading to a 

un-visited clique in our set of disjoint cliques we add "x" to set D. We then mark the edge 

used to reach "x", and the edge used to reach the clique from "x" as "used". With this 

clique as our current starting clique we continue as described in the Traversal-Step. 

In Case 2, we simply make node "x" as our new starting node and identify a new stable 

set that contains "x" and a new set of disjoint cliques using a reduced graph G'. G' is 

constructed by replacing set D (all nodes in this set) with a single visited node "D*". All 
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the edges between members of set D are ignored. All edges that are out-bound from the 

members of the set D to other nodes in the graph G are substituted in graph G' by edges 

that are out-bound &om D* to their respective end nodes. All in-bound arcs in G are 

substituted in G' by arcs from the corresponding nodes to D*. The graph G' has fewer 

nodes and edges than G. We then repeat the algorithm until all reachable nodes are 

marked. 

The above algorithm (called Find-Domino-Vertices) needs to identify stable sets and 

cliques, given a semantic graph. These algorithmic components as well as other usefiil 

algorithms are explained below in the form of pseudo code. The pseudo code for Find-

Domino-Vertices is given at the end. 

6.2.1 Algorithm Find-Interaction-Links 

Finding interaction links in the semantic model graph provides an easier way to identify 

cliques in the graph. Since we are looking for any clique, interaction relationships serve 

our requirements. 

Input: The adjacency matrix A corresponding to the semantic model graph G (V, E) and 

the node n whose interaction relationships need to be identiHed. 
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Output: The set of links that correspond to interaction relationships. Each of these links 

is of the form (n, v) where v e V. 

Initialize: a set L = {} 

Step 1: In A, for each cell (n, v) in the row corresponding to the node n 

if the entry (n, v) = 1 or 12 or 13 then 

L = Lu {(n, v)} 

Terminate: return L 

6.2.2 Algorithm Find-Stable-Set 

Input: Adjacency matrix A corresponding to the semantic model graph and the node ns at 

which the change is initiated. 

Output: A stable set containing the node ns 

Initialize: set S = {} 

Step 1: Scan the row corresponding to the node n in A. 

For each (n, v) entry in A, if (n, v) = 0, then S = S u {v} 

Mark each non-zero entry in the row. 

Step 2: For each vertex v e S - {n} 

If cell (v, w) >0 then S = S - {w}, w e S - {n} 

Step 3: Return set S as the stable set desired. 
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6.23 Algorithm Find-Disjoint-Cliques 

This algorithm returns a set of disjoint cliques, at least one containing each member of 

the stable set. By theorem 1 above, the cardinality of a maximal stable set in graph G 

provides a lower bound on the minimum number of cliques that would split the graph 

into partitions. The problem of finding maximal cliques in a graph is a NP complete 

problem. Since we are interested in finding a set of disjoint cliques (not necessarily 

maximal ones), by the result discussed earlier, we know that at least one clique must exist 

for each member of the stable set S. 

Input: Adjacency matrix A, stable set S and the node ns at which the change is initiated. 

Output: A set of disjoint cliques (at least one corresponding to each member of S). 

Initialize; sets CL* = {x}, x e S and set COMMON = {} 

Step 1: Consider the row corresponding to node n in A. 

For each cell in row 

If cell entry (ns, v) = 13 and cell entry (v, ns) = 13, then CLn = CLn u {v}; 

Break 

If cell entry (ns, v) = 12 and cell entry (v, ns) = 12, then CLn = CLn u {v}; 

Break 

If cell entry (ns, v) = 1 and cell entry (v, Us) = 1, then CL„ = CLn {v}; 

Break 

COMMON = COMMON U CLn 
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Step 2: For each vertex v e S - {ns} 

If cell entry (v,w) = 13 and entry (w,v) = 13, then CLy = CLv u {w} ; 

if CLv n COMMON = O then COMMON = COMMON u CU ; break; 

If cell entry (v,w ) = 12 and entry (w,v) = 12, then CLv = CLv {w} ; 

if CLv n COMMON = 0 then COMMON = COMMON u CU; break; 

If cell entry (v,w ) = 1 and cell entry (w,v ) = 1, then CLv = CLv {w} ; 

if CLv n COMMON = 4> then COMMON = COMMON u CLv; break 

Step 3: Return sets CL*, x e S 

6.2.4 Algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices 

Input: Adjacency matrix A corresponding to SMG and the node nj at which the change is 

initiated. 

Output: Set of nodes D that potentially could be affected as a result of the change at 

node nj. 

Initialize: set D = {Us} 

Step 1: Define node n = Us as the starting point. 

Stable set S = FIND-STABLE-SET (A, n) 

set of cliques CL = FIND_DISJOINT_CLIQUES (A, S, n) 

Set C = CLs (the clique containing starting point ns) 
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Step 2: While (C is not null) do 

If there exists an edge (u, v) such that u e C and v e one of the other cliques 

in CL, (say CLv) then 

Mark the vertices x in C as visited, if (n, x) e C 

Mark edge (u, v) as traversed. 

D =  Du  {x}  

Set C = CLv 

else 

Set C = null. 

End While. 

Step 3: For each member di € D do 

if there exists an un-traversed out-bound arc from di to an un-visited vertex v e G 

if v is part of some un-visited clique CLv G CL then 

Set C = CLv ; break; return to Step 2. 

else if there exists an un-traversed out-bound edge e from v to some un-

visited clique CLv e CL then 

Mark vertex v as visited. 

D = Du {v} 

Mark e as traversed. 

Set C = CLv; break; return to Step 2. 

else ( V is not part of some clique and no clique can be traversed to ) 
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Set n = V 

Return to Step 1 using the reduced graph G\ 

end if 

end if 

end for. 

Terminate: Return set D 

63 Proof of Correctness for Find-Domino-Vertices 

We need to show that the above algorithm ultimately marks the set of all nodes in the 

graph that are reachable from the given starting node (starting point). As mentioned 

earlier, the Find-Domino-Vertices algorithm is a modification of the Depth-First-Search 

algorithm for digraphs. The Depth-First-Search also reaches all reachable nodes. We 

show this in Lemma 1 [Even, 1979, Manber, 1989]. 

Lemma 1: In a connected digraph G= (V, E), the Depth-First-Search algorithm visits all 

the vertices that are reachable from any starting vertex. 

Proof: Let v e V be some vertex that is not visited by the algorithm (it is un-marked 

when the algorithm terminates). As G is connected there must be an edge e e E that 
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connects v to the rest of the graph G- {v} including the starting vertex. If e is an out-edge 

from v, then v is not reachable from G- {v} using edge e. If e is an in-edge from 

G- {v}, then let vertex u € V-{ v} be the other end-point of edge e. The Depth-First-

Search algorithm starts on a graph which has all the edges marked as "un-used". When an 

edge is traversed it is marked as "used". A new vertex that is not part of some directed 

path from the current vertex is selected as the starting point of the search only when all 

edges from the current vertex have been marked as "used". As every out-edge from any 

node is examined by the algorithm, vertex v must have been visited from u and hence 

vertex v caimot be an unmarked vertex. 

QED 

Theorem 2: Given a semantic graph (digraph) G=(V, E), the algorithm Find-Domino-

Vertices visits every vertex reachable in G from any starting vertex in G. 

Proof: The algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices differs from the Depth-First-Search 

algorithm in that it visits and marks "clumps" of vertices (cliques) at a time. 

If algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices identifies no "clumps" (all cliques are of size 1), then 

it is the Depth-First-Search algorithm. Lemma 1 assures that all reachable vertices are 

reached and marked. 

Suppose at some stage, the algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices looks at a graph G = (V, E) 

and finds a set of cliques Ci..Cic which are marked such that the size of some marked 
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clique Q, ICil > 1. Also, let our current node (the last node reached) be part of clique Ck, 

the last clique reached. We construct a graph GR in which the set of nodes is 

[V \ {Ct u C2 u C3 U...U Ck}] u {ci, C2, C3,...,Ck} where ci, C2, C3,...,Ck are individual 

nodes each replacing one clique in the set {Ci, C2, C3,...,Ck}. 

The edges within each clique are ignored and the edges out-bound (in-bound) from (to) 

the clique to (from) other vertices in G are replaced by edges out-bound (in-bound) from 

(to) the single node replacing the clique. Clearly, GR contains fewer nodes than G and 

fewer edges because the cliques are disjoint. Let U be the set of reachable nodes in G that 

are yet unmarked. 

GR still preserves the set U of nodes that are not yet reached. These nodes are still in GR 

and are reachable in GR from our current starting node Ck. We also have the same edges 

or equivalent ones to reach them with. If we can reach the reachable nodes in U in graph 

GR, then we have reached them in G as well. 

By replacing large cliques (size > 1) by individual nodes, we eventually exhaust all the 

large cliques and are left only with cliques of size 1. The algorithm Find-Domino-

Vertices applied this reduced graph is equivalent to algorithm Depth-First-Search applied 

to the reduced graph which now contains cliques of size 1 (larger cliques have been 
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replaced). By Lemma 1 all reachable nodes in the reduced graph GR (and therefore in 

graph G) are reached. 

QED 

6.4. Algorithins to Ensure Consistency of Semantic Model Graph 

A majority of inconsistencies that could arise while accommodating changes to the graph 

are handled without the use of graph algorithms by applying the rules defined in section 

3.4. For example, when a new node is added to the graph, SEMAD checks to see if this is 

the first node created. If not, the system prompts the user to link this node with some 

other existing node in the graph (model). Similarly, during the process of deleting a node, 

if all other nodes in the graph need to be deleted except for one, SEMAD prompts the 

user to delete this node as well. The user may choose to keep it or delete it. Thus the rules 

that are embodied in SEMAD prevent inconsistencies in the model. One specific problem 

is when deletion results in disconnected components in the model. We solve this problem 

using a modified version of the Depth-First-Search algorithm for undirected graphs. 

6.4.1 Algorithm Find-If-Cut-Edge 

If two or more paths exist between a pair of nodes in the undirected version of the graph 

then the edge that links that pair of nodes in not a cut-edge. To test to see if an edge is a 

cut-edge (whose removal will result in more components than in the original graph) we 

use the Depth-First-Search on one of the two nodes (say, nodes A and B, A,B c G) that 
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form the end points of this edge. The adjacency matrix used is a copy of the original 

matrix with this edge suppressed. The matrix is also encoded to be a symmetrical matrix 

corresponding to the undirected version of the semantic graph. One of the two nodes is 

designated as the start node for the depth first search, say node A. Since the edge under 

consideration is removed, if no path exists between node A and node B then edge AB is a 

cut-edge. If the depth first search starting at node A marks node B at some point, then the 

algorithm terminates and the edge AB is not a cut-edge. Algorithm Find-If-Cut-Edge 

returns true or false depending upon whether edge AB is a cut-edge or not. 

6^ Complexity of Schema Evolution Algorithms 

The largest amount of time in terms of execution of the schema evolution process is 

associated with generating the semantic model graph from a given schema. This is, 

however, a one-time creation if starting with an existing schema. In the event the user is 

creating a new schema from scratch, the graph and the matrix corresponding to the graph 

evolves with the schema in incremental steps. 

In terms of complexity of the graph algorithms described, the algorithms execute in 

polynomial time. The best and worst case complexities of each algorithm is given in the 

table 6.1 below, (n = the number of vertices in the primary adjacency matrix of graph G = 

(N,L). 
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Alsorithm name Worst Case Best Case 
Find-Interaction-Links 

(given a node) 
0(n) 0(n) 

Find-Stable-Set 0(n") 0(n * (out-degree of starting node)) 
Find-Disjoint-Cliques 0(n") 0(n) 
Find-Domino-Vertices O(n') 0(n~ *(out-degree of starting node)) 

Find-If-Cut-Edge 0(INI + ILI) 0(1) 

Table 6.1: Complexity Schema Evolution Algorithms 

The worst case complexity of the call to Find-Domino-Vertices is still polynomial. From 

the description earlier, the call to the above algorithm is only when a vertex 

corresponding to some type of entity class is deleted. Even though the deletion of one 

may imply the deletion of some other vertices, the call to this algorithm is performed only 

at the start of the first deletion. Since this returns the set of all affected vertices, this 

algorithm needs to be invoked only once. Also, within each subsequent execution cycle, 

this algorithm works with a reduced matrix implying that the cardinality of n is 

decreasing at each step. 

Considering the other updates performed to the S-level, SD-level and D-level, these 

updates take a constant amount of time. In considering the overall execution of the 

schema evolution process, we are not accounting for the time taken to generate SQL (or 

equivalent) statements and the time taken to create/drop tables in the underlying 

databases. 
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6.6 Application of Schema Evolution Algoritiuns 

The algorithms described in sections 6.2 and 6.4 serve an important role in identifying 

cascading schema changes and in ensuring that the consistency of the semantic model 

graph is maintained when incorporating schema changes. These algorithms are called 

whenever a node or an edge is deleted from the semantic model graph. This would 

correspond to dropping of tables/files from the related database(s). The algorithm Find-

Interaction-Links is used to find one or more interaction relationships associated with a 

given node in the model graph. This is useful when we need to identify relationships that 

may be affected due to a change in a given node. Another use for it is in finding cliques 

in the graph. Interaction relationships are cliques and the degree of the relationship 

determines the size of the clique. Hence it is also used in the algorithm Find-Disjoint-

Cliques. 

The algorithm Find-Stable-Set and Find-Disjoint-Cliques are both deployed by the 

algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices. This algorithm is used when a node in the graph is 

deleted or modified, to determine how far the changes may cascade through the graph 

(like domino effect). The algorithm Find-Cut-Edge is also called when a link 

corresponding to a relationship in the graph is deleted to determine if the edge is a cut-

edge or not. Table 6.2 summarizes the details of use for each of the algorithms described. 
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Algorithms When Used Associated with Schema changes 
Find-Interaction-
Links 

Deletion and 
modification of nodes 
and in Find-Disjoint-
Cliques 

Deletion and modification of strong 
entity classes, weak classes, 
subclasses, complex classes, and 
attributes. 

Find-Stable-Sets In Find-Domino-
Venices 

Deletion and modification of strong 
entity classes, weak classes, 
subclasses, complex classes, and 
interaction relationships 

Find-Disjoint-
Cliques 

In Find-Domino-
Vertices 

Deletion and modification of strong 
entity classes, weak classes, 
subclasses, complex classes, and 
interaction relationships 

Find-Domino-
Vertices 

Deletion and/or 
modification of nodes 

Deleting strong entity classes, weak 
classes, subclasses, complex 
classes, and interaction 
relationships 

Find-If-Cut-
Edge 

Deletion of 
interaction 
relationships. 

Deleting strong entity classes, weak 
classes, subclasses, complex 
classes, and interaction 
relationships 

6^ Graph Algorithms and Usage 

6.7 Illustrative Example 

We now present an example that illustrates the application of algorithms in the process of 

managing schema evolution. The example is based on the semantic model graph shown 

in figure 3.3 corresponding to the GCCHDS schema shown in figure 3.2. The example 

illustrates the application of the Find-Domino-Vertices and Is-Cut-Edge algorithms for 

managing schema evolution. 
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6.7.1: Deleting Entity Class Stations 

In this example we illustrate how the algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices identifies the set 

of nodes (corresponding to entity classes in the semantic model) in the semantic model 

graph that may be a^ected by the deletion of the node corresponding to the entity class 

Stations. The node Stations is now the focal node. The algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices 

is called with Stations as the focal node and the S-level primary adjacency matrix for this 

graph. As the first step, Find-Stable-Sets is invoked with Stations as the starting node. 

Find-Stable-Sets returns the set, [Stations, Watersheds, Large-Basins, Stream-Flow, 

Precipitation, Surface-Conditions, Clouds, Regions, Probes}, as the stable set for starting 

node Stations. In the second step the algorithm Find-Disjoint-Cliques identifies the set of 

disjoint cliques associated with the nodes in the stable set above. The set of disjoint 

cliques identified corresponding to each member of the stable set is: {(Stations, 

Counties), (Watersheds), (Large-Basins), (Stream-Flow, Gauging-Stations), 

(Precipitation, Precipitation-Stations), (Surface-Conditions), (Clouds), (Regions, Data, 

Probe-Types), (Probes)} 

These disjoint cliques are selected by identifying some interaction relationship link 

associated with each member. If interaction links do not exist for one or more members 

of the stable set, then that member is selected to form a clique of size 1. If interaction 

links are identified then the nodes that participate in the interaction relationship are 

identified as the clique associated with a given member of ±e stable set. In the third step. 
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Find-Domino-Vertices makes use of the identified cliques in the set of disjoint cliques to 

define the set D of nodes that may be affected by the deletion of Stations. It starts with 

the starting node Stations and marks the clique associated with it as visited and adds them 

to the set D (D = [Stations, Counties}). Then it attempts to identify some clique in the set 

of disjoint cliques to which it can traverse. The identified clique may be one of (Stream-

Flow, Gauging-Stations) or (Precipitation, Precipitation-Stations). Let us assume that the 

first one is selected. This clique is marked and the nodes in the clique are added to D (D = 

[Stations, Counties, Stream-Flow, Gauging-Stations}). The algorithm now attempts to 

identify another clique in the set of disjoint cliques. Starting with Gauging-Stations, the 

algorithm will not be able to identify any clique that can be traversed to. It reverts to a 

simple DFS and attempts to find any node in the graph that can be traversed from 

Gauging-Stations. As it is unable to find any other nodes, it backtracks to Stream-Flow 

and repeats the process. The nodes Daily-Mean and Peak-Flow are identified, marked, 

and added to set D (D = [Stations, Counties, Stream-Flow, Gauging-Stations, Daily-

Mean, Peak-Flow)). The algorithm repeats the process with these two nodes and as they 

have no other links except the ones traversed earlier, the algorithm backtracks to Stream-

Flow and identifies the clique (Data, Regions, Probe-Types) that it can visit from Stream-

Flow. These nodes are marked and added to set D (D = [Stations, Counties, Stream-

Flow, Gauging-Stations, Daily-Mean, Peak-Flow, Data, Regions, Probe-Types)). Find-

Domino-Vertices repeats the process with each of the nodes in this clique. As Data does 

not have any other links except the two already traversed, the algorithm back tracks to 

Regions and marks Countries which is added to D (D = [Stations, Counties, Stream-
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Flow, Gauging-Stations, Daily-Mean, Peak-Flow, Data, Regions, Probe-Types, 

Countries}). None of the new nodes added to set D permit further traversals. Therefore 

Find-Domino-Vertices back tracks all ±e way to Stations and then traverses to the clique 

{Precipitation-Station, Precipitation). The two nodes are marked and added to D (D = 

Stations, Counties, Stream-Flow, Gauging-Stations, Daily-Mean, Peak-Flow, Data, 

Regions, Probe-Types, Countries, Precipitation-Stations, Precipitation]). Once again the 

new additions do not permit traversal to any of the unmarked nodes. Find-Domino-

Vertices back tracks to Stations and traverses the link to Sub-watersheds and its tree, 

marking and adding nodes Sub-watersheds, Watersheds, Basins, and Large-Basins to D 

(D= Stations, Counties, Stream-Flow, Gauging-Stations, Daily-Mean, Peak-Flow, Data, 

Regions, Probe-Types, Countries, Precipitation-Stations, Precipitation, Sub-watersheds, 

Watersheds, Basins, Large-Basins)). The algorithm cannot traverse any further and hence 

terminates returning set D. 

Knowing the set of nodes that may be affected, the process of deleting Stations starts by 

deleting all complex class nodes dependent on Stations. As there are no such nodes, the 

subclass nodes Precipitation-Station and Gauging-Stations are now targeted. This implies 

the removal of the interaction relationship link between Precipitation-Stations and 

Precipitation and the one between Gauging-Stations and Stream-Flow. Prior to deleting 

either, the algorithm Is-Cut-Edge is called to verify if each link is a cut-edge. Let us 

assume that the interaction link between Precipitation-Stations and Precipitation is 

deleted first. As this does not result in disconnected components, the link is not a cut-
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edge and is therefore deleted. In attempting to delete the interaction link between 

Gauging-Stations and Stream-Flow, the algorithm Is-Cut-Edge identifies that this is a 

cut-edge that would discotmect the component including Stations, Counties, Sub-

watersheds, Watersheds, Basins, and Large-Basins. SEMAD request confirmation from 

the administrator informing him/her that to preserve the consistency of the semantic 

model (and graph) these nodes in the component must be deleted as well. As we are 

attempting to delete Stations let us assume that the administrator confirms this. Now each 

of the above nodes and associated attributes and links are removed. As the resultant 

schema is in a consistent state (meaning no other violations were identified), the process 

terminates. 

The algorithms described in this chapter are incorporated into the SEMAD prototype 

system. As can be seen from the preceding description of ±e algorithms and from the 

implementation described in chapter 5, SEMAD does not completely automate the 

schema evolution process. We have attempted to evaluate SEMAD to see how useful 

such a system would be in assisting database administrators in the process of managing 

schema evolution. We have conducted two exploratory case studies: one using a 

heterogeneous database system for atmospheric and hydrology data, and the other using 

an administrative University-wide heterogeneous database system. The description of the 

exploratory case studies is presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER? 

EVALUATING THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM - SEMAD 

To evaluate the usefulness of the tool in assisting the database administrators during the 

schema evolution process, we conducted two exploratory case studies. This evaluation of 

SEMAD seeks to answer the following question related to the performance of the 

methodology to support schema evolution. 

• "How effective is the system in identifying and propagating schema changes?" 

7.1 The Empirical Methodology 

Adopting multiple methodologies is often recommended for validating human-computer 

interaction [Nunamaker et. al., 1991]. The multi-methodological scheme for validation 

includes prototyping, case study, and experimentation. We needed to evaluate the use of 

the schema evolution methodology and its assistance in the problem solving process in a 

real world setting. Experiment is an effective method when the investigator has control 

over the behavioral events and can manipulate behavior directly, precisely, and 

systematically [Yin, 1994]. In testing the system for schema evolution support we wish to 

evaluate how the individual perceives the system and what can we gain from his/her 

experience that would improve the system. 
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Another requirement in conducting this study is the individual subject's familiarity with 

the database environment. Lack of familiarity will lead to incorrect perceptions and tends 

to introduce a bias in evaluating the system. 

Benbasat, et. al. point out that a case study approach is suitable for capturing the 

knowledge of practitioners [Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead, 1987]. One of the primary 

goals in conducting this smdy is to determine ways to improve SEMAD based on 

opinions expressed by database administrators who are practitioners in this field. 

Yin states that case studies, experiments, simulations, histories etc. are all different 

research strategies, leading to equivalent generalizations or external validity. A case 

study distinguishes itself from these other strategies by examining a contemporary 

phenomena in a real-life context, especially when the boundaries between the 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident [Yin, 1994]. According to Yin, case 

studies may be classified as exploratory (used for theory building), explanatory case 

studies (used for theory testing) and descriptive case studies (to collect a set of facts). In 

this study we do not attempt to test theories (in fact we do not have any) and we are not 

collecting facts about the real-life process of database reorganization. The goal of this 

study is to determine if a system such as SEMAD would ease the work of database 

administrators in identifying and implementing schema changes and if SEMAD is 

capable of suggesting useful methods to assist in this process. This in some ways is akin 

to a theory building process. 
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We hence adopted the use of exploratory case studies using two sets of organizations: 

(a) The first one consists of Atmospheric and Hydrology data used by scientists and 

hydrologists at The University of Arizona to study the effects of global climate 

change. We refer to this as the GCCHDS (Global Climate Change and Hydrology 

Database System). 

(b) The second consists of administrative University-wide heterogeneous databases. This 

system stores data on financial operations, employees, departments, students and 

space management in different databases including Sybase and Oracle/RDB. It is 

used for managerial decision-making and reporting at the University of Arizona. 

Following Yin's recommendations [Yin, 1994] we will use these case studies to answer 

the following questions: 

• Is the effectiveness of identifying schema changes greater for users assisted by 

SEMAD than for independent users? 

• Is the process of incorporating changes simpler for users assisted by our methodology 

than for independent users? 

• Does SEMAD ease the task of the database administrator (DBA)? 
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7.1.1 Units of Analysis 

The requirements for the units of analysis is that all units must be familiar with the 

database system used in the studies and must have had a fair amount of experience in 

maintaining databases. Knowledgeable "users" of the database systems would have a 

good knowledge of that particular database environment including a sound understanding 

of the inter-relationships that exist amongst the different component part of the 

heterogeneous system. We hence define our units of analysis in this study as the one (or 

two who might work together) individual who has as the following qualifications: 

• A sound knowledge of the database environment in which the studies are conducted, 

• Some experience in maintaining the database(s), and 

• A good understanding of semantic models, especially because SEMAD uses one such 

model as the basis for the methodology implemented. 

These qualities are essential, as we are interested in examining the methods an 

experienced database administrator (or knowledgeable and experienced user) would 

employ to identify and implement changes and if SEMAD would be of assistance, 

especially to such users. 
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7.1.2 Format of Data Collection 

DBAs (one for each heterogeneous database system), familiar with the database system, 

were assigned two sets of identical tasks. Each task in the two sets required them to 

perform one or more changes to the database(s) that they were responsible for, manually 

(i.e. without using SEMAD). For each of these changes, the DBA was requested to 

manually examine and identify possible changes and cascading changes (if any) and 

solutions to incorporate these changes. The DBA was also requested to think aloud and 

explain how he/she came up with these suggestions. The DBA was not shown the 

semantic model developed for each database prior to completing the set of schema 

changes. For each task, a count of the number of changes suggested by the DBA was 

made and recorded. The methods and solutions suggested to incorporate the changes into 

the database(s) were also recorded. The same DBA was then asked to perform the same 

identical set of changes to the database, this time using the prototype system. A count of 

the number of changes identified by SEMAD and the solutions suggested were recorded. 

The tasks given to the DBA for each case study were not identical, and in fact, were 

database-environment dependent. 

The order in which the two sets, manual and SEMAD-assisted, tasks were performed is 

important. The set of tasks that required the DBA to identify changes and suggest 

solutions for the set of specified schema changes was performed first. The set of tasks 

that required the DBA to use SEMAD to perform the same set of changes was performed 
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next. This sequence ensured that there were no learning effects that could bias subsequent 

responses from the administrator. 

Each database administrator was also asked to rate whether SEMAD is useful in 

managing schema changes in the database environment ±at they were familiar with. This 

information was also recorded for subsequent analysis. 

The sets of schema changes for the case studies were replications of changes that 

occurred in that database over a two-month period. Even though we examined changes to 

the databases over a longer time period, the information was not recorded in a manner 

conforming to our data collection requirements. During these two months we collected 

the data as per case study requirements. Our analysis is hence based on this data 

collected. 

7.13 Analysis of Data Collected 

The results generated by the DBA were then compared with those generated by SEMAD 

for the number of changes suggested in each case and the quality of the suggested 

solutions. In SEMAD, when creating tables, attributes need to be defined separately. To 

ensure that this does not obscure results, we counted addition of attributes as a change in 

itself, even if it were defined in the DDL for table definitions in relational systems. 
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Quality of solutions were evaluated based on two measures: 

• Measure of Completeness: whether the solutions were comprehensive and covered 

all relevant changes associated with the specific change addressed. 

• Measure of Correctness: whether incorporating the solutions avoided 

inconsistencies in the database(s) and made the task easier. 

An independent expert was asked to make this comparison and rate the quality based on 

the above two measures. This expert had to be extremely familiar with the particular 

database and had to be able to clearly understand the semantic model as well. The DBA 

was the only person with both these qualifications. We hence we chose the DBA to be 

this expert. For convenience, the comprehensive nature of the solutions was rated on a 

scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the most comprehensive and 5 being the least. The 

inconsistencies were rated on a scale of 0 to 2; 0 if no inconsistencies were generated, I if 

the resulting inconsistencies are trivial, and 2 if the inconsistencies are non-trivial. For 

example, a rating of 1 would be assigned if a table was orphaned when incorporating 

some change, but the data in the table is not of any value and would be deleted later by 

some clean up process. The two measures are independent of each other. The first 

measures the number of changes suggested and their relevance to the schema change 

specified. The second evaluates if the changes, when incorporated, generated 

inconsistencies in the database system. The two values can therefore be added to measure 

the overall quality of the suggested change(s). Together, the smaller the value, the better 

the quality of the suggested solutions. 
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Further, we requested the DBA to provide an overall evaluation of SEMAD. This 

evaluation was based on how easy or difficult it was to use SEMAD, and on the DBA's 

perceived satisfaction of SEMAD's usefulness as a database administration tool for 

tracking and incorporating schema changes. The database administrator's evaluation of 

SEMAD was rated on a scale of 1 to 5, ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly 

Disagree. The quality and satisfaction measures used in the two case studies are 

summarized in table 7.1 

Subject Evaluated Measures for evaluation Scales used for Measures 

Quality of Solutions 
- for incorporating 
schema changes 

Measure of Completeness Most Comprehensive - 1 
Least Comprehensive - 5 

Quality of Solutions 
- for incorporating 
schema changes 

Measure of Correcmess No inconsistency - 0 
Trivial inconsistency - 1 
Non-trivial inconsistency - 2 

Perceived Usefulness 
as a tool for database 
administration in 
schema evolution 

Measure of Satisfaction Strongly Agree - 1 
Strongly Disagree - 5 

Table 7.1: Measures Used in Evaluating SEMAD 

7.1.4 Controlling Threats to Validity 

Extensive work has been done on identifying threats to nomothetic methods such as the 

work by Cook and Campbell [Cook and Campbell, 1979]. Many of these are applicable 

to case study research methods as well. We adopt Yin's interpretation of Cook and 

Campbell's framework for threats as it is reasonably comprehensive [Yin, 1994]. Yin 
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identifies threats to construct validity, external validity, internal validity and reliability as 

being applicable to case studies. He also states that internal validity is not a threat in 

exploratory case studies. Construct validity is an important threat in this study. One way 

of improving construct validity is to have multiple sources of evidence. We have used 

documentation, direct, and participant observation as the key sources of evidence in this 

study to address the issue of construct validity. Threat to reliability addresses the issue of 

the methodology not being repeatable by other researchers. As per Yin's suggestion we 

have adopted a case study protocol that lists the activities performed and the points at 

which these were performed. Finally, the threat to extemal validity implies that the 

results obtained by applying this methodology may not be extendible to a larger domain, 

i.e. the set of all schema evolution methodologies. However, we would like to make the 

following observation as a response to this. A problem in this method for validating the 

prototype is that, to the best of our knowledge, this is a "one-of-a-kind" prototype for 

semi-automated schema evolution in heterogeneous database environments. Hence 

comparison across prototype systems (and methodologies) is not feasible at this time. We 

are restricted to validating the system as a semi-automated decision support tool 

compared with traditional reorganization techniques. This does not provide any evidence 

whether the methodology used in SEMAD is better (or worse) than any other schema 

evolution methodologies. Since we do not attempt to draw general conclusions, we 

believe that extemal validity is not an important issue. 
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In each of the case study description that follows, we first briefly describe the database 

and its semantic model representation. This is followed by descriptions of each case 

study, starting with the change, response of the database administrator, process suggested 

by the system and a comparison of the two. 

7.2 The Global Climate Change and Hydrology Data System (GCCHDS) 

Atmospheric scientists and hydrologists at the University of Arizona use GCCHDS to 

study atmospheric phenomena, such as El Nino. It is also used to study the effect of 

various other phenomena such as global warming and green house effect on global 

climate. This environment contains data recorded by various measuring instruments 

pertaining to cloud types and cloud characteristics, profiles of temperature, pressure, 

humidity, and wind and surface properties like vegetation and radiation. These databases 

also contain data on stream-flow and precipitation measured at different river basins and 

watersheds on a global scale. A number of different groups use this database and each 

group is familiar with certain part (s) of the model that interests them the most. A 

semantic model schema for a part of this large environment is shown in figure 7.1. This 

specific subset was chosen because it is that part of GCCHDS that the administrators of 

the groups that we interacted were most familiar with and understood best. A subset of 

the schema shown in figure 7.1 representing the state of ±e schema of the database at the 

start of the case study is displayed in SEMAD as shown in figure 7.2. When completed it 

would look more like the figure in 7.1. We have simulated the changes for this case study 
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assuming for convenience, that all the databases in GCCHDS are relational and are 

managed by relational DBMSs (RDBMS). Table 7.2 describes the mapping information 

for the current state of the GCCHDS model. 

The complex class Data is composed of an enumerated collection of data belonging to the 

classes of Clouds, Profiles, Surface-Conditions, Precipitation, and Stream-Row. Data is 

measured over Regions and measured by different types of probes (Probe-Types) that are 

made of a homogeneous collection of Probes. Probes belong to one of 3 types, Aircraft-

Probes, Satellite-Probes, and Field Programs. Stream-Flow and Precipitation are 

measured at Stations located along different rivers and streams (Wflows). There are many 

such stations in a County. A Sub-watershed is a hydrological unit of land and defines the 

drainage area for measuring the amount of water that drains into it from precipitation and 

rivers (and streams etc.). A single sub-watershed may therefore have a number of 

stations. A river basin includes a number of sub-watersheds and a large river basin (Large 

Basin) like the Lower Colorado is a large hydrological unit that includes a number of 

Riverbasins, which in turn includes a number of subwatersheds. We start with subset of 

the schema shown in figure 7.1 so that we might be able to simulate the actual changes 

that took place in GCCHDS as part of our case study. 
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Figure 7.1: Semantic model representation of GCCHDS - for Case Study 1 

7.2.1 Task 1: Incorporate Station Information 

The hydrology information was added to the atmospheric science data to create the 

GCCHDS database(s). We start with a simulation of this integration as our first task. The 

administrator was asked to suggest the changes that would be required in adding Station 

information to the GCCDS. The suggestion from ±e administrator was: 

Add a table to the database with attributes (two changes, define attributes and add a table 

to HYD database) 
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IN SCHEMA REPRESENTED AS IN DATABASE 
(S) 

Clouds CIoud_data ATMO 
Surface_Conditio 
ns 

Surface_data ATMO 

Probes Probes R_ATMO 
Satl_P Sprobes R_ATMO 
Arcft_P Aprobes R ATMO 
Fld_Pgm Fprograms ATMO 
Regions Regions ATMO 
Countries Countries ISATMO 
Data AllData (View derived from Cloud_data & 

Surface_data) 
ISATMO 

Pb_Types Probtypes (View derived from Probes) ATMO 
Measure Measure (links Regions, ProbeTypes and Data) ISATMO 
Determine CCAP (links CloudChar and AtmoProp) ISATMO 

Table 7.2: The Mapping Information for GCCHDS - for Case Study 1 

Figure 7.2: Initial Semantic Model for GCCDS 
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Figure 73: Defining new Entity Class - Stations 

The same operation was initiated via the interface by adding an entity class to the 

semantic model. The administrator, with assistance, provided the information required. 

The complete sequence of operations involved in adding the entity class Stations is 

shown in figures 7.3 through 7.13. Figure 7.3 describes the creation and definition of a 

new entity class Stations in the schema. SEMAD requests for attribute definitions. Three 

attributes were defined using an interface similar to one in figure 7.4. Once the attributes 

were defined, the mapping information to define the database object was requested from 

the administrator (figure 7.5). The SQL-like statement was generated to define the table 

in the database suggested by the user as shown in figure 7.6. To maintain the consistency 

of the schema and database, SEMAD requested the administrator to define a relationship 

between Stations and one or more of the existing classes (figure 7.7). The type of the 
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relationship to be specified is determined by the administrator (figures 7.7 and 7.8). After 

defining the relationship (figure 7.9) and its cardinalities (figure 7.10), SEMAD requests 

for the mapping information (figure 7.11). Then a definition for a table to capture this 

relationship is generated based on the mapping information provided (figure 7.12). 

Finally the relationship is created and the consistency is restored. The schema after the 

change is shown in figure 7.13. The quality of the administrator's solution earned a value 

of 3 and SEMAD was rated 1. 
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• CHW>EWTOI* < tr YES > 

I 

neet-lbuM SINCUg-VWLJJgJ UNIQUE | 

Nwiw* oF Dowtf* 

CTo Smlm^ I rr-om Ctm^ i 

Figure 7.4: Adding attribute for Entity Class - Stations 
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Figure 7.5: Mapping Information for Stations 
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Figure 7.6: Editable statement for defining Stations in database 
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Figure 7.9 and 7.10: Defining the relationship information and cardinality for 
Monitor 
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Figure 7.12: Editable Statement to deflne Monitor in database 
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S. 

Figure 7.13: Schema after adding Entity Stations 

7.2.2 Task 2: Defining Subclasses for Stations 

The next task was to define subclasses for the entity class Stations. This was necessitated 

when information on precipitation stations was added. Stations now held two types of 

information and hence had to be specialized. The administrator's suggestion was to create 

a view on Stations based on the type of station. The approach we have defined in 

SEMAD is to create the entity class PrecpStn and relate it to Stations using a subclass 

relationship. The process of defining the new entity class is similar to that of defining 
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Stations and hence is not described further. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 present SEMAD 

interfaces to define the subclass relationship. 
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Figures 7.14 and 7.15: Selecting Type of relationship and defining Subclass PrecStn 
for Stations 
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Figure 7.16 and 7.17: Mapping information and editable statement for subclass 
PrecStn 
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USM -Tool GCCM-

Figure 7.18: Schema after addition of two subclasses, PrecStn and Gauge 

Using the interface shown in figure 7.7, instead of an interaction relationship a subclass 

relationship was chosen relate PrecStn with its superclass. Stations. This step ensured that 

the new class was related to the rest of the schema. SEMAD then requests for the 

mapping information (figure 7.16) for the new subclass. The translator in SEMAD 

generates an editable framework for defining the view in the database specified as shown 

in figure 7.17. Figure 7.18 represents the schema after the addition of two subclasses: 

PrecStn and Gauge. Both the solutions earned an overall rating of 2 on a scale of 1 to 5 as 

no inconsistencies were identified in both cases. 
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7.23: Task 3 - Redefining an Interaction Relationship 

With the addition of the new subclasses, the general class Stations no longer monitored 

stream flow data and hence had to be changed. The relation Monitor defined earlier 

would still be valid if the attribute Stn_number in the relation were to be renamed as 

GStn_number. Semantically, both are the same and come from the same table, 

Station_Info. This was the solution suggested by the administrator. SEMAD attempts to 

delete the existing relationship from the schema (and from the database), and defines a 

new relationship between the classes Gauge and StrmJFlow. We describe this process 

further to point out the consistency-checking feature in SEMAD. If the relationship 

Monitor is to be deleted, then the class Stations and its subclasses will become 

disconnected from the rest of the schema. If an attempt is made to do this, SEMAD 

informs the user of this problem and prompts the person to define a new relationship first 

prior to deleting the existing one. The support for this process is illustrated in figure 7.19 

through 7.22. When an attempt was made to delete the relationship Monitor as shown in 

figures 7.19 and 7.20, SEMAD generates a warning message that stops the process of 

deletion (figure 7.21). 
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Figures 7.21: Warning Message - deleting relationship Monitor 
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7.22:Scheina after deflning relationship Montr between Gauge and StrmJFlow 

Figure 7.23 presents the state of the schema after the changes have been completed. 

SEMAD adds the relationship between Gauge and Strm_Flow in a manner similar to the 

one described in figure 7.9 and 7.10. Then in the subsequent atomic operation, deletes the 

original relationship along with the underlying table/data (if any). The solution presented 

by the administrator was rated 3 and SEMAD was rated 1. 
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USM Tool v1.0 — GCCM 

7.23: Schema after deleting relationship - Monitor 

Prior to assigning task 4 more hydrology information was added to the schema by 

defining two additional entity classes along with their corresponding data and database 

objects (relations or views). The class Stations was associated with Counties capture the 

fact that stations are located in counties. The class Sub_WS was used to represent the fact 

that stations are associated with sub-watersheds, collection areas based on water 

drainage. Also, an interaction relationship, record, relating Preciptn and PrecStn was 

defined to capture the fact that precipitation stations record precipitation data. The 
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schema after the addition of these classes and their corresponding relationships is shown 

in figure 7.24. 

USM Tool GCCM 

Figure 7.24: GCCHDS Schema at the start of Task 4 

7.2.4: Task 4 - Adding a Complex Class - Continents 

To study the effects of atmospheric phenomena like El Nino, researchers often prefer to 

identify atmospheric data with continents, in addition to countries and regions. Hence the 

next task required ±e creation of information related to continents. As continents is a 

collection of the existing class Countries, the task required the creation of a complex 
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class Continents, that would represent a collection of countries and be identified by 

names of continents (e.g., Africa). The database administrator indicated that to satisfy this 

requirement, a new table called Continents could be created with attributes including 

Continent-Name, the latitude and longitudes that define its location, and a list of 

countries associated with it. The same task performed using SEMAD requires the 

definition of a complex class. Continents. This is semantically defined as a grouping of 

countries. Figures 7.25 and 7.26 present the creation of a grouping class. Continents. 

Groupmg / Aggregate • 

Select the buttoi corratwding to the relstiorahip 
you vish to add / define 

 ̂To Define a Nev Gra|)in9 Relationship 

V Oienge Nprties of a Gnx îns RelatiotBhip 

CrTo llefim a He* flggregats Relationship 

vTo Ddd a Base class to an existing flggregate Relationship 

vTo Change an Basting Aggregate IVopertlties 

lone Cacel Help 

Figure 7.25: Interface to define a new complex (Grouping) class 

The grouping relationship that relates Continents as a collection of countries also ensures 

that the new class is connected to the rest of the schema to maintain the consistency of 

the schema. Similar to interaction relationships, cardinality information pertaining to the 

class needs to be defined. This is shown in figure 7.26. 
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Figure 7.26: DeHning Grouping relationship for Continents 

Then for defining a new table, ±e attributes of the new class were captured as shown in 

figures 7.27 and 7.28. Then the mapping information for creating and storing the table 

corresponding to continents was obtained from the administrator (figure 7.29). The 

editable statement for defining the new table in the space specified was then displayed for 

the administrator (figure 7.30). The final state of the schema after the definition of class 

Continents is shown in figure 7.31. 
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Figures 7.27 and 7.28: Defining attributes for class Continents 
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Figures 7.29 and 7 JO: Mapping Information and editable statement for defining 
Continents in database 
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Figure 731: Schema after deflning Continents 

The information about Continents needs to be captured in the entity Countries to 

complete the relationship. SEMAD prompts a warning message requesting the user to 

implement this (figure 7.32) and using the tool bar for the semantic interface (figure 

7.31), a new attribute was defined as shown in figure 7.33. The attribute information was 

defined using an interface similar to the ones in figures 7.28 and 7.29. SEMAD was rated 

1 while the administrator's solution received a rating of 2 for overall quality. 
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Figures 732 and 733: Message to relate Continents and Countries and deflnition of 
new attribute for Countries 

A set of grouping classes, similar to Continents, were added based on the class sub-water 

shed (Sub_WS) to represent the fact that sub-water sheds may be collectively seen as river 

basins and large river basins. The new classes added were Basins and RvrBsns 

respectively and they are shown along with the grouping class relationships in figure 

7.34. 

7.2^: Task 5 - Adding Profile information 

For analyzing atmospheric properties it was necessary to have profile data measured by 

radiosonde balloons. The next task taken up was to add the profile information to the 

system. The action taken by the database administrator to add this information was to add 
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the profile data to the view of data, Data. The view would be restructured to include 

profile data as well, after creating a table that holds profile data. 
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Figure 7.34: Schema before Task 5 

The same action initiated via SEMAD followed the same logical process. First, an entity 

class Profiles was defined (figure 7.35) followed by the definition of its attributes. The 

attributes for Profiles included an identifier and the type of profile data. Figure 7.36 

presents the definition of Profile_id as the identifier for Profiles. The attribute 

Profile_type was defined in a similar manner. Then the database mapping information 

was updated (figure 7.37) and the table for profile created (figure 7.38). The new class 
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had to be linked to preserve the consistency of the database and schema. The new 

relationship to relate Profiles with Data, Profiles being another base class of the complex 

class Data, was then defined as shown in figures 7.39 and 7.40. 

Figures 735 and 736: Deflning class Profile and attributes for Profile 
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Figures 7.37 and 7.38: Mapping Information for and deflning Profile in database 
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Figures 7.39 and 7.40: Modifying Complex relationship to associate Profile with 
Data 
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Now the collection of data, class Data, is a collection of cloud data, precipitation data, 

stream flow data, surface condition data, and profile data. Hence SEMAD prompts the 

user to add Profile as part of the same relationship that associates the other classes with 

Data. The user selects the relationship to modify (figure 7.41) and then the relationship 

information was obtained from the user (figure 7.42). SEMAD issues a warning message 

that specified the redefinition of the base view Data to include profile data as well (figure 

7.43). The view was then redefined. Also, two subclasses for profile that classified profile 

into humidity and temperature were also defined. The schema following these changes is 

shown in figure 7.44. 

Composite "FTa 
Ple«9e wloct on* fron ttm Ust below 

ConpMlt* Nam : 

The List of Existing i 

1^ ENUHv aoud»^ 

Cancel Hslp 

Figure 7.41: Selecting an existing Complex relationship to modify 
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=•{ SEMAP - Create Sche«B Object { » • 

fcllskins errr^s) nas b«en -.jecected tn srocen rnjntsiz 

PI«w note thib tf» structtr« of CUn IHA hat bien dwigel Hoed to ndtfim SRTAl 

bB 
Cgnfln.. 

Figure 7.42 and 7.43: DeHning composite relationship information and message to 
redefine Data in database 

The sequence that SEMAD adopts in this process was very acceptable to the users and to 

the independent expert. Hence SEMAD received an overall rating of 1 and the 

administrator's solution was rated 2. 

7.2.6 Task 6: Adding a new complex class- WtrShds 

Hydrological Unit Code (HUC) is a code string that identifies each sub water-shed 

defined. This is an eight-digit code, the first two digits identifying the large river basin, 

the first 4 identifying the basins, and the eight together identifying the sub water shed. 

Hydrologists required sub water sheds to be grouped into water sheds first so that water 

sheds may be identified by the first six digits of the HUC. Hence a complex class 

watersheds had to be created. The administrator suggested the defining a table with two 

attributes, identifier for the watershed and its corresponding name. The same task 
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initiated using SEMAD required the creation of a grouping entity defined on watersheds. 

The definition of the grouping entity, WtrShds and its attributes are shown in figures 7.45 

and 7.46. 

USM Toot Vl.0—,GCCM 

Figure 7.44: Schema before Task 6 

Then the new entity was related to the base class Sub_WS by a grouping relationship. 

SEMAD suggested the creation of an attribute in Sub_WS that would capture this 

relationship (figure 7.47). The user did not accept the suggestion, as the HUC codes in 

the table corresponding to Sub_WS (SubWaterSheds) would satisfy this requirement. As 
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the schema was in a consistent state the system terminated the process. The state of the 

schema following the addition of WtrShds is shown in figure 7.48. However, the 

administrator determined that the class Basins must be a grouping based on WtrShds and 

not on Sub WS as defined. 

BrouphB/AogreiRte 

SklKt MtOR cvTOTMlnB ta tt» rthtloMMy MOB tB idf / Af im 
11« hfm • Unmm 

tf t frwm a>Uttcrifa» 
>> b Mm • hi Aamitt 
s> 1« M!« hH cJm ta « Mstwt %ngica 
V ta Owg» m Emuni 

Cml 

Figures 7.45: Selecting a new grouping relationship to deflne WtrShds 
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Figure 7.46: DeHning Grouping relationship information for WtrShds 
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=•[ SEMAP - Create Schana Object ; ̂  t • 
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Conflm.. 

Figure 7.47: Message to Create association between WtrShds and Sub_WS 

USM Toot VI.O GCCM 

Figure 7.48: Schema after the addition of WtrShds 
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In SEMAD this can be performed only by deleting the grouping class. Basins and 

redefining it based on WtrShds. This process is initiated using the interface shown in 

figure 7.49. 

delSlieai 

You haue rtfKted to IBEIE SI ot̂  fna the 
orrent ndel. Please select the tyie of leMntie 
object !pi vijh to delete, fren IK itei done 

Q Delete si Bitity Qm 

3 Belete si Interaction Relatiorahip 

he Cancel Kelp 

• SEMAP-Select Entity to Delete h C 

fc'i haw octed to islite 3n Ertita Clas: fiT* Sdieu. Fleasi 
select an EntUy Class ta jelete froi lijti beloM. 

Selected Entity Class: 

Strong/HBiii/Siii Classes 

UriiW 

Coiplex Clai 

D 
1 
1 Oxntriai 

1 
g 

Condnents 

RtrjMM,' 1 

1 
1 ytiShk 

I lone 
I 

Cancel 

Figures 7.49 and 7.50: Deleting the entity class Basins 

The class Basins has a dependent grouping class RvrBsns (River Basins) that cannot exist 

without its base class. SEMAD determines the set of all affected entities and asks the user 

to respond whether the deletion can be performed or not (figure 7.50). The affected 

schema objects are classified into sub classes, super classes, descendent complex classes. 
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parent base class in a complex relationship, interaction relationships, and the set of 

objects affected via these interaction relationships. In this case, since Basins only had one 

grouping relationship, that is displayed in figure 7.51.When confirmed, SEMAD deletes 

both classes, thereby maintaining the consistency of the database and schema. The 

database objects associated with the two classes deleted are determined from the mapping 

information and the SQL-like statement(s) to remove these objects from the database is 

also generated (figure 7.52). The state of the schema after deletions is given in figure 

7.53. Then the grouping classes were defined again using a method similar to adding 

Continents described in section 7.3.4. SEMAD advises the user to create identifier 

attribute(s) of Basins in WtrShd to define complete the definition of the grouping 

relationship as shown in figure 7.54. A similar message is also presented when defining 

RvrBasins as a grouping class of Basins. The resultant schema is shown in figure 7.55. 

"Ffo 
Ttw following objects are ot^FecCod delecion of* the entity clava 
sHowi, To vteM solace. OfC from lisf-.s below and 
SHUU. rhe will delet« «ll F^CCSSARY ob.jecco ttll censiseene «cate 
ts Press 'Cotit iriMe. .' to pnuiceed. 

Daaeendenfe SubCla Descendant Cowpleac CI. Baae Claa«<ea> of 

Figure 7^1: Classified set of objects affected by deleting Basins 
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=i=.| SEMAD - Message from'Translator-'; 

JHe fol lo*<itn9 frj«>g»»orrUafirwsti to cr-eafcn/ci'slot.A tiw 
object tn tHa databjre ypecifed. It. will b<e executed wben the 
tfarrs^ttori ts coMplete. You cari save it in a file or edit, here 
l^ ^ou witih to PiodifM the querv* Pre» S*WE to seve it in a file. 

drop view HYO«Rlv«rBa«in« KS 
<k>op view HYD^JlMins •• 

Continue Mithout 
Savins 

Figure 7.52: Editable statements to drop database objects Basins and RiverBasins 

Figure 7.53: Schema after the deletion of Basins and RvrBsns 
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-i SEMAP - Create Schema Object - I - !• 
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Figure 7^4: Message to associate WtrShds and Basins 
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Figure 7^5: Schema after Task 6 
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In this case the solution suggested by SEMAD suffered, as it was long-winded and more 

complex. This was reflected in the overall rating of 3 while the administrator's solution 

method was rated 1. 

7.2.7. Task 7 - Deleting Entity Class Probes 

The final task in the study was the deletion of an entity class. As the information on 

measuring instruments was not required and had not been used, we decided to examine 

the deletion of the entity class. Probes. This task was primarily to determine if the 

administrator is able to identify all the affected schema objects, the database objects 

associated, and the database(s) where the information corresponding to these objects are 

stored. As the data associated with the schema objects were important and the 

administrator could not afford to lose them, we simulated the dropping of the associated 

tables and data. The administrator was not given a picture of the schema and was asked to 

identify the affected objects based on the table structure information that was available as 

part of the database system catalog and based on his knowledge of the database structure. 

The list of affected objects, as listed by the administrator were the table associated with 

probe data {Probes), table corresponding to satellite probes {Satl_P), aircraft probes 

(Aircr_Ps) (all in R_ATMO) database, field program information {Fid j>gm) in the 

ATMO database. To remove this information would imply removing the tables/files 

corresponding to each one from its database. 
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The same task in SEMAD was initiated via the interface shown in figure 7.56. The 

administrator was able to select the schema entity class Probes from the list provided as 

shown in figure 7.57. SEMAD invokes the search algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices to 

determine the set of affected nodes and relationships. SEMAD further classifies this 

information and presents it to the user in a maimer that can be easily related to the 

schema. This interface is shown in figure 7.58. The interface also permits the 

administrator or user to identify the underlying database objects (tables/views or files) 

and the databases in the heterogeneous set where the database objects are located. Some 

examples of this feature are illustrated in figures 7.59 and 7.60. 

delSfieUt 

You Iwe requested to IBE1E ai object frai the 
amnt Mdel. Please select the t̂  of seaantic 
object !pj aish to delete, fttss IK lAen done 

C Selete an Bftity Clas 

• Delete an Diteraction Relationsliip 

Bone Cancel Hslp 

SEMAD - Select Entity to Detete !!• 
Vffi have opnsd to deift? an Eitity Class frcn SchfM. 
nisct an Enttta Cljst to delfte frat lute Mlou, 

Salactad Ehttty Class: 

Strane/Hsiiu^ Classes Coiplax Cl< 

OxCEJL 

Cancel 

Figures 7S6 and 7^7: Initiating the deletion of entity class Probes 
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The follcutng tdicM objectf art affected ba the dsletion of th» entity £!«« 
5hoMn. To view associated databs»e, select ONE fron lists belou ana press 
SHGU. The t^teii uill delete all NECESSflfiV objects till consistent state 
IS reached. fVess 'Continue..' to proceed. 

Frobes 

Descendent Subclasses Imadlata Sup.Classes Descendent Cdaplex CK Bass Class<es> of 

Interaction RalShps Participating Classes 

Ph_Twe« 

Continent* 
Coimlri 
Baelonft 
FULPsm 
MrO-J*' 

Show Clear/Reset 

Figure 7.58: Classified set of objects affected by deleting Probes 

Should the administrator wish to stop the process at this point, he/she could do so by 

canceling the process. Should the administrator choose to proceed, SEMAD would 

attempt to delete the subclasses and descendent complex classes first. If the class under 

consideration has a superclass, then the user would be provided with the option of 

redefining its subclasses as subclasses of its superclass. If not, the subclasses would be 

deleted. The same implementation would apply for the descendent complex classes as 

well. For each of these classes, if they are associated with other classes using interaction 
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relationships, the relationships (unless it is a cut-edge in which case the process would 

terminate after informing the user) would be deleted along with the other entity class(es) 

at the other end of each relationship. 

showdb • 

ScteM GbjKt 

IS sssadatai vith Database CbjKt<s) show left 
jnd 1: reprtiBited in daUbaselt) shun right 

Retim.. 

showtfi) • 
PtLrsFes 

IS tssoaswi mth Object')/ shmn left 
and IS rtfraaitai in flatdtusef:) show ri^t 

Retirn., 

Figures 7.59 and 7.60: Database object and database information for Regions and 
PbJTypes 

These relationships and classes are listed in the interface. The superclass(es) and base 

entity classes of the schema object to be deleted will not be affected and are shown here 

for the convenience of quick and easy reference only. 

For deleting information on Probes, all its subclasses {Satl_P, Aircr_P, Fid_pgm) will be 

deleted as they are not associated with any other class and Probes does not have a super 

class, if confirmed by the user. The complex class PbJTypes would also have to be 

deleted. But, it is associated with Data and Regions using an interaction relationship 
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which should be deleted first (figure 7.61). This is a cut-edge as identified by SEMAD. 

SEMAD prompts the user to define a new relationship first and terminates the process as 

shown in figvire 7.62. 

The administrator defined a new relationship, M-over, to associate Data and Regions as 

and the process was started again. SEMAD does not automatically provide display the 

interface to do this. The user selected the option from the tool bar and defined the 

relationship. This time, the user was prompted to delete the subclasses first (figures 7.63 

through 7.66) followed by the relationship Measure (7.67 and 7.68). This was followed 

by the removal of PbJTypes (7.69 and 7.70). Finally the class Probes was removed as 

shown in figure 7.71 and 7.72. Each is accompanied by the removal of the database 

information (hypothetically). The final schema is shown in figure 7.73. 
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Ccnfir*.. 

Figures 7.61 and 7.62: Message deleting relationship and warning message for 
Measure 
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Figures 7.63 and 7.64: Deleting Subclasses of Probes and corresponding data 
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Figures 7.65 and 7.66: Deleting database objects corresponding to AircrJP and 
FldJPgm 
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Figures 7.67 and 7.68: Deleting relationship Measure and its database object 
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Figures 7.69 and 7.70: Deleting complex class Pb_Types and its database object 
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Figures 7.71 and 7.72: Deleting class Probes and its database object 

Figure 7.73: Schema after Task 7 
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The administrator and the expert felt that SEMAD was more comprehensive in 

identifying the changes. SEMAD also suggested more changes than the administrator. 

The process suggested by SEMAD was rated 1 while that of the administrator was rated 

4. 

7.2.8. Results 

SEMAD appeared to suggest changes that were similar to that of the administrator. In the 

first task of adding new station information, SEMAD was rated 1, as it was able to 

identify and suggest solution for linking the new entity to the rest of the schema, thereby 

avoiding inconsistencies. The administrator informed us that he would have performed it 

soon, if not immediately. His solution was hence rated 3 (1 + 2 for the inconsistency 

observed). The number of changes suggested by SEMAD was 3 (new class, new 

attributes, and new relationship) while that suggested by the administrator was 2 

(attributes and class only). 

In task 2, adding subclass definitions, both were rated evenly with an overall rating of 2. 

The number of changes suggested by SEMAD was even at 2. The administrator, 

however, felt that the process suggested by SEMAD was more complicated, than he felt 

was necessary. 
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In task 3 where an interaction relationship was redefined, the process suggested by 

SEMAD was superior to that suggested by the administrator. SEMAD was able to check 

for consistency and suggest a solution to the user for solving the inconsistency problem. 

Hence the process and the solution suggested by SEMAD was rated 1 while that of the 

administrator was rated 3 including the inconsistency rating. This method for handling 

the change was supported by the administrator for this database. There was only one 

change suggested by both. 

For tasks 4 and 5 that involved adding complex entity classes, both solutions were fairly 

the same. For task 4 the number of changes suggested by SEMAD was 3 while the 

number of changes suggested by the administrator, 2. The additional change suggested by 

SEMAD was the one that required the administrator to additionally define attributes to 

correctly capture the complex relationship in task 4. In task 5 the number of changes 

suggested by both was 2. In both cases, the DBA felt that the process suggested by 

SEMAD was more comprehensive and hence rated it I. 

Adding a new complex class as part of an existing hierarchy was task 6. Here SEMAD 

was found to be deficient. The number of changes suggested by SEMAD was 6 as 

compared to 3 (adding new information about watersheds by defining table and attributes 

and relating this information to the existing information on basins). The changes 

suggested by SEMAD were wasteful, as it required deleting and recreating the existing 

classes again. Hence it was rated at 3 while the administrator's solution was rated 1. 
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In the final task of deleting information, SEMAD came out stronger. It was able to 

identify all related information that may be affected and implement the deletion process 

in a systematic manner. Hence its solution was rated 1 for overall quality. The 

administrator's solution was rated 4. Table 7.3 presents a summary of these ratings for 

each task. 

We also attempted to measure (approximately) the time taken for the system and the 

administrator to identify the relevant changes. This time measure did not include the time 

taken to implement the changes (conceptually define entities and relationships in the 

semantic model and / or physically define tables/views/files in the database). We only 

measured the time from the point when a schema change was submitted to the point when 

the relevant changes were suggested by the administrator or by the system. The 

administrator also required some preparatory time to understand how the database 

environment was organized so that he/she could identify the relevant changes. We did not 

give or permit the administrator to view the semantic model developed for each case 

study. This is not to say that SEMAD did not require any preparation. We discuss this 

further in section 7.4 towards the end of this chapter. As expected, SEMAD was faster in 

identifying relevant changes corresponding to a given change. The times associated with 

SEMAD and with the administrator are also summarized in table 7.3 below. The 

preparation time for the administrator is specified within parenthesis. 



Task 1: Adding Station information SEMAD DBA 
Number of changes 3 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of I to 5) 1 1 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 2 
Overall Quality rating 1 3 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) 1 30 (8 minutes 

preparation) 
Task 2: DeHning subclass information 
for Stations 
Number of changes 2 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 2 2 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 2 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) 1 12 (1 minutes 

preparation) 
Task 3: Redeflning relationship 
involving Stations 
Number of changes 2 1 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 1 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 2 
Overall Quality rating 1 3 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 1 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) I 5 (2 minutes 

preparation) 
Task 4: Adding complex class 
Continent 
Number of changes 3 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 2 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 1 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) 1 20 (5 minutes 

preparation) 

Table 7.3: Summary of results - GCCHDS Case Study 
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Task 5: Adding Proflle information SEMAD Administrator 
Number of changes 2 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 2 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 1 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of I to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) I 12 (8 minutes 

preparation) 
Task 6: Deflning a complex class and 
modifying complex relationships 
Number of changes 6 3 
Measure of completeness (scale of I to 5) 3 1 
Measure of correctoess (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 3 1 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 3 N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) 1 10 (4 minutes 

preparation) 
Task 7: Deleting Probe information 
Number of changes 6 4 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 2 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 2 
Overall Quality rating 1 4 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) I N/A 
Time to identify changes (in seconds) 2 180(12 

minutes 
preparation) 

Table 73: Summary of results - GCCHDS Case Study (contd.) 
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73 The University Information System (UIS) 

The second case study conducted to validate the usefiilness of SEMAD was based on the 

set of heterogeneous databases used in administrative reporting at The University of 

Arizona. The UIS includes four subsystems: Student Information System (SIS) that keeps 

track of the students enrolled in the university, an employee information system (PSOS), 

the Financial Reporting System (FRS), and the SPAce Management (SPAM) system. 

Besides the UIS, a number of independent smaller systems exist at the university 

including Parking and Transportation Services (PTS), and the system used by the 

department of Residence Life (RESL). For the purpose of this case smdy we have 

attempted to incorporate the housing information from RESL and PTS into our UIS 

schema. These are expected to be part of a complete system in the future and hence we 

felt that it was a valid inclusion. The individual subsystems SIS, PSOS, SPAM, and FRS 

were originally independent systems and were integrated in phases, last year. Our case 

study examples are hence simulation of this integration process and simulations of future 

integration of PTS and RESL. The database management system that manages this data is 

Oracle RDB on VAX/VMS platforms for SIS, PSOS, FRS, and SPAM. The structures of 

the databases are such that they continue to support batch processing application 

programs that were used by the independent legacy systems prior to the integration and 

migration to the relational databases. We now describe each of these subsystems. 

The SIS subsystem contains information about enrolled students and courses. It contains 

the adnaission information about smdent admissions including transfer students and new 
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admissions. The transfer student information includes courses transferred and approval 

status of transferred courses, in addition to the information about the institutions from 

which the students have been admitted. The course information is stored in a course 

inventory file and current courses are the ones being offered in the current semester. The 

university offers courses in five different terms and the term calendar is maintained in 

SIS. The enrollment status of students in courses is also maintained. This is the academic 

standing information. As each semester is completed, this information becomes part of 

the career standing information for students. As students work towards some degree 

information pertaining to each type of degree along with its requirements are in SIS. 

Students pay for a variety of services including tuition, institution fee, boarding charges, 

special fees, and are also charged for orientation services. Students are also offered 

financial support and the information for tracking financial support is stored here. 

The FRS contains financial accounting information. The general ledger and subsidiary 

ledgers are maintained in FRS. Each ledger has a description file and the actual book 

where dollar amounts are posted. All payments and revenues are subsets of the subsidiary 

ledger accounts. The FRS also holds the information on all assets owned by the 

university. Each asset is managed by an asset account. 

The PSOS system holds the employee information for all university employees. Any 

individual who applies for a position at the university is treated as an incumbent who 

subsequently may or may not become employees. Departments have positions, some of 
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which are budgeted positions and some funded positions. Budgeted positions are fimded 

by budget accounts (called budget lines) and other funded positions are funded by funds 

allocated for that position. 

The SPAM holds information on buildings owned, rented, or leased by the university. 

Each building is treated as consisting of a set of space units and space units may be 

assigned to departments for use by the department. The usage of a specific unit is not 

predetermined and the assigned department decides the usage of a given space unit. 

Seating types are associated with each space unit and some may have no seating types. 

The PTS considers all employees and students who own vehicles and who purchase 

parking permits on campus. Illegally parked vehicles could be issued citations and 

owners of vehicles may appeal against a citation. If they do not appeal, or if the appeal is 

turned down, citations involve a fine that needs to be paid. All parking related 

information is maintained in PTS. 

The part of RESL that we consider here is the housing information including dormitories. 

Employees and students may request for housing and when assigned, they are charged a 

rent depending on the type of housing. PTS and RESL are independent systems. We have 

included them here for the purpose of this case study only. The schema of UIS is given 

in figure 7.74 
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Figure 7.74: Semantic Model for UIS 
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An important fact that needs to be stated is that even though the UIS is supported by a 

relational database system, no referential integrity constraints exist. This is to 

acconmiodate easy loading of legacy data. 

As with the GCCDS study, we start with a schema that is a subset of the schema shown 

in figure 7.74. This is for the purpose of simulating the additions and deletions that took 

place during the integration process and thereby contributed to schema evolution. The 

interesting additions that occurred include the addition of the SPAM data, incorporation 

of ElESL and PTS data. These hence were not included in the initial schema that we 

started with. The mapping information is described in table 7.4. 

SD^I^EyED INFORMATION MAP 
IN SCHEMA REPRESENTED AS IN DATABASE 

(S) 
Studs StudntDemo SIS 
Insm Institutions SIS 
Admsns Admissions SIS 
Tmsf Transfers SIS 
NewAdm New Admission SIS 
Holds HoldFlags SIS 
Accrue StudHolds SIS 
Courses Courses SIS 
AlCourses Courselnventory SIS 
Enroll AcadStanding SIS 
Crstdg CareerStanding SIS 
Terms TermCalender SIS 
Offd-in Courses SIS 
AdmTsts AdmissionTests SIS 
Tested AdmTestScores SIS 

Table 7.4: Mapping Information for UIS schema 
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JiF^JES P 

IN SCHEMA REPRESENTED AS IN DATABASE 
(S) 

Aid Aid SIS 
Loans Loans SIS 
Spnsrd Sponsors SIS 
FinSprt FinSupport SIS 
Services Services SIS 
Board BoardChgs SIS 
Tuition Tuition SIS 
InstServ InstFee SIS 
Sped SpecialFee SIS 
Orientn OrientChrgs SIS 
BiU StudentBill SIS 
Degree Degrees SIS 
WorkFor Dplan SIS 
UGrads UnderGrads SIS 
Grads Grads SIS 
Faculty Faculty PSOS 
Conimitee GradCommittee SIS 
Adv Students SIS 
Employes Employees PSOS 
Depts Departments PSOS 
EmpExp EmpExpenditures PSOS 
Incumb Incumbents PSOS 
AllPos AllPositions PSOS 
Elig Incumb Positions PSOS 
BudPos BudgetedPostions PSOS 
OthPos OtherPositions PSOS 
PosFund PositionFunding PSOS 
Fund OtherPositions PSOS 
Bfiind BudPos PSOS 
BudLns BudgetLines PSOS 
Control BudgetLines PSOS 
Major Majorin SIS 
EI IncumEmp PSOS 
Own AllPositions PSOS 

Table 7.4: Mapping Information for UIS Schema (contd.) 
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IN SCHEMA REPRESENTED AS IN DATABASE 
(S) 

FyGlAc FyOLAccounts FRS 
FySlAc FySl Accounts FRS 
FyGlDl FyGlDollars FRS 
FySlDl FySlDollars FRS 
FyTms FyTransactions FRS 
FyOpen FyOpenCommitments FRS 
GlPost GlPostings FRS 
SlPost SlPostings FRS 
Gdesc FyGlDollars FRS 
Sdesc GySlDollars FRS 
Map FySl Accounts FRS 

Table 7.4: Mapping Information for UIS Schema (contd.) 

73.1: Task 1: Integrate Space information - Define space units 

The first task assigned was to define the space information as part of the integration 

process into the UIS system. This consists of a set of smaller tasks, adding the space unit 

information to define the space and relating it to the rest of the schema. The administrator 

of UIS suggested creating a table for space and relating it to departments. This required 3 

changes, defining space information attributes, creating a table for it, and defining a new 

table that holds the relationship between space and departments. The process was 

initiated using SEMAD by defining an entity SpaceU to represent space units (figure 

7.75) and attributes were defined using the interface in 7.76. SEMAD requested for 

mapping information that was provided shown in figure 7.77. The editable statement to 
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define Spaced was then created (figure 7.78) and the table defined. This was then related 

to the department (chosen by the administrator) using an interaction relationship (figure 

7.79 and figure 7.80). The interaction relationship information was provided as shown in 

figure 7.81 and 7.82. SEMAD provided the option of defining a new table or extending 

SpaceU to capture the relationship (figure 7.83). The first (default) option was chosen. 

The mapping information to define a table Assign was generated based on which an 

editable SQL-like statement was created (figure 7.84 and figure 7.85). The final state of 

the schema is shown in figure 7.86. The changes and solutions suggested by the user 

assigned a quality rating of 2 and the solution suggested by SEMAD was rated 2 as well. 
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Figures 7.75 and 7.76: Defining entity and attributes for SpaceU 
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Figures 7.79 and 7.80: Specifying Type and Degree of relationship for SpaceU 
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73.2: Task 2: Integrate Space Information - Define collection of space units 

The next step towards integrating space information was to define information about 

buildings on campus. Buildings are made of space-units defined earlier. The 

administrator's solution to completing this task was to define a table to represent the 

building information and associate with space units using the unit number by an 

interaction relationship. This would require two changes: defining attributes for buildings 

(called Space in SPAM) and define a table for the building information. The process 

based on the semantic model adopted by SEMAD suggested was the definition of a 

grouping class Space based on the space units defined. This required three changes, 

defining the complex class, its attributes, and relating it to space units using a complex 

relationship. Defining the new complex class. Space is shown in figure 7.87 and the 

definition of complex class relationship associating Space with SpaceU is shown in figure 

7.88. The mapping information was captured as shown in figure 7.89 and the statement 

to define Space in the database was generated (figure 7.90). Further, SEMAD also 

informs the user to define attributes in SpaceU to complete the relationship as shown in 

figure 7.91. The completed schema is shown in figure 7.92. 
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The quality of SEMAD was rated 1 and that of the adniinistrator, 2. The sequence in 

which the operations as well as the suggestions provided were performed was acceptable 

to the administrator. With this, the task of incorporating the space information into the 

UIS was completed. 

7.3^: Task 3: Incorporating Housing Information 

Housing information is not part of the UIS currently. It is expected to be part of the 

system some time in the future. In task 3 we address this issue. As housing may be 

provided to students and employees alike, a super class of employees and students, 

Affltes (university affiliates), was first created (not part of this task). The administrator 

was asked to suggest the expected changes and solutions to add housing information. 

The suggestion from the administrator was to create a table that described the housing 

information and then relate it to the class affiliates. Three changes were suggested, 

deHning housing attributes and table, and associating housing to affiliates. 

The same was initiated in SEMAD by defining a new entity to represent the housing 

information. The definition of Housing and its attributes are shown in figures 7.93 and 

7.94 respectively. SEMAD then requested for the mapping information (figure 7.95) 

where the administrator specified a table called Housing to be defined in database RESL. 

SEMAD followed this with an editable interface that provided a framework for creating 

the table in the specified database as shown in figure 7.96. SEMAD then requested the 
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administrator to associate Housing with some other entity in the database to preserve its 

consistency (figure 7.97). An interaction relationship was defined to associate the two 

classes (figure 7.98) and the degree specified. The relationship details including 

cardinality were requested (figure 7.99 and 7.100). Based on the cardinality information, 

SEMAD provided the user with two options, to define a new table to hold the relationship 

information or to add an attribute of affiliate to the Housing table (figure 7.101). The 

administrator preferred the first option. A new relation was defined after the 

administrator provided the mapping information using the interface shown in figm-e 

7.102, for the new relation. The editable SQL-like statement to define the Rent relation 

(corresponding to relationship, rentto) was generated and is shown in figure 7.103. The 

state of the schema after the change is presented in figure 7.104. 

The number of changes suggested by SEMAD was the same as those suggested by the 

user. The method for incorporating the change into the schema was also similar to that of 

the administrator. The quality rating for the solution suggested by SEMAD was 1. The 

administrator's solution was also rated 1. 
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Figures 7.102 and 7.103: Defining mapping information for relationship renttOy and 
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Figure 7.104: State of schema after adding Housing 

73.4: Task 4 - Incorporating Parking Information 

Currently, the department of Parking and Transportation services (PTS) maintains the 

permits and parking information independent of UIS. The next task was an attempt to 

incorporate the parking information into UIS. PTS maintains the information on 

university employees and students along with the vehicle information of vehicles owned 

by employees. PTS also issues parking permits. Permits are issued to an employee or 
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student for the vehicle he/she owns and the employee or student is charged for the 

purchase of the permit. The billing is done directly into the FRS subsystem. The parking 

permit account is a subset of the accounts in the subsidiary ledger in FRS. Employees 

and students are issued citations for illegal parking. These citations may be appealed and 

the appeal information is also maintained by the PTS. Citations result in a fine payment 

that the employee or the student has to pay. This payment is also directly made into the 

FRS subsidiary ledger account for fine payment. 

In task 4, we attempted to capture the first part related to parking permits. The 

administrator suggested the definition of one table to capture the vehicle information and 

another to capture the permit information. These would have to be related to affiliates in 

SIS. The relationship information between affiliates and vehicles is to be captured in an 

independent table that would also hold the permit information and amounts charged to it. 

By including the account-number and object-code corresponding to permits, from the 

subsidiary ledger into this table, its relationship to the subsidiary ledger would be 

established. The number of changes required to complete this process is 6: defining 

attributes corresponding to three tables and defining the tables themselves. 

The process using SEMAD followed along similar lines. First two entity classes. Vehicles 

and Permits were defined (shown in figures 7.105 and 7.106). Attributes for each were 

also explicitly defined as required by SEMAD using an interface similar to that shown in 

figure 7.94. The mapping information corresponding to each of the two tables were 
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provided (shown in figures 7.107 and 7.108 respectively for the two classes). Even 

though SEMAD issued warning messages (example in figure 7.109) for the first class 

defined, viz. Vehicles, these were deliberately ignored. The three classes, Ajfltes, 

Vehicles, and Permits were associated with an interaction relationship (of degree 3). 

Selecting the type of relationship and choosing the degree of the relationship is shown in 

figure 7.110 and 7.111. When defining ternary relationships, SEMAD offers the option to 

convert an existing binary into a ternary or to define a new relationship. The latter was 

the option chosen (figure 7.112). The details for defining the relationship Park (shown in 

figures 7.113 and 7.114) and the cardinality information (shown in figure 7.115) were 

provided. The relationship was represented as a table. Park, the mapping information for 

which is shown in figure 7.116. The editable SQL-like DDL statement for defining the 

relationship. Park, is shown in figure 7.117. The schema after these changes is shown in 

figure 7.118. Then an interaction entity was defined (figure 7.119) on this relationship 

(figure 7.120). The details of this interaction class entered as shown in figure 7.119. This 

interaction class captured the relationship and is mapped to the table Park defined earlier 

(shown in figure 7.120). The interaction class was related to the FRS by creating a 

subclass of subsidiary ledger, ParkAc, and relating it to ParkAc using an interaction 

relationship. The final state of the schema is shown in figure 7.121. 
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SEMAD followed the same process as the administrator for making the changes. The 

definition of the interaction class PBill was not an option suggested by SEMAD but by 

the administrator. SEMAD provides the interface to perform these operations and guides 

the administrator through the process. For this reason, the method suggested by SEMAD 

was rated 1 while the method suggested by the administrator was rated 2 for overall 

quality. There were no problems with inconsistencies. SEMAD issues friendly warning 

messages to wam administrators when such inconsistencies arise. The number of changes 

suggested by SEMAD was 8. 

73^: Task 5 - Deleting Incumbent Information 

We asked the database administrator to specify the implications of deleting the 

information on incumbents in PS OS subsystem. The administrator did not have or get to 

look at the schema when trying to determine the implications. He was permitted to look 

at the system catalog of the database. The administrator responded by saying that there 

would be no implications and that the table could (hypothetically) be dropped. The 

system catalog does not have relationship associations as the UIS database has no 

referential integrity constraints defined on any tables. The number of changes suggested 

by the administrator was 2 as we include removal of attributes as a change in itself. 

SEMAD was asked to delete the class Incumbts (Incumbents) from the schema. The 

process was initiated using the interface shown in figure 7.122 and specified in the 
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interface 7.123. The set of entities and relationships that possibly might be affected by 

this action is shown in figure 7.124. SEMAD invoked the algorithm Find-Domino-

Vertices and returned with a set of entities and relationships that may be affected. This 

list is classified into super and sub classes, complex and base classes of the entity class to 

be deleted (in this case Incumbts), along with the set of other entities that are reachable 

from ±e Incumbts. In this case, as Incumbts had no super class(es), sub class(es), or 

complex classes, the corresponding lists are empty. The interface, shown in figure 7. 124 

is also capable to of informing the administrator(s) where these affected objects are 

stored and the type of database object (table or view). By selecting an item from any of 

the lists and clicking on the SHOW button this information could be obtained as 

illustrated in figmes 7.125 and 7.126. 

The list of relationships and entity classes shown does not mean that all of them are 

affected by this deletion, just that they may be affected. The administrator can view this 

information and choose to cancel the process or continue with it. On canceling, the 

process is terminated. On confirming, SEMAD will delete all objects until schema is in a 

consistent state. 

When confirmed, SEMAD attempts to delete the entity class Incumbts and generates a 

SQL-like statement to drop the database object corresponding to Incumbts. The message 

issued by SEMAD and the statement to drop objects is shown in figures 7.127 and 7.128 

respectively. Then SEMAD attempts to drop each of the interaction relationships 
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associated with Incumbts as shown in figures 7.129 through 7.132. The final state of the 

schema after the deletion is completed is shown in figure 7.133. 

Schema Object 
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Figures 7.125 and 7.126:Displajing associated database objects and databases 
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Figure 7.133: Schema after deleting Incumbts 

The number of changes suggested by SEMAD in deleting Incumbts was 6 including the 

attributes that were dropped with each database object. While SEMAD performed this 

process while maintaining database and schema consistency, the administrator's solution 

did not. The quality rating assigned to the solution and the process performed by SEMAD 

was 1 while that for the administrator's solution was 4 (3 + 1 for inconsistencies 

observed). 
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7.3.6: Results 

The methods adopted by SEMAD for performing changes is similar to the methods 

adopted by the administrator. This was evident in tasks 1,2, and 3. The number of 

changes suggested by the user and the number suggested by SEMAD were the same in 

each of the three cases. There were 3 changes suggested by both in task 1, 2 in task 2, 3 

in task 3. The changes and solutions received the same quality rating in tasks 1 and 3. 

In case two, the administrator's solution received a rating of 2 while the solution 

suggested by SEMAD was assigned an overall quality rating of 1. 

In task 4, SEMAD suggested 8 changes while the administrator suggested 6. The method 

adopted by both the administrator and SEMAD appear to be similar, if not the same. The 

administrator felt that the sequence in which the changes were performed were easy to 

understand, and more importantly, implement. 

In task 5, SEMAD appears to be far more effective in identifying affected database 

objects. The number of changes initially identified by SEMAD was very large, but the 

actual number of changes made was 6. The administrator's solution did not preserve the 

consistency of the database as it ignored the information that associated Incumbents with 

other classes. Hence the latter solution was assigned an overall rating of 4 including a 

rating of 1 for the trivial inconsistency. The solution suggested by SEMAD received a 

rating of 1 in this case. 
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Overall, the administrator was satisfied with the quality of the changes suggested by 

SEMAD as is evident from the satisfaction ratings for each task. The administrator felt 

that the semantic model enabled him to visualize certain additional changes which he 

may not have suggested otherwise (e.g., the process of relating parking bill to the 

subsidiary ledger accounts). A summary of the ratings for each task is given in table 7.5. 

Task 1: Adding Space Units SEMAD DBA 
Number of changes 3 3 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 2 2 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 2 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify relevant changes (in 1 15 (10 minutes 
seconds) preparation) 
Task 2: Defining complex class, Space 
Number of changes 2 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 2 
Measure of correctoess (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 1 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify relevant changes (in 1 8 (3 minutes 
seconds) preparation) 

Table 7^: Summary of results - UIS Case Study 
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Task 3: Adding Housins information SEMAD DBA 
Number of changes 3 3 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 1 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 1 1 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify relevant changes (in 
seconds) 

I 15 (4 minutes 
preparation) 

Task 4: Adding Parking information SEMAD DBA 
Number of changes 8 6 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 2 
Measure of correctaess (scale of 0 to 2) 0 0 
Overall Quality rating 1 2 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 1 N/A 
Time to identify relevant changes (in 
seconds) 

1 15 (12 minutes 
preparation) 

Task 5: Deleting Incumbent 
Information 
Number of changes 6 2 
Measure of completeness (scale of 1 to 5) 1 3 
Measure of correctness (scale of 0 to 2) 0 1 
Overall Quality rating 1 4 
Measure of satisfaction (scale of 1 to 5) 2 N/A 
Time to identify relevant changes (in 
seconds) 

4 120 (12 minutes 
preparation) 

Table 7.5: Summary of results- UIS Case Study (contd.) 

7.4 Summary of Case Study Results 

We attempted to address the following questions in the two case studies conducted. 

• Is the effectiveness of identifying schema changes greater for users assisted by 

SEMAD than for independent users? 
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• Is the process of incorporating changes simpler for users assisted by our methodology 

than for independent users? 

• Does SEMAD ease the task of the database administrator (DBA)? 

The quality rating for the changes suggested by SEMAD is 1.33 when averaged over the 

12 tasks. The administrators, working by themselves earned a quality rating of 2.33 

averaged over the same 12 tasks. This appears to suggest that SEMAD was indeed useful 

in being able to track schema changes when assisting the users. Using the same measure, 

it can be concluded that the task of incorporating the schema changes was also made 

easier by SEMAD. 

The administrators rated the usefulness of SEMAD at 1.83 averaged over the 12 tasks. 

Again, on a 5-point scale, the administrators appear to agree that SEMAD would help 

ease the task of database administration. 

One aspect of SEMAD that caught the attention of the administrators was the semantic 

model and the visual interface that was available for identifying schema changes and in 

most cases, incorporating schema changes as well. In fact, the database administrators at 

the University of Arizona use a software tool called BrioQuery for database 

administration purpose. BrioQuery provides a way of visualizing the associations 

between the different tables in the database. It does not use a semantic model. Instead, 

BrioQuery uses an interface similar to that of Microsoft Access, where foreign key 
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relationships, or relationships between identical attributes in tables are indicated by lines 

that join these attributes. BrioQuery is cvurently being used to administer the UIS 

databases. 

Using a semantic model interface as a basis for schema evolution also has its drawbacks. 

Not all administrators had a good understanding of this particular semantic model, the 

Unifying Semantic Model (USM). Moreover, modeling the changes on a graph as 

additions and deletions of nodes and links in the graph caused SEMAD to make more 

changes than the DBA who performed the same changes directly on the database. 

A point of interest is the fact that in the second case study the schema evolution tool 

appears to help in the integration of databases. This fact has been pointed out earlier 

[Clamen, 1994]. If the integration process can be viewed as a set of small changes, each 

change can be treated as a schema change and can be incorporated. This appeared to 

work well in the case study conducted because SPAM was a relatively small database as 

was PTS. We only considered a small part of RESL in our study. 

In the above case studies, we have attempted to examine all possible changes based on 

the taxonomy defined in chapter 3 (table 3.3). These changes are listed below. 

• Creating strong entity classes shown using 

• Task 1 (section 7.2.1) and task 5 (section 7.2.5) in GCCHDS case study 

• Task 1 (section 7.3.1), task 3 (section 7.3.3), and task 4 (section 7.3.4) in UIS case 
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• Deleting strong entity classes 

• Task 7 (section 7.2.7) in GCCHDS case study 

• Task 5 (section 7.3.5) in UIS case study 

• Defining subclasses 

• Task 2 (section 7.2.2) in GCCHDS case study 

• Task 4 (section 7.3.4) in UIS case study 

• Deleting subclasses 

• Task 7 (section 7.2.7) in GCCHDS case study 

• Defining complex classes including creating and modifying complex class 

relationships 

• Task 4 (section 7.2.4) and task 5 (section 7.2.5) in GCCHDS case study 

• Task 2 (section 7.3.2) in UIS case study 

• Deleting complex classes and complex relationships 

• Task 6 (section 7.2.6) and task 7 (section 7.2.7) in GCCHDS case study 

• Defining new interaction relationships 

• Task 1 (section 7.2.1) and task 3 (section 7.2.3) in GCCHDS case study 

• Task I (section 7.3.1), task 3 (section 7.3.3), and task 4 (section 7.3.4) in UIS case 

study 

• Defining interaction classes 

• Task 3 (section 7.3.3) and task 4 (section 7.3.4) in UIS case study 

• Deleting interaction relationships 

• Task 3 (section 7.2.3), task 7 (section 7.2.7) in GCCHDS case study 
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• Task 5 (section 7.3.5) in UIS case study. 

Addition and deletion of attributes accompany most of the above changes and are hence 

addressed as well. We have not explicitly considered definition and deletion of simple 

weak classes. We submit that changes associated with a weak class are similar to the 

changes associated with the strong class and the weak relationship is an interaction 

relationship, both of which have been explicitly addressed. 

Even though the case studies may have considered simple examples, these are typical of 

the schema changes that occur. In fact most of the tasks assigned in the case studies were 

simulations of actual changes that took place in the database. Some tasks simulated 

anticipated changes to be made in the fiiture. 

7.4.1 Overheads 

Based on the time measures estimated for each task in the case studies (summarized in 

tables 7.3 and 7.4), it is evident that the software prototype is much faster than the 

manual process in identifying relevant schema changes. We have not included the time 

taken to implement and incorporate each change because SEMAD only suggests the 

changes and it is up to the DBA to decide if he/she wanted it performed in that fashion. In 

some of the tasks above, the DBA did not choose to implement the change immediately. 

However, the time required for completing a set of changes using SEMAD is more than 
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the time required for the database administrator to implement the same set of changes. 

This is because, SEMAD updates the semantic model meta data, the mapping information 

for the changes made, in addition to suggesting and / or implementing the changes in the 

corresponding databases, hi other words, SEMAD makes changes to the semantic model, 

the databases, and the link between the two, while the administrator changes the relevant 

database only. 

For each task assigned to the administrator, he/she required some time ranging from a 

minute to fifteen minutes, to understand the state of the databases. We have identified this 

as the preparation time. SEMAD does not need this preparation time prior to each task as 

the information is already available in the meta data repository and in the associated 

mapping dictionary. 

The meta data repository and the mapping dictionary are both created when the semantic 

model for a heterogeneous set of databases is defined. Defining a semantic model is not 

an easy task. In particular, the schema and associated data for the Global Climate Change 

and Hydrology Data System (GCCHDS) was completed after two years. We had to elicit 

the information required for defining the semantic model from the users of the GCCHDS. 

Each user was familiar with the datasets that he/she used and was unaware of any other 

information that existed. This together with our limited understanding of atmospheric 

science and hydrology resulted the two-year period over which the semantic model was 

defined along with its associated meta data and mapping information. On the other hand. 
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the semantic model for the UIS was developed in a month. The users were very familiar 

with the information and all the tables and their associations were easy to determine by 

looking at the existing configuration of each subsystem. 

A large amount of time was hence necessary to prepare SEMAD for managing schema 

evolution in GCCHDS and UIS. This is a one-time effort required at the start. Subsequent 

changes are incrementally captured and maintained in SEMAD. These changes therefore 

do not require much additional effort. Given that the model and mapping information 

helps manage and incorporate the schema changes faster and more efficiently, we submit 

that the potential benefits do offset the initial costs of preparing and maintaining the 

semantic model, its meta data, and the mapping information. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Schema evolution in databases is defined as the ability of the database to incorporate 

changes to the database schema without affecting the day to day operations of the 

database(s). It is particularly important in heterogeneous databases as changes to one 

database schema may result in changes to parts of other databases in the heterogeneous 

database system. The original change and the resulting set of cascading changes need to 

be identified and incorporated into corresponding databases. All of these changes must be 

completely addressed to restore the databases to a state that is consistent with the real 

world they represent and consistent with user requirements. A vast majority of 

organizations and research institutes use integrated information systems for their data 

management functions. Since such systems are built around heterogeneous databases the 

problem of schema evolution and its management is important to these research institutes 

and organizations. Specifically, it is very difficult for database administrators who are 

responsible for managing these heterogeneous databases to manually identify, track, and 

incorporate these changes into the databases. In this dissertation we have developed a 

semi-automated solution for the management of dynamic schema evolution in a set of 

heterogeneous databases. 
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The solution framework and the set of mechanisms that we have described in this 

dissertation are designed for managing core schema evolution. Core schema evolution is 

one direction of schema evolution research, the other two being version management and 

the management of applications. Core schema evolution specifically addresses the issues 

involved in tracking schema changes, understanding the implications of each such 

change, identifying cascading changes, solutions to incorporate these changes, 2ind 

mapping or propagating the change back to the set of underlying databases. In this 

dissertation we make several interesting contributions to address the problem of core 

schema evolution. Specifically, 

• We have used a semantic model, the Unifying Semantic Model (USM) to represent 

the federated or global schema of the set of heterogeneous databases. We have 

developed the framework and a set of mechanisms for managing schema evolution in 

heterogeneous database environments based on USM for two important reasons. First, 

semantic models can be used to represent the schema of any database and are not 

database-dependent, unlike relational and object-oriented data models. We can hence 

use a semantic model to represent the schema of all types of databases in a 

heterogeneous database environment. We have used the Unifying Semantic Model 

(USM) [Ram, 1995] that is an extension of the ERM [Chen, 1976]. Secondly, the 

USM supports explicit modeling of complex real world relationships such as 

grouping, composites and aggregates as well as supporting explicit modeling of inter-

class constraints and inter-attribute constraints which are not supported by relational 
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models and are hidden in object behavior and methods in object-oriented models. We 

can hence explicitly address the management of more types of schema changes. 

• We have defined a comprehensive taxonomy of schema changes based on the USM. 

The taxonomy is based on the different types of entity classes in the USM (Strong 

entities. Weak entities. Interaction Weak entities. Subclass entities, and Complex 

entities such as Grouping, Aggregate, and Composites) and on the different types of 

relationships (Interaction relationships. Weak interaction relationships. Subclass 

relationships, and Complex relationships such as Grouping relationships. Aggregate 

relationships, and Composite relationships). Also included are changes to attributes, 

changes to domains, and the relationships between attributes and entity classes, 

attributes and domains, as well as constraint relationships between attributes and 

between entity classes. We have rigorously examined the implications of each change 

thereby providing a better understanding of ±e requirements for successfully 

managing schema evolution. This taxonomy helps us track schema changes and 

identify the implications of each change based on the USM. 

• We have defined a theoretical framework for managing schema evolution problem, 

employing the semantic model and graph theory. The theoretical framework is based 

on mapping the semantic model (USM) onto a semantic model graph. In this 

dissertation we have developed a mapping scheme that can be used to map any 

semantic model to a graph and we have applied this scheme to the USM. This also 
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allows us to convert a semantic model graph back to a USM representation of the 

schema. We have used graph theory and graph theoretic mechanisms to implement 

and manage schema changes based on the USM graph. We have adopted graph theory 

as our research method as it provides us with a well-known and well-established 

foundation to implement schema evolution operations. Moreover, the USM (and other 

semantic models) lends itself to a graph-based representation. 

• It is important to maintain the consistency of the semantic model during and after the 

incorporation of schema changes. Hence we have also proposed a set of rules that 

enforce the consistency and correcmess of the semantic model during and after the 

incorporation of the changes. This set of rules is based on the graph representation of 

the semantic model. Further, we have defined a set of operators to implement schema 

changes and have shown this set of operators to be correct and sufficient to 

implement all types of schema changes. These operators are also based on the 

semantic model graph and implement changes to the graph by adding or deleting 

nodes and edges to the semantic model graph. Any change to the schema can 

therefore be implemented as a change to the graph. 

• We have also proposed a set of graph-based algorithms that help preserve the 

consistency and correcmess of the USM schema during the process of incorporating 

schema changes. This set also includes algorithms that help efHciently visualize parts 

of the schema that are affected by a change to a different part of the schema 
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(cascading changes). These algorithms are essential for efficiently managing schema 

changes in heterogeneous database environments. The algorithms are adaptations of 

several well-known graph theoretic algorithms. We have also shown the correctness 

of these algorithms using graph theory. 

• We have then proposed a three-tier architecture for a system that can manage schema 

evolution in a heterogeneous database enviroimient. It is important to propagate 

changes that are incorporated in the schema back to the set of underlying databases 

(change propagation). This research is one of the first to explicitly address the issue 

of change propagation in schema evolution. The proposed three tier architecture 

supports change propagation. The top tier includes the semantic model graph, graph-

based rules for managing the consistency of this graph, graph-based operators to 

implement schema changes, and graph-based algorithms for identifying cascading 

changes to the graph. The bottom tier consists of the heterogeneous set of databases. 

The middle tier of this architecture consists of a mapping dictionary and a translator. 

The former maintains a mapping between the schema objects in the top tier and the 

database objects in the bottom tier. The mapping dictionary hence helps us map 

changes to the schema to the set of underlying databases and also helps us trace 

changes made at the database level back to the schema. The latter is a software 

module that is capable of automatically generating command statements that 

implement the changes in the databases based on the schema change. The three-tier 

architecture comprehensively supports core schema evolution in a heterogeneous 
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database environment by supporting the tracking of schema changes, incorporation of 

schema changes, identification of cascading changes, and propagating changes to the 

underlying databases. To our knowledge, this research is one of the first to address 

the problem of schema evolution in a heterogeneous database environment. Given 

that most business systems are made up of heterogeneous databases, we strongly 

believe that our work will assist the database administrator in effectively and 

efficiently managing database schema changes in organizations. 

• We have described and implemented a prototype system, SEMAD, for managing core 

schema evolution in heterogeneous databases. This system is based on the three-tier 

architecture. SEMAD provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for designing and 

maintaining the semantic the model. The GUI is built using X-Motif libraries and 

forais the front-end for SEMAD. The entire system resides on a IBM/RS60(X) 

machine supporting ADC 4.2. The meta data for the schema is stored in a repository 

implemented using a state of the art relational database system, Sybase System 10. 

The algorithms for schema evolution are developed using C language with embedded 

SQL statements for interacting with the meta data. Functionality and not performance 

is the focus in designing and developing SEMAD. 

We have also shown, to a certain degree, the extent to which the process of schema 

evolution may be automated. We have identified those points in the process where the 

final decision on how the changes need to be made, is best left to the administrator or 
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user. SEMAD does not analyze database performance issues (such as normal forms in 

relational databases) in suggesting methods for incorporating changes. Neither does it 

evaluate whether a suggested change is more suitable for query-driven databases than 

update-driven databases. SEMAD suggest simple alternatives and entrusts the burden 

of the final decision to the administrator and/or user. SEMAD hence serves as a 

decision support system for the database administrator to manage schema evolution in 

a heterogeneous database enviroimient. 

• We have further evaluated the usefulness of the system for managing schema 

evolution using SEMAD. We conducted two exploratory case studies in this 

evaluation. The first case study is performed using a set of heterogeneous databases 

used for studying global climate change by atmospheric scientists and hydrologists at 

the University of Arizona. The second was conducted using the University 

Information System that is used for administrative reporting at the University of 

Arizona. Based on our evaluations using the exploratory case studies, it was evident 

that the system would play a strongly positive role in assisting the database 

administrator. In heterogeneous database environments, SEMAD appears to be 

extremely useful. In particular, when dealing with changes that result in deleting 

entity classes and interaction relationships, SEMAD is able to help the administrator 

visualize the possible changes prior to incorporating them. It also helps the 

administrator manage schema changes in a more comprehensive fashion. Even while 

incorporating simple changes such as addition of entity classes, SEMAD assists the 
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administrator in performing this in a more ordered and coherent manner. There is an 

overhead associated with SEMAD. To manage schema evolution in a heterogeneous 

database environment, SEMAD needs to have the semantic model for this 

environment, the meta data associated with the model, and the mapping information 

that relates the model to the set of underlying databases. Creating and defining this 

information is not an easy task. It is however, a one-time cost associated with 

SEMAD. Subsequent changes are captured incrementally. Given the advantages of 

using SEMAD in dynamically managing schema evolution, we feel that this cost is 

offset by the advantages. 

In conclusion, we have developed a framework and provided a set of mechanisms for 

comprehensively managing core schema evolution in a heterogeneous database 

environment. We have implemented this framework in a prototype system for managing 

schema evolution in a semi-automated fashion. We have examined and identified the 

parts of the schema evolution process that can be automated and evaluated the system for 

its usefulness in assisting database administrators dynamically manage schema changes 

in heterogeneous database environments. 
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8.1 Future Research Directions 

Extensions of this research may be viewed from the following five perspectives. 

• Developing a comprehensive system for schema evolution by addressing version 

management and applications management. 

• Adapt the methodology (semantic model and graph-based algorithms) described in 

this research to support navigating and querying large information spaces. 

• Extend the research to support schema evolution in data warehouses and web-based 

databases 

• Identifying the benefits and costs associated with using SEMAD by conducting a 

longitudinal case study in a real-world organization 

• Investigating the applicability of SEMAD as a commercial tool for managing schema 

evolution in heterogeneous database environments. 

The first direction is towards the development of a comprehensive system for schema 

evolution by addressing schema versioning and application management in addition to 

the core schema evolution proposed now. An important aspect that should be stated 

when addressing core schema evolution is that when database objects are deleted, the 

information is lost. This is the case in our current prototype, SEMAD. This can be 

avoided if we could manage versions of data as well. View-based versioning appears to 

be a good approach for managing multiple versions of the schema. Providing software 
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modules between versions by extending the concepts proposed by Skarra and Zdonik 

(1986), Monk and SommervUle (1993) and Clamen (1994) for object-oriented databases 

can address the application management as well. 

The second perspective is to adapt the methodology described here to support navigating 

and querying large information spaces. The semantic model described can be used to 

represent and model large information spaces. The GUI developed in this research, serves 

as a visual interface using which data corresponding to objects represented in the 

semantic model may be queried. The graph theoretic algorithms used to identify 

cascading changes may be adapted to develop search algorithms that can navigate the 

semantic model. The meta data repository that underlies the semantic model may be 

queried by the algorithms to help users narrow down or expand their search process by 

incorporating semantic knowledge about the information space. We are currently 

investigating this using the Global Climate Change Data System (GCCDS) described in 

this research [Ram and Shankamarayan, 1998]. 

The third perspective is to extend the concepts proposed here for managing schema 

evolution in data warehouses and to manage web-databases. Both, data warehouses and 

web-based databases are becoming increasingly popular and are at the cutting edge of 

database technology. Examining the applicability of our model and methodology for 

schema evolution described in this dissertation to data warehouses and web-databases is 

therefore an important direction for future research. 
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Data warehouses are built using existing databases. Data warehouses are therefore 

susceptible to schema changes. The snowflake model adopted in data warehouse design 

is not capable of dynamically changing is response to change in the structures of the 

underlying databases. The methodology and framework proposed here based on the 

semantic model can be extended to modeling dynamic changes in data warehouses as 

well. Moreover, if data warehouses are not designed correctly, one might end up with a 

set of heterogeneous data warehouses that need to be integrated. It is our opinion that the 

semantic model based methodology proposed here can be extended to manage such 

heterogeneous data warehouses as well. This matter requires further investigation. 

Web-databases are becoming increasingly popular. The Internet and the World Wide 

Web serve to integrate many such databases by providing links for accessing and 

combining data from multiple, individual web-databases. Intranet reporting is very 

popular and extensively used in large organizations. Individual databases on the Web 

constantly undergo structural changes resulting in links becoming obsolete or ineffective. 

It is our opinion that the model and methodology proposed here can be extended to 

manage evolving web-databases as well. With Web databases changes need not 

necessarily be made on-line. A whole new database may be added at any time simply by 

defining a link to it from one or more existing web-databases. In our model, each part of 

this new database needs to be added to the existing schema as an incremental change, 

which is not an efficient method for incorporating new information. Efficiency and 

functionality are necessary to manage information on the web. Improving the way in 
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which mapping information is stored, and finding a more efficient way of storing and 

representing this information may be the key to applying this model for web-databases. 

An important problem that needs to be resolved before our methodology can be applied 

to evolving Web databases is that web-databases do not have a static structure. The fact 

that the schema for web databases is not specified in advance but is implicit in the data is 

an important reason why Web data is treated as semi-structured data [Florescu et.al., 

1998]. Ontologies may be used to capture the database schema and capture conceptual 

models [Bayardo et. al, 1997]. We need to explore the use of ontologies for capturing the 

structure of Web databases prior to exploring the application of our schema evolution 

methodologies for managing evolving Web databases. 

We have conducted a set of exploratory case studies to evaluate the usefulness of 

SEMAD in dynamically managing schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environments. Using these as pilot cases, we would like to comprehensively evaluate the 

system using a longitudinal case study in a real-world organization. The purpose of this 

study would be to evaluate SEMAD over a longer time period (three years) to identify the 

costs associated with SEMAD and the benefits of using the system. This would also help 

us fiirther improve the prototype. Moreover, we hope to gain useful information that 

would assist us in identifying parts of the schema evolution process that may be 

completely automated. This is the fourth future research direction proposed. 
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The prototype system developed in this research could be considered a precursor for a 

larger system for managing dynamic schema evolution in heterogeneous database 

environments. This system. Schema Evolution Manager (SEM), would consist of the 

graphical user interface to define and manage semantic models and the set of algorithms 

for managing dynamic schema evolution. SEM need not be part of existing databases or 

database systems for two reasons: 

• Existing database management systems may suffer in performance and response time 

owing to the increased load by adding SEM 

• Incorporating SEM as part of each database management system would result in as 

many copies of SEM as the number of databases in the heterogeneous database 

environment. 

A possible option is to integrate SEM with Computer Aided Software Engineering 

(CASE) tools to be a part of the CASE tool suite. CASE tools are often distributed along 

with commercial database management systems. One such CASE tool is the 

Designer/2000 that is marketed with Oracle 8. CASE tools help designers/developers 

build models and transform these models into real-world enterprise systems by 

converting the model (conceptual schema) to a database schema. SEM is similar to such 

CASE tools in that the front-end of the SEM (USM vl.O) helps designers define the 

model or conceptual schema of some database and the translator in SEM provides the 

functionality to transform the conceptual schema to a database design. SEM could utilize 
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and interact with the semantic model developed using CASE tools. The modeling support 

and constructs available in CASE tools are often rudimentary and may therefore be 

insufficient to comprehensively manage schema evolution. Integrating SEM with CASE 

tools provides the users with a comprehensive modeling tool (USM vl.O) that offers more 

constructs. Currently, the schema in SEM is created using the constructs defined in the 

Unifying Semantic Model (USM). 

The translator in SEM must be expanded to generate DDL/DML statements for different 

types of databases (relational, object-oriented, object-relational, and flat files). CASE 

tools provide a functionahty that is currently not supported by SEM, viz., the 

functionality to develop real-world applications from the conceptual model (like 

E)esigner/2000). Instead, SEM would help manage schema evolution in the database 

constructed from the conceptual schema. Together, the integrated set of tools would help 

the database administrator(s) define the semantic model, translate it to a database schema, 

develop applications based on the schema, and manage schema changes in the database. 

SEM would hold the top two tiers of the three-tier architecture proposed. The semantic 

model information is stored in the meta data repository. This repository and the mapping 

dictionary for SEM could be maintained in a relational database. As database systems are 

added and linked to SEM, the mapping dictionary and the translator information (tier 2) 

for each of these databases is defined. This mapping dictionary and translator would 

expand to acconmiodate the definitions of databases as more databases are registered 
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with SEM. These registered databases will form the bottom tier of the three-tier 

architecture proposed. The size of the mapping dictionary and the meta data repository is 

therefore dependent on the number of such databases in the heterogeneous system. Based 

on this size, the mapping dictionary and meta data repository may be stored and 

maintained by a relational database that is independent of the existing databases being 

managed by SEM, or may be stored in one of the existing databases. SEM could thus be 

integrated with conmiercial CASE tools providing a value-added software product. 

Database administrators could use this product to define the conceptual schema, translate 

the conceptual schema to a database schema, develop applications based on the database 

schema, and efficiendy manage schema evolution in the database. This requires a 

thorough investigation and we propose to take this up as an important direction for 

extending the research described. 
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APPENDEt A: 

Implementation Codes for Schema Evolution Algorithms 

Included Header FUe SE_EVOL_STRUCT.H 

^define STACKSIZE 100 
typedef char cell[9]; 
typedef int clique[6]; 
typedef int rels[4]; 
typedef struct 

{ 
char name [30]; 
intp; 
}rec; 

typedef struct 
{ 

int ssiz; 
int selem[STACKSIZE]; 

} stack; 
typedef struct 

{ 
int id; 
int visited: 

}node; 

In all of the following code segments, the variables used are declared as global variables 

unless locally defined within the code segments. These code segments are incorporated 

into the SEMAD user interfaces. The user interfaces are built using DBUIMX libraries. 

The global variables are declared as global variables within each interface and the code 

segments are embedded as user defined functions in these interfaces. To provide a clear 

view without mixing these codes with DBUIMX generated codes we have only shown 

the user functions without showing any of the global variable declarations. 
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Included file with Stack Operations - STACK.C (Source: Sedgewick, 1990) 

void InitStack(stack *S) 

S->ssiz = 0; 

int Empty (stack *S) 
{ 
retum(S->ssi2 = 0); 

int Full (stack *S) 
{ 

retum(S->ssiz = STACKS IZb); 

int Pop(stack *S) 
{ 

int return_value; 
retum_value = -1; 
if (S->ssiz = 0 ) 

printfC STACKERROR..popping empty stackVn"); 
else 

{ 
— (S->ssiz); 
retum_value = S->selem[S->ssiz]; 

) 

retum(retum_v£ilue); 

void Push(stack ^S, int elem) 
{ 

if (S->ssiz = STACKSIZE) 
printf("STACKERROR..stack size exceeded \n"); 

else 
{ 
S->selem[S->ssiz] = elem; 
++ (S->ssiz); 

} 

} 
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Algorithm Find-Stable>Set 

int find_stable_set(start_node) 
int start_node; 
{ 

int ijjc4nitial_size; 
initial_size = 0; 
for (i=0; i< AMSize; ++i) 

{ 

if ( stmcnap(AM[start_node][i],"0",l) = 0 ) 
++initial_size; 
) 

SS = (int *)malloc((initial_size)*sizeof(int)); 
SS [O]=start_node; 
k = l ;  
for (i=0;i<AMSize;++i) 

{ 

if (stmcmp(AM[start_node][i],"0",l) = 0) 
{ 

SS[k] = i; 
++k; 

} 

} 

for(i=l; i<k; ++i) 
{ 

for (j=0; j<AMSize; ++j) 
{ 

if ((stmcmp(AM[SS[i]]lj],"OM) != 0)«fe&(stmcmp(AM[SS[i]]U],"XM) != 0)) 
{ 

if (j != start_node) 
k = find_in_SS_and_reset(j,k); 

} 

} 

} 

reliim(k); 
} 
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Function To Assist Algorithm Find-Stable^et 

int find_in_SS_and_reset(place^iz_of_SS) 
int place,siz_of_SS; 

{ 
int ijc; 
k  =  - l ;  

for (i=0; i<siz_of_SS; -H-i) 
{ 

if (SS[i] = place) 
k = i; 

} 

while ((k> -1) && (k+1 <siz_of_SS )) 
{ 
SS[k] = SS[k+l]; 

-H-k; 
} 

i f ( k > - l )  
retum(siz_of_SS -1); 

else 
retum(siz_of_SS); 

} 



Algorithm find-Disjoint-Cliques 

void flnd_disjoint_cliques(ss) 
int ss; 
{ 

int i,j\k,l,foundJ_cnt; 
CL = (clique •)malloc(ss*sizeof(clique)); 
CLlist = (int •)malloc(ss*4*sizeof(int)); 
for (i=0;i<AMSize; ++i) 
forO=0;j<4;++j) 
CL[i][j] = -l; 

l_cnt = 0; 
for (i=0; i<ss; -H-i) 
{ 

j = 0; found = 0; 
while ((j<AMSize) && (Ifound)) 
{ 

if ((strcmp(AM[SS[i]]|j],"13")=0) && (is_disj(j,l_cnt))) 
{ 

k  = j + l ;  
while ((kcAMSize) && (Ifound)) 

{ 

if ((strcmp(AM[SS[i]][k],"13") = 0) && (is_disj(k,l_cnt))) 
{ 

l=k+l; 
while((l<:AMSize) && (Ifound)) 
{ 

if ((strcmp(AM[SS[i]][l],"13") = 0) && (is_disj(l,l_cnt))) 
{ 

CL[i][0]= SS[i]; CL[i][l] = j; CL[i][2] = k; CL[i][3] = 1 
found = 1; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = SS[i]; ++l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = j; ++l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = k; -H-l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = 1; -H-l_cnt; 

}/* End of L-while*/ 
++1; 

} 
} 

-H-k; 

}/* End of K-while*/ 
} 

++j; 
} /• End of J-while */ 
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j=0; 
while ((jcAMSize) && (Ifound)) 
{ 
if ((strncmp(AM[SS[i]]|j],"12",2) = 0) && (is_disja,l_cnt))) 

{ 
k=j+l; 
while ((kcAMSize) && (Ifound)) 
{ 

if ((strcmp(AM[SS[i]]|j],AM[SS[i]][k]) = 0)&&(is_disj(k,l_cnt))) 
{ 

CL[i][0]= SS[i]; CL[i][l] = j; CL[i][2] = k; 
found = 1; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = SS[i]; -H-l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = j; ++l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = k; -H-l_cnt; 

} 

++k; 
} 

} 
++j; 

} 

j=0; 
while ( (j<AMSize) &&. (Ifound)) 

{ 
if ((strcmp(AM[SS[i]]|j],"l") = 0 ) && (is_disj(j,l_cnt))) 

{ 
CL[i][0] = SS[i];CL[i][l]=j; 
found =1; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = SS[i]; ++l_cnt; 
CLlist[l_cnt] = j; ++l_cnt; 

} 

++j; 
} 

if (Ifound) 
{ 
CL[i][0]=SS[i]; 
found =1; 
CLlist[I_cnt] = SS[i]; -H-l_cnt; 

} 

}/* End the I-loop •/ 
} /* End function */ 
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Some functions to assist Find-Disjoint-Cliques 

int return_index(ename) 
charename[31]; 
{ 

int i; 
i = 0; 
while ( strcmp(ename, recl[i].name) != 0) 
++i; 

retum(recl [i].p); 
} 

int is_disj(n^e_of_cllist) 
int n,size_of_cIlist; 
{ 

int i^etiim_value; 
retum_value = 1; 
for (i=0; i<si2e_of_cllist; ++i) 

{ 
if (CLlist[i] = n) 

retum_value = 0; 
} 

retum(retum_value); 
} 
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Algorithm Find-Domino-Vertices 

int find_domino_vertices(start_node) 
int start_node; 
{ 

node •np; 
stack nstack; 
int card_ss4,j ,indx,found,d_index,cur,k; 

relsh = (rels *)malloc(80*sizeof(rels)); 
for (i=0; i<80; -M-i) 

forO=0; j<4; -Hfj) 
relsh[i]U] =-1; 

relndx = 0; 
d_index = 0; 
np = (node *)malloc(AMSize*sizeof(node)); 
for (i=0; i<AMSi2e; -H-i) 
{ 

np[i].id = recl[i].p; 
np[i]. visited = 0; 

} 

card_ss = find_stable_set(start_node); 
find_disjoint_cliques(card_ss); 
InitStack(&nstack); 
j=0; 
while ( (j < 4) && (CL[0][j] != -1 )) 
{ 

Push (&nstack, CL[0](j]); 
np[CL[0] [j]]. visited = 1; 

} 
k=0; 
while( (k < 4) && (CL[0][k] !=-!)) 
{ 

relsh[relndx][k] = CL[0][k]; 
-H-k; 

} 

while (!Empty(&nstack)) 
{ 

cur = nstack.selem[nstack.ssiz-l]; 
found = 0; 
indx = find_path_to_clique(cur,card_ss, np); 
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if (indx != -1) 
{ 

j=0; 
while (0 < 4) «&& (CL[indx]lj] !=-!)) 

{ 
Push(&nstack, CL[indx]|j]); 
np(CL[indx] [j]]. visited = 1; 
++j; 

} 

{ 
k=0; 
while ((k< 4) && (CL[indx][k] !=-!)) 

{ 

relsh[relndx][k] = CL[indx][k]; 
-H-k; 

} 

++relndx; 
} 
found = 1; 

} 

else 
{ 

for(j=0;j<AMSize;++j) 
{ 

if ((strcmp(AM[cur]Ij],"0")!=0) && (strcmp(AM[cur](j],"X") != 0)) 
{ 

if (!(np|j].visited)) 
{ 

Push(&nstackj); 
npO']. visited = 1; 
found =1; 
if ((relsh[relndx][0] = cur) && (relsh[relndx][l] = -1)) 

{ 

relsh[relndx][l] = j; ++relndx; 
} 

else if (relsh[relndx][0] = -1) 
{ 

relsh[relndx][0] =cur; relsh[relndx][l] =j; -H-relndx; 
} 

else 
{ 

-H-relndx; 
relsh[relndx][0] =cur; relsh[relndx][l] =j; -H-relndx; 



} 
} 

} 

} 
} 

if (Ifound) 
{ 

D[d_index] = Pop(&nstack); 
-H-d_index; 

} 

} /* End while (empty) 
retura(d_index); 
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Algorithm Is-Cut-Edge 

The existing adjacency matrix is converted to a simple matrix with no coded values and 
the graph is represented as a undirected simple graph prior to checking for cut edges. 

int create_tam_and_check_if_cut_edge(nl̂ ^3^4) 
int nl, n2,n3,n4; 
{ 

int i, j, cur, found, path_exists; 
stack tstack; 
node *mp; 

TAM = (int •*)malloc(AMSize*sizeof(int *)); 
if (TAM = NULL) printf(" TAM - no memory \n"); 
for (i=0; i< AMSize; ++i) 

{ 
TAM[i] = (int •)malloc(AMSize*sizeof(int)); 
if ( TAM[i] = NULL) printf(" TAM %d - no memoryVn", i); 

} 

for (i=0; i<AMSize; -H-i) 
for (j=0; j<AMSize; ++j) 

TAM[i]|j]=0; 

for (i=0; i<AMSize; ++i) 
{ 

for (j=0; j< AMSize; -f+J) 
{ 

if ((stmcmp(AM[i][j],"X",l) = 0 )) 
TAM[i][j] = 0; 
else if (stmcmp(AM[i]Ij],"r',l) = 0) 

{TAM[i][j] = l;TAM|j][i] = l;} 
else if (stmcmp(AM[i](j],"3",l) = 0 ) 
{TAM[i][j]=l;TAM[j][i] = l;} 

else if (stmcmp(AM[i]lj],"4",l) = 0 ) 
{ TAM[i][j] = l;TAM[j][i]= 1;} 

} 
} 

if ((n3= -1) && (n4=-l)) 
{TAM[nl][n2] = 0; TAM[n2][nl] = 0;} 

else if ((n3 != -1) && (n4 = -1)) 
{ 

TAM[nl][n2] = 0; TAM[nl][n3] = 0; 
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TAM[n2][nl] = 0; TAM[n2][n3] = 0; 
TAM[n3][nl] = 0; TAM[n3][n2] = 0;} 

tnp = (node •)malIoc(AMSize*sizeof(node)); 
for (i=0; i<AMSize; -H-i) 

{ 
tnp[i].id = recl[i].p; 
tnp[i].visited = 0; 

} 

InitStackC&tstack); 
path_exists = 0; 
Push(&tstack,n 1); 
tnp[n 1]. visited = 1; 
while (!(Empty(&tstack))) 

{ 

cur = tstack.selem[tstack.ssiz -1]; 
found = 0; 
for O=0i j<AMSize; -t-t-j) 

{ 

if ((TAM[cur](j] !=0) &«& (tnp(j].visited != 1)) 
{ 

Push(&tstack, j); 
tnpU]. visited = 1; 

found = 1; 
} 

} 

if (! found) 
{ 

if ( n2 = Pop(&tstack)) 
path_exists = I; 

} 

} 

free(tnp); 
retum(path_exists); 
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Function to Create the Primary Adjacency Matrix 

The PAM is created from the semantic model metadata repository using Sybase dblibrary 
codes embedded in C (host language). 

void create_am(p) 
int p; 
{ 

LOGINREC •login; 
DBPROCESS *dbproc; 
RETCODE retum_code; 
DBCHAR ent_name[31], ent_namel[31],ent_name2[31],ent_name3[31]; 
DBSMALLINT relid; 
charbuf[5],cmdbuf[768], cstr[3]; 
int i j",c,t,f, oldrelid,super, 

login = dbloginO; 
DBSETLUSER(login,"usmtool"); 
DBSETLPWD(login,"dbuimx"); 
dbproc = dbopen(login,NULL); 
dbuse(dbproc, "userdb"); 
sprintf(buf," %d " ,p); 
strcpy(cmdbuf,"SELECT ent_name FROM ENTCLASSl WHERE proj_id = "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuf); 
if ( dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAIL ) 

{ 

printf(" Error executing SQL \n"); 
dbexitO; 

} 
i = 0; 
while ((retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 

{ 
if (retum_code = SUCCEED) 

{ 

dbbind(dbproc, 1 ,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
ent_name[30] = \0'; 
while (dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 

strcpy(rec 1 [i].name,ent_name); 
recl[i].p = i; 
++i; 

} 



} 
} 

AMSize = i; 
AM = (cell •*)malloc(AMSize*sizeof(cell •)); 
for(i=0;i<AMSize; -H-i) 
AM[i] = (cell •)malloc(AMSize*sizeof(cell)); 
for(r=0; r<AMSize; -H-r) 

for(c=0; c<AMSize;++c) 
strcpy( AM[r] [c],"0"); 

for (f=0; rcAMSize; ++r) 
strcpy( AM[r] [r],"X"); 

/• Now get the binary interaction relationships */ 
s trcpy (cmdbuf,""); 
strcpy(cmdbuf,"SELECT el.ert_ent_name, e2.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," FROM ENTRELl el, ENTRELl e2 "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE el.ert_rel_type = 81 AND el.ert_proj_id =") 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e2.ert_proj_id"); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e2.ert_rel_id AND "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," el.ert_ent_name < e2.ert_ent_name AND "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," el.ert_rel_type = e2.ert_rel_type "); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuf); 
if ( dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAH-) 

{ 

printf(" Error executing SQL for ENTREL \n"); 
dbexitO; 

} 

while ((retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 
{ 

if ( retum_code = SUCCEED ) 
{ 

dbbind(dbproc, 1 ,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
dbbind(dbproc,2,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name 1); 
ent_nanie[30] = \0'; 
ent_namel[30] = \0'; 
while (dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 
r = retum_index(ent_name); 

c = retum_index(ent_namel); 
strcpy(AM[r][c],"l"); 
strcpy(AM[c][r],"l"); 

} 
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} 
} 

/* Now get the ternary interaction relationships */ 
strcpy(cstr,"12"); 
cstr[2] = 97; 
strcpy(cmdbuf,""); 
strcpy(cmdbuf,"SELECT el.ert_ent_name, e2.ert_ent_name,e3.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," FROM ENTRELl el, ENTRELl e2, ENTRELl e3 "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE el.ert_rel_type = 82 AND el.ert_proj_id ="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e2.ert_proj_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e3.ert_proj_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e2.ert_rel_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e3.ert_rel_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_ent_name < e2.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cnidbuf," AND e2.ert_ent_name < e3.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_type = e2.ert_rel_type "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_type = e3.ert_rel_type "); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuf); 
if ( dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAIL ) 

{ 
printf(" Error executing SQL for ENTREL \n"); 

dbexitO; 
} 

while (( retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 
{ 

if ( retum_code = SUCCEED ) 
{ 

dbbind(dbproc, 1 ,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
dbbind(dbproc,2,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name I); 
dbbind(dbproc,3 ,CHARB IND,(DB INT)0,ent_name2); 
enl_name[30] = \0'; 
ent_namel[30] = \0'; 
ent_name2[30] = \0'; 
while (dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 

r = retum_index(ent_name); 
c = retiim_index(ent_naniel); 
t = retum_index(ent_name2); 
if (strcmp(AM[r][c],"0") = 0) 

{ 
strcpy( AM[r] [c],cstr); 
strcpy (AM [c] [r] ,cstr); 
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} 
else 

{ 
cstr[2] += 1; 
strcat(AM[r] [c],cstr); 
strcat( AM [c] [r] ,cstr); 

} 

if (strcmp(AM[r][t],"0") = 0) 
strcpyC AM[r] [t] ,cstr); 
else strcat(AM[r][t],cstr); 
if (strcmp(AM[t][r],"0") = 0) 

strcpy(AM[t][r],cstr); 
else strcat(AM[l][r],cstr); 
if (strcmp(AM[t][c],"0") = 0 ) 

StrcpyC AM [t] [c] ,cstr); 
else strcat(AM[t][c],cstr); 
if (strcmp(AM[c][t],"0") = 0) 

strqjy (AM [c] [t] ,cstr); 
else strcat(AM[c][t],cstr); 
cstr[2] += 1; 

} 

} 

} 

strcpyCcmdbuf,"; 
strcpy(cmdbuf,"SELECT el.ert_ent_name, e2.ert_ent_name,e3.ert_ent_name,"); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"e4.ert_ent_name 

FROM ENTRELl el, ENTRELl e2, ENTRELl e3,"); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"ENTRELl e4 

WHERE el.ert_rel_type=83 AND el.ert_proj_id= "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e2.ert_proj_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e3.ert_proj_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_proj_id = e4.ert_proj_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e2.ert_rel_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e3.ert_rel_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_id = e4.ert_rel_id "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_ent_name < e2.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND e2.ert_ent_name < e3.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND e3.ert_ent_name < e4.ert_ent_name "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_type = e2.ert_rel_type "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_type = e3.ert_rel_type "); 
strcat(cmdbuf," AND el.ert_rel_type = e4.ert_rel_type "); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuf); 
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if (dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAIL) 
{ 

printfC Error executing SQL for ENTREL - 4 \n"); 
dbexitO; 

} 
while ((retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 

{ 
if (retum_code = SUCCEED ) 

{ 

dbbind(dbproc, 1 ,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
dbbind(dbproc,2,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_namel); 
dbbind(dbproc,3,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name2); 
dbbind(dbproc,4,CHARBIND,(DB INT)0,ent_name3); 
ent_name[30] = \0'; 
ent_namel[30] = \0'; 
ent_name2[30] = \0'; 
ent_name3[30] = \0*; 
while ( dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 

r = retum_index(ent_name); 
c = retum_index(ent_namel); 
t = retum_index(ent_name2); 
f = retum_index(ent_name3); 
strcpy(AM[r][c],"13"); 
strcpy( AM[c] [r]," 13"); 
strcpy(AM[r][t]," 13"); 
strcpy(AM[t][r]," 13"); 
strcpy(AM[t][c],"13"); 
strcpy(AM[c][t],"13"); 
strcpy(AM[f][r]," 13"); 
strcpy(AM[f][c],"13"); 
strcpy(AM[f][t],"13"); 
strcpy(AM[r][f]," 13"); 
strcpy(AM[c][^,"13"); 
strcpy(AM[t][f]," 13"); 

} 

} 

} 
printf("Created Quaternary RelationshipsVn"); 
strcpy(cmdbuf,""); 
strcpy(cmdbuf, "SELECT ads_super,ads_sub,ads_rel_id FROM ADSUB 1 "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE ads_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION"); 
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strcat(cmdbuf,"SELECT dds_super,dds_sub,dds_rel_id FROM DIFSUBl "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE dds_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"SELECT ids_super, ids_sub4ds_rel_id FROM INTSECl "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE ids_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION"); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"SELECT rds_super, rds_sub, rds_rel_id PTIOM ROSTER 1 "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE rds_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"SELECT uds_super,uds_sub,uds_rel_id FROM UNIONSUBl "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"WHERE uds_proj_id= "); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
StrcatCcmdbuf," ORDER BY 3"); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuf); 
if ( dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAIL) 

{ 

printf(" Error executing SQL for SUBCLASS \n"); 
dbexitO; 

} 

while ((retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 
{ 

if ( retum_code = SUCCEED ) 
{ 

dbbind(dbproc,l,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
dbbind(dbproc,2,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name 1); 
dbbind(dbproc,3 ,SMALLB IND,(DBINT)0,(B YTE * )«&relid); 
ent_name[30] = \0'; 
ent_namel[30] = \0'; 
oldrelid = 0; 
super = -1; 
wMe (dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 

r = retum_index(ent_name); 
c = retum_index(ent_namel); 
if (super != r) 

{ 

super = r; 
oldrelid = relid; 
strcpy(cstr,"3"); 
strcpy( AM[r] [c] ,cstr); 

} 
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else if ((super=r) && (relid==oldrelid)) 
strq)y( AM[r] [c],cstr); 
else if ((super==r) && (relid != oldrelid)) 

{ 
oldrelid = relid; 
if (strlen(cstr) >1) 
cstr[l] += I; } 

else 
cstr[l] = 97; 
strcpy (AM[r] [c] ,cstr); 

} 

} 

} 

} 

strqjy (cmdbuf,""); 
strcpy(cmdbuf,"SELECT adc_base_class,adc_class,adc_rel_id 

FROM ATTDEFCOM1"); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE adc_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION"); 
strcat(cmdbuf," SELECT eco_base_class,eco_class,eco_rel_id 

FROM ENUMCOMl "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE eco_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
strcat(cmdbuf," UNION"); 
strcat(cmdbuf,"SELECT gat_base, gat_entity,gat_rel_id FROM GRPAGGl "); 
strcat(cmdbuf, "WHERE gat_proj_id="); 
strcat(cmdbuf,buf); 
dbcmd(dbproc, cmdbuO; 
if ( dbsqlexec(dbproc) = FAIL) 

{ 

printf(" Error executing SQL for COMPLEX \n"); 
dbexitO; 

} 

while ((retum_code = dbresults(dbproc)) != NO_MORE_RESULTS ) 
{ 

if ( retum_code == SUCCEED) 
{ 

dbbind(dbproc, 1 ,CHARBIND,(DBINT)0,ent_name); 
dbbind(dbproc,2,CHARB IND,ODB INT)0,ent_name 1); 
dbbind(dbproc,3,SMALLBIND,(DBINT)0,(BYTE •)&relid); 
ent_name[30] = \0'; 
ent_namel[30] = NO'; 
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oldrelid = 0; 
super = -1; 
while (dbnextrow(dbproc) != NO_MORE_ROWS ) 

{ 

r = retum_index(ent_name); 
c = retum_index(ent_namel); 
if (super != r) 

{ 
super = r; 
oldrelid = relid; 
strcpy(cstr,"4"); 
strcpy( AM[r] [c] ,cstr); 

} 

else if ((super=T) && (relid=oldrelid)) 
strcpyC AM[r] [c],cstr); 

else if ((super=r) && (relid != oldrelid)) 
{ 

oldrelid = relid; 
if (strlen(cstr) > 1) 
cstr[l] += 1;} 

else 
cstr[l] = 97; 

strcpy( AM[r] [c] ,cstr); 
} 

} 

} 

} 
dbclose(dbproc); 
dbexitO; 

} 
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